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 This dissertation examined the changes of Geometry Education in New York 
State in connection with the differences in the New York State Mathematics 
Standards (1999, 2005, 2011).  As a result of this analysis, a theoretical framework 
was created to support teachers in making the shift from teaching towards the 2005 
learning standards to teaching towards the goals of the Common Core Standards 
(2011).  Once created, the theoretical framework served as the basis of the 
development of a collection of problems on various topics in geometry used by 
teachers in their geometry classrooms.  This document can be found in the Appendix 
of this dissertation. 
As seen in the past, curriculum, standards, and assessment are all 
intertwined and reflect one another.  In order to bridge the gaps and explore 
relationships between these components, this research compares the various New 
York State Mathematics Standards to determine differences in topical coverage as 
  
well as an analysis of the New York State Geometry Regents examinations under the 
2005 standards and Common Core Standards.  Additionally, the research builds on 
these results and also analyzes select New York State Regents Examination 
questions in specific topics.  This study used the information gathered to create a 
collection of problems based on certain principles to support teachers in adequate 
preparation of students for the Common Core Geometry Course.  Teachers found the 
principles provided to be very useful in creating their own problems for additional 
topics, and found the collection of problems to be very helpful in the teaching and 
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Need for the Study 
 
 Clark and Otis’s (1925, 1927) preface states:  “We teach geometry primarily 
for the purpose of training the student in the methods and habits of thought that 
result in power to reason and analyze, to discover, and to prove in a logical manner 
that which has been discovered” (p. iii).  As explained by Clark and Otis, Geometry is 
arguably one of the most thought provoking branches of mathematics that is seen by 
students in school mathematics, and can often be viewed as the conceptual bond 
that can link different areas of mathematics.  Jones (2002) brings to our attention 
that the study of geometry contributes to helping students develop the skills of 
critical thinking, problem solving, deductive reasoning, logical argument, and proof.  
González and Herbst (2006) expand on those characteristics put forth by Jones and 
identify four modal arguments that justifies a high school geometry course despite 
competing arguments; “geometry provides an opportunity for students to learn 
logic, that it helps develop mathematical intuition, that it affords students 
experiences that resemble the activity of the mathematician, and that it allows 
connections to the real world.” 
Although it can be viewed as such an extensive branch of mathematics, 




Perhaps, due to the broadness of geometry and the fact that it contains so many 
applications, a need still exists for educators to come to a consensus on how to 
formulate an appropriate layout of a geometry curriculum as well as which aspects 
of geometry to concentrate on and be able to formulate resources and problems to 
assist in a student’s success in learning geometry. 
Research on students’ learning of geometry has continued to inform 
curriculum developers.  Investigating the geometry course can help in 
understanding relevant issues in redesigning the geometry curriculum to respond to 
the demands for connections from one grade to the next.  In his preface of NCTMs 
71st  yearbook, Understanding Geometry for a Changing World, Craine (2009) 
explains the effort that was exerted by curriculum developers to incorporate 
research on students’ learning of geometry.  Some examples provided were that the 
Van Hiele model guided textbooks, projects supported by the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) produced curricula at all grade levels aligned with the NCTM 
Standards, and the use of interactive geometry software (Craine, 2009).  
In accordance with the Agenda for Action (NCTM, 1980) as well as the 
centrality of problem solving in the later NCTM Standards documents (1989, 2000), 
geometry has more so been emphasized as a means for problem solving in 
mathematics education.  Most importantly, in the United States, all mathematics 
education has been influenced by the Standards movement (NCTM, 1989, 2000).  
For example, in the NCTM document, Principles and Standards for School 
Mathematics (PSSM), geometry is given a constant emphasis throughout all grade 






Figure 1-1:  Content Standards Emphasis 
 
As seen from the past, curriculum, standards, and assessment are all 
intertwined and reflect one another.  This study attempts to bridge the gaps in how 
these elements of education have progressed and relate to one another in New York 
State and use this information to create an appropriate collection of problems, 
specifically within the branch of geometry education.  Latterell (2005) indicates that 
New York State is very influential in the United States for setting mathematics 
curricula.  Beadie (1999) points out that New York launched the first statewide 
system of standardized examinations and performance-based diplomas in the 
country.  Isaacs (2014) states “what sets New York State assessment apart is that it 
has the longest continuing curriculum-based external exit examination system in 
the USA through its Regents examination programme.”  Additionally, New York has 
long since supported higher schooling through a central state agency, thus having 




than other states (Beadie, 1999).  Although New York State does not necessarily 
have a state curriculum, the New York State Education Department (NYSED) 
developed Learning Standards and Core Curriculum Guidance that influences 
statewide assessments, thus dictating curricula (Isaacs, 2014).   
In New York State, curricula are decided at the local level and are designed to 
cover all of the standards put forth.  School districts are forced to create new 
curricula that are reflective of these standards and assessments.  The New York 
State Mathematics Learning Standards have been revised four times within the past 
20 years (1996, 1999, 2005, 2011).  Along with each revised set of standards, new 
assessments in school mathematics that reflect the standards in place at a given 
time were also implemented.   
On January 10, 2011, the New York State Board of Regents approved the 
recommended additions to the Common Core Learning Standards for Mathematics.  
Recent headlines in newspapers present to the public much negativity about 
Common Core mathematics.  Some of these headlines read: “Passage Rates Fall on 
New Common Core Geometry Exam,” “LI Educators Criticize Revamped Regents 
Geometry Exam,” “Common Core Crisis: NY Students Failing State Math Test At 
Alarming Rate,” “A Disturbing Look at Common Core Tests in New York.”  As seen 
from the data provided by the NYSED, these headlines are not completely 
inaccurate, as passing rates have dropped in addition to the drop in cut scores on 
the Geometry Regents examination when comparing the exam based on the 2005 




Table 1-1 are the passing rates provided on the NYSED website from 2013 to 2016 
as well as the cut score for passing each exam. 
Table 1-1:  NYS Passing Rates on Geometry Regents Examinations 
Exam: Cut Score: Passing Rate: 










2015 Geometry Regents 




2016 Geometry Regents 





A thorough analysis of these standards and examinations are needed to 
provide a better understanding of Geometry education in New York State.  
Furthermore, a need still exists to create a collection of problems to aid teachers in 
successfully teaching towards the goals of the Geometry Common Core Standards. 
 
Purpose of the Study 
 
 The purpose of this study is to describe geometry education in secondary 
schools within the state of New York as an implication of the New York State 
Learning Standards for Mathematics (1999, 2005, 2011) and to create a theoretical 
framework to support teachers in making the shift from teaching towards the 2005 
learning standards to teaching towards the goals of the Common Core Standards.  
Once created, this theoretical framework served as the basis of the development of a 




and explore relationships between curricula, standards, and assessment, the 
researcher addressed primary sources from standards written by New York State 
along with Regents examinations distributed by the state of New York relating to 
geometry.  To achieve this purpose, the following research questions guided the 
study: 
1. How did the New York State Mathematics Learning Standards change 
from the initial standards document (1996) with respect to geometry?  
How did the structure of the New York State Regents Program change in 
terms of geometry topics covered as a result of the different standards 
documents? 
2. How did the Geometry Regents Examinations (2005 Learning Standards) 
compare with the Common Core Geometry Regents Examinations in 
terms of general structure, topic coverage, and question characteristics? 
3. How did select geometry topics in the New York State Regents 
Examinations change in terms of how the questions are posed between 
the Geometry Regents Examinations (2005 Learning Standards) and the 
Common Core Geometry Regents Examinations? 
4. What are the major objectives and principles in geometry in accordance 
with the Common Core State Standards and how can an appropriate 
collection of problems be created that will help teachers effectively teach 






Procedures of the Study 
 
The methodology of this study makes use of qualitative methods.  In order to 
develop a comprehensive implementation of geometry education in New York State 
secondary schools, a thorough analysis of various sources provided the major 
components to this study. 
1. Analysis of New York State Mathematics Learning Standards for 
Mathematics (1999, 2005, 2011) 
2. Analysis of New York State Regents Examinations (2005 Standards, 
Common Core Standards) 
3. Analysis of select New York State Regents Examination questions in 
specific topics. 
4. Problem set and guide for Common Core Geometry. 
 
Analysis of Geometry Standards and New York State Regents Program 
To answer research question one, the researcher created a “crosswalk” 
between each set of mathematics learning standards used by New York State within 
the allotted time frame (1999, 2005, 2011) in the content area of geometry.  It 
should be noted that the researcher did not use the 1996 document since the 1999 
document is a more detailed version of the original standards.  A crosswalk 
compares the content of two documents side by side and is sometimes called a gap 
analysis because comparisons identify gaps in coverage (Kendall, 2011).  The 




by side.  The crosswalk allows the researcher to analyze changes in the different 
documents in terms of how the standards are phrased as well as the removal or 
addition of topics covered throughout each document.  The crosswalk is organized 
according to the Common Core standards; that is, the Common Core standards are 
listed on the left side of the page, the 2005 standards are listed in the center of the 
page and the 1999 standards are listed on the right side of the page.  When 
organizing the document in this manner, the Common Core document is used in its 
entirety and the other two standards documents are related to the Common Core 
document by identifying the appropriate standards that correspond to those in the 
Common Core standards.   
The geometry standards were analyzed using the domains in the Common 
Core document: 
1. Congruence 
2. Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry 
3. Circles 
4. Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
5. Geometric Measurement and Dimension 
6. Modeling with Geometry 
As previously stated, in New York State the standards dictate the material 
that needs to be covered in a curriculum.  Therefore, the crosswalk created allowed 
the researcher to analyze the topics covered in the different programs of the New 





 1999 – 2008:  Math A, Math B 
 2008 – 2014:  Integrated Algebra, Geometry, Integrated Algebra II and 
Trigonometry 
 2014 – ?:  Common Core Algebra I, Common Core Geometry, Common 
Core Algebra II 
To carry out this analysis, the crosswalk is used to identify the topics covered 
in each curriculum. 
 
Analysis of New York State Regents Examinations 
 To answer research question two, the Geometry Regents Examinations (2005 
Learning Standards) as well as the Common Core Geometry Regents Examinations 
(2011 Learning Standards) were analyzed.  The Math A and Math B Regents 
Examinations were not be analyzed because both of these courses incorporate 
algebra, trigonometry, and geometry so they are excluded due to the excessive 
additional topics.  The analysis of the examinations included the general structure of 
the examinations, their topic coverage, and their question characteristics.  Each 
examination was treated as one object of study and each question in the 
examination was considered one unit of that object.  The general structure of these 
examinations, the question characteristics, and topic coverage were examined.  An 
analysis of the general structure of these examinations identified the total number 
of questions, number of multiple-choice questions, free-response short answer, and 
free-response extended answer.  Each examination question was classified as a basic 




The topic coverage analysis uses the analysis of the topics resulting from the 
standards analysis. 
 
Analysis of New York State Regents Examination Questions 
 To answer research question three, the researcher identified questions from 
different New York State Regents examinations in select geometry topics.  
Examination questions were analyzed by topic, its mapping to the standards in place 
at the time the exam was given, as well as the skills and knowledge required to 
answer the question.  The topics selected were those topics considered as the most 
critical elements of the Common Core Geometry Course as indicated by New York 
State.  The New York State Education Department (2014) identifies information on 
percent of test by credit for the domains in Geometry, as shown in Table 1-2. 
Table 1-2:  Percent of Test by Credit for Geometry Domains
 
 
Topics were selected within the domains with the highest percent.  Questions 




analyzed as described above to determine how the emphasis, or focus, of the topic 
has changed between the 2005 standards and the Common Core standards.   
 
Identifying Principles and Creation of Problem Set for Common Core Geometry 
 To answer research question four, research related to learning and teaching 
geometry was reviewed and used to create a set of principles.  Based on these 
principles in conjunction with the analysis of the standards and the analysis of the 
Regents examinations, a guide as well as a collection of problems for the Common 
Core Geometry course was created.  This guide was used to provide assistance for 
teachers to make the appropriate transition from the previous Geometry course 
(2005 Standards) to the Common Core Geometry course. 
 
Organization of Dissertation 
 
Chapter II is a literature review and will present a summary of the research 
literature related to this study.  The literature review focuses on geometry 
education, standards, and testing. 
Chapter III is a methodology and will describe in detail the approach taken by 
the researcher to answer each research question. 
Chapter IV focuses on the New York State Mathematics Learning Standards, a 
key piece in this study.  A description of each set of New York mathematics 
standards is provided to gain an understanding of how to read each set of standards 




the standards and the geometry curriculum in New York State that is included in 
Chapter IV establishes a context for the analysis of the Regents examinations, which 
is included in Chapter V. 
Chapter V focuses on the New York State Regents examinations.  An analysis 
of the individual Regents exams is included in addition to an analysis of how the 
Regents exams under the different standards assess the same topics.  The analysis of 
the Regents examinations provided useful information for identifying principles and 
creating a collection of problems, which is explained in Chapter VI. 
Chapter VI focuses on the identification of the principles used by the 
researcher to create a collection of problems to assist teachers in the preparation of 
students in the Common Core Geometry course.  Furthermore, an explanation is 
provided on how the researcher created the collection of problems. 
Chapter VII is the conclusion, which provides an overall summary of the 









 This chapter presents a review of the literature related to the three central 
themes that are integrated throughout this dissertation:  geometry education, 
mathematics standards, and testing.  Although this study discusses a short time 
frame, it is important to offer some views from a more general perspective, as the 
time frame included in the dissertation is part of a larger historical period in order 
to understand the historical consequences leading to the standards movement, 
which has a direct impact on education in New York State. 
This chapter is organized into four distinct parts to address the 
abovementioned themes.  The first part serves as a general overview of some of the 
significant changes in mathematics education in the United States that led to the 
standards movement.  The reform movement leading to the development of 
standards provides the background that allows one to comprehend the 
circumstances that guided the decisions of policymakers.  The second part focuses 
specifically on geometry education in the United States.  Gaining an insight into 
changes in geometry education allows the researcher to observe similarities and 
differences in the New York State programs that were analyzed in this study.  Also 
included in the second part is a review of research related to teaching and learning 
geometry.  The third part presents a review of the literature related to the history of 




the fourth part of this chapter presents a review of the history of the “testing 
movement” in the United States as well as a review of examination studies that 
relate to this dissertation. 
 
Overview of Secondary Mathematics Education in the United States  
Leading to the Standards Movement 
 
 
Ample research supports the argument that the mathematics curricula have 
been changed more than any other secondary school subject throughout the 20th 
century (Kinsella, 1965).  Senk and Thompson (2003) bring to our attention that 
concerns about what mathematics students learn in school have been raised 
repeatedly since the mid-1800s.  Usiskin (1985) points out that many of the changes 
in educational policy are due to societal change and economic trends.  Howson, 
Keitel, and Kilpatrick (1981) state “of all the pressures that initiate curriculum 
development none is greater than that exerted by society” (p. 3).   
Notable resources that provide insight into the literature available on the 
history of mathematics education relating to the time period in this study are John 
Kinsella’s (1965) Secondary School Mathematics, as well as George Stanic and 
Jeremy Kilpatrick’s two-volume A History of School Mathematics (2003).  Kinsella’s 
(1965) volume begins with a discussion of mathematics at the mid-century where 
he presents the facts about items such as types of courses and the nature of 
mathematics being taught at this time.  This is followed by a presentation of the 
factors and movements that led to the introduction of the new mathematics into 




mathematics education in the United States and Canada, organized in a 
chronological manner, provides the reader with different chapters that reflect on 
various issues in mathematics education.  The first volume includes topics from the 
mathematics of the 19th century through the late-20th century.  Themes discussed in 
the second volume include instructional materials, students and teachers, 
assessment, and the role of government in mathematics education.   
Other resources that provide insight into the literature available on 
mathematics education in the United States are Klein (2003) A Brief History of 
American K-12 Mathematics Education in the 20th Century, NCTM’s 1985 Yearbook, 
The Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum (Hirsch, 1985), and Walmsley’s 
(2007) A History of Mathematics Education During the 20th Century.  Klein provides 
the reader with a brief history of mathematics education beginning with an outline 
of mathematics education from 1920 to 1980 and then delves into a discussion of 
the events preceding the NCTM standards as well as the creation of the NCTM 
standards.  Walmsley’s (2007) A History of Mathematics Education During the 20th 
Century is a concise history of mathematics reform in the 20th century.  Walmsley 
(2007) provides a brief analysis of each decade in the 20th century discussing the 
historical context, philosophy, mathematics content, teacher education, pedagogy, 
and assessments in mathematics education.  NCTM’s Yearbook (1985), The 
Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum attempts to chart new curricular 
directions at that time for high school mathematics in terms of content, 
organization, and priorities in addition to providing descriptions of curricular 




historical perspective and a rationale for needed curricular reform.  Various articles 
in this yearbook are reviewed in different parts of the literature review as they 
relate to each section.   
In A History of School Mathematics (Kilpatrick & Stanic, 2003), many of the 
historical changes in the second half of the 20th century are discussed in the section 
titled “School Mathematics From World War II to the End of the 20th Century.”  In 
particular, some of the chapters within this section that relates closely to the time 
period relating to this study, as well as the events leading up to this time period, are 
the chapters written by Fey and Graeber (From the New Math to the Agenda for 
Action) and Arthur F. Coxford (Mathematics Curriculum Reform: A Personal View).  
The literature in this section is reviewed chronologically so many of these sources 
are used in conjunction with one another. 
Prior to the 1950s, mathematics education followed the direction of the 
National Committee of Mathematics Requirements with their 1923 report, 
Reorganization of Mathematics in Secondary Education which specified that algebra 
and mathematics was important for all students, and that the focus of school 
mathematics needed to be higher standards in mathematics (Kinsella, 1965; 
Walmsley, 2007).  Walmsley (2007) insists “This report remained the major 
influence in mathematics curriculum until the College Entrance Examination Board 
(CEEB) report in 1959.” 
Walmsley (2007) brings to our attention that the focus of mathematics 
education in the 1940s was a college bound track that would require students to 




leading into curricular changes in the upcoming decades.  Kinsella (1965) 
summarizes the important forces that resulted in changes in high school 
mathematics during the first half of the 1950s into eight important points: 
1. The rapid growth of mathematics during the past one hundred and 
fifty years; 
2. The revolutionary development of science and technology during this 
century; 
3. A growing concern about the neglect of the superior student; 
4. The historical tendency for college and university mathematics to 
move downward to lower grades; 
5. A great increase in the collaboration among mathematics teachers at 
the college and high school levels; 
6. An awareness of the great technological and mathematical progress of 
the USSR; 
7. The huge financial support given by the federal government of 
mathematics education; 
8. The emergence of vigorous and imaginative leadership in 
mathematics education in various universities and professional 
organizations. 
(p. 15) 
As Kinsella (1965) pointed out, the advances of science and technology grew 
more prevalent upon entering the second half of the 20th century.  Mathematics 
success for students was crucial in order to keep up with these societal changes, 
thus impacting the change and development of mathematics curricula (Kinsella, 
1965). 
Kinsella (1965) specifies that the development of high school mathematics 
courses was greatly influenced by the Mathematical Association of America (MAA), 
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), the College Entrance 
Examination Board (CEEB), and the section of the New York State Education 




high school mathematics (Kinsella, 1965).  Fey and Graeber (2003) also discuss the 
importance of the CEEB on curricular changes in secondary mathematics. 
Fey and Graeber (2003) look in detail at the intentions and outcomes of 
activity in mathematics education during the period from the new math to the 
Agenda for Action in a chronological order, discussing recurrent struggles in 
competition for control over school mathematics.  Fey and Graeber (2003) begin 
their discussion of the “New Math Movement” with the influence of the CEEB.   The 
CEEB, in particular, recommended the introduction of topics such as logic, modern 
algebra, probability, and statistics to allow the secondary school curricula to reflect 
important aspects of applied mathematics (Fey & Graeber, 2003; Kinsella, 1965; 
Usiskin, 1985).  Within their description of the influence of the CEEB, Fey and 
Graeber (2003) explain that in addition to the recommended topics, in order to 
meet the need for a sophisticated scientific workforce, the CEEB also suggested a 
combination of plane and solid geometry as well as a combination in trigonometry 
and advanced algebra to allow students to proceed more quickly through the 
mathematics courses necessary for such a workforce. 
In response to recommendations such as those made by the CEEB, many 
school program initiatives began to develop texts to represent these ideas that came 
to be known as “New Math” (Fey & Graeber, 2003).  According to Fey and Graeber 
(2003),  
   The CEEB commission recommendations that most strikingly captured the 
core idea of new math reforms dealt with strategies for organizing school 
curricula around concepts, structures, and reasoning processes that modern 
mathematics had come to use as the common foundation for all specific 




mathematics as the key to genuine understanding became a central tenet of 
many first-generation new math curriculum development projects. (p. 524)  
 
According to Fey and Graeber (2003), as a result of the CEEB report, the most 
influential products were the texts designed by the School Mathematics Study Group 
(SMSG) in that these textbooks implemented many of the content themes mentioned 
in the report.  Other curriculum development projects that covered the same themes 
as SMSG were the University of Maryland Mathematics Project (UMMaP) and the 
University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics (UICSM) (Fey & Graeber, 
2003).  Fey and Graeber (2003) argue that the published texts of SMSG, UICSM, and 
others showed very little influence from the psychological or pedagogical themes 
associated with the new math era.  The texts were written in a nontraditional, 
conversational style to stimulate dialogue in a classroom discovery lesson, but could 
only happen with the assumption that teachers would actually adapt these dialogues 
to design their own discovery lessons (Fey & Graeber, 2003).  As stated by Fey and 
Graeber (2003), “the gap between the developers’ pedagogical intentions and what 
could be conveyed in the commercial textbooks that ultimately had to carry reform 
ideas into widespread practice illustrates the daunting challenge facing anyone 
would change instructional traditions in American schools.” 
Although the development projects of the new math period generated 
enthusiasm throughout the school mathematics community, schools are still 
conservative institutions so the enthusiasm for change in the content and teaching 
of mathematics was met with substantial skepticism from teachers, professional 
mathematicians, and a concerned public (Fey & Graeber, 2003).  Fey and Graber 




curriculum:  “Have the reformers charted the right direction for the content goals of 
school curricula?” “Do the programs that implement their ideas work as intended?” 
Fey and Graeber (2003), as well as Sinclair (2008), point out that the most 
prominent voice in the criticism of goals for new math was that of Morris Kline, a 
professor of applied mathematics at New York University.  Through his influential 
book, Why Johnny Can’t Add:  The Failure of the New Math, Kline argued that the 
content was inappropriate for school curricula (Fey & Graeber, 2003; Sinclair, 
2008).  Usiskin (1985) also discusses the criticism of the new math curriculum 
through the action of the National Advisory Committee on Mathematics Education 
(NACOME).  Usiskin (1985) points out that in 1975, NACOME called for a retraction 
of a curriculum that was overpowered by manipulative skills without 
understanding.  NACOME recommended more work with technology, statistics, and 
applications (Usiskin, 1985).  Shortly after, the back-to-basics movement in 
curriculum content was accompanied by recommendations for a return to 
traditional instructional practices, which lasted through the 1970s (Fey & Graeber, 
2003). 
Fey and Graeber (2003) quote NCTM President Shirley Hill with her 
reflection of the decade of the 1970s; “the mathematics education community 
seemed to be groping for a clearer focus and sense of direction.”  Shirley Hill’s 
explanation for clearer focus on the future of mathematics education resulted in the 
document, An Agenda for Action.  Gates (2003) also brings to our attention that 
Shirley Hill described the crucial issues facing mathematics education as well as the 




consists of eight specific recommendations in the areas of curriculum, instruction, 
and evaluation; each of which were broken down into a detailed description of how 
they can be achieved, and are eventually seen in the form of national standards in 
1989 (NCTM, 1980).  NCTM distributed An Agenda for Action (1980) in the hopes of 
diverting the secondary mathematics curriculum towards one that would be capable 
of producing success (Fey & Graeber, 2003; Usiskin, 1985; Walmsley, 2007).  
An Agenda for Action recommended problem solving to be the focus of school 
mathematics along with new ways of teaching (Coxford, 2003; Fey & Graeber, 2003; 
McLeod, 2003). The report explains that “problem solving requires a wide 
repertoire of knowledge, not only of particular skills and concepts but also of the 
relationships among them and the fundamental principle that unify them” and thus 
recommends that the entire mathematics curriculum should be organized around 
problem solving (NCTM, 1980).  Coxford (2003) clarifies that “mathematics ought to 
be applied and that through this application problem solving would be developed.” 
 In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence in Education (NCEE) aided 
the concern brought by An Agenda for Action, with the report, A Nation at Risk 
(1983).  The report (1983) begins with the words “Our Nation is at risk.  Our once 
unchallenged preeminence in commerce, industry, science, and technological 
innovation is being overtaken by competitors throughout the world.”  As Ravitch 
(2000) explains, the strong and powerful words of A Nation at Risk immediately 
grasped the attention of the public.  The report warned that American schools had 
not kept pace with the changes in society and that the economy would suffer if 




 Reports such as An Agenda for Action and A Nation at Risk highlighted the 
need for restructuring the curriculum to better meet the mathematical needs of a 
diverse student population in a society that was increasingly being dominated by 
technology.  As described by Senk and Thompson (2003), concerns about student 
outcomes in mathematics give rise to recommendations about what to teach in 
schools and how to teach it. 
Latterell (2005) summarizes the most important points of mathematics 
education of the 1990s, often known as “fuzzy math” as follows: 
 Integrated mathematics curriculum 
 Extensive use of calculators 
 Deemphasis of basic arithmetic 
 Increased emphasis on statistics and discrete mathematics 
 Continued emphasis on problem solving 
 Support for the concept that students must construct their own 
knowledge in order to learn. 
 
 Klein (2003) explains that the 1990s saw the biggest development of 
standards in mathematics compared to any other field in an effort to improve and 
enrich education.  It was during this decade that NCTM published various standards 
that became the focus of school mathematics.  Because of the widespread use of the 
Standards, many state and local districts developed their own standards and 
curricula for mathematics based on the NCTM document (Klein, 2003).   
To many in the mathematics world such as mathematicians, educators, and 
parents, some of the changes that took place throughout this decade as a result of 
the Standards were not appropriate.  Ravitch (2000) clarifies that the mathematics 
curriculum that followed the guidelines of the NCTM standards were accused of 




solving instead.  According to Kellough and Kellough (2007), the adoption of harsher 
learning standards coupled with an emphasis on high-stakes testing throughout the 
United States is the trend that continued into the twenty first century. 
 
Overview of Geometry Education in the United States 
 
 This section discusses the research on geometry education in the United 
States in a chronological manner.  NCTM released four yearbooks that focused on 
geometry.  NCTM’s fifth yearbook, The Teaching of Geometry (Reeve, 1930) was 
intended to study the feasibility of a combined one-year course in plane and solid 
geometry.  NCTM’s 36th yearbook, Geometry in the Mathematics Curriculum 
(Henderson, 1973) came during the “New Math” era and consisted of a series of 
articles that proposed various ways to organize the high school geometry 
curriculum.  NCTM’s 49th yearbook, Learning and Teaching Geometry, K-12 
(Lindquist, 1987) highlighted geometry as a vehicle for problem solving.  NCTM’s 
71st yearbook, Understanding Geometry for a Changing World (Craine, 2009) focuses 
on the developments made in the understanding of student’s learning of geometry 
and the availability of new tools for teaching Geometry.  Nathalie Sinclair’s (2008) 
The History of the Geometry Curriculum in the United States volume gives us insight 
into the forces that have shaped the teaching of geometry in American public 
schools since the mid-19th century.  González and Herbst’s (2006) Competing 
Arguments for the Geometry Course:  Why Were American High School Students 




historical examination of the justification for the case of the high school geometry 
course in the United States through an analysis of historical documents that trace 
the path connecting the report of the Committee of Fifteen and the Standards 
documents written by NCTM. 
 Throughout history, there have always been controversies regarding content 
and approaches to teaching geometry.  Simply put by Usiskin (1987), “geometry 
seems to be a more difficult area on which to get consensus.”  Usiskin was also 
quoted by Craine (2009) stating, “There is a lack of agreement regarding not just the 
details but even the nature of geometry that should be taught from elementary 
school through college.”  Conversely, Suydam (1985) argues that there is a general 
agreement on the goals of teaching geometry.  Some of these general goals include 
the development of logical thinking, to obtain knowledge needed for higher-level 
mathematics, and to develop spatial intuitions about the real world (Suydam, 1985).  
Similarly, González and Herbst (2006) give four arguments to justify the geometry 
course; geometry provides an opportunity for students to learn logic, geometry 
helps develop mathematical intuition, geometry affords student experiences that 
resemble the activity of the mathematician, and geometry allows connections to the 
real world.  Usiskin (1987) gives three reasons for learning geometry:  (1) Geometry 
uniquely connects mathematics with the real physical world; (2) Geometry uniquely 
enables ideas from other areas of mathematics to be pictured; (3) Geometry 
nonuniquely provides an example of a mathematical system.  Usiskin (1987) further 
explains, “Geometry is the place where the student supposedly learns how 




mathematicians presumably do, that is, prove theorems.”  Usiskin’s reasons 
anticipated many of the views present in the 1989 NCTM Standards (Sinclair, 2008). 
González and Herbst (2006) describe that at the end of the 19th century, the 
Report from the Mathematics Conference of the Committee of Ten had argued the 
need for the geometry course in order to provide education in deductive reasoning, 
and was therefore valuable to all high school students.  Sinclair (2008) reminds us 
that this report was part of the first attempts to standardize the school geometry 
curriculum and foreshadowed policy recommendations as modern as the NCTM 
Standards documents.  The 20th century began with the promise that geometry 
would achieve the goal of developing students’ capacities for deductive reasoning 
unlike any other subject, allowing them to reason in other areas (González & Herbst, 
2006).  The Report of the National Committee of Fifteen on the Geometry Syllabus, 
published in 1912 was an influential document in the writing of syllabi and 
textbooks (González & Herbst, 2006; Sinclair, 2008).  
Kinsella (1965) and Sinclair (2008) point out that under the advisement of 
the National Committee on Mathematics Requirements with the 1923 document, 
Reorganization of Mathematics in Secondary Education, the cultural and practical 
value of mathematics in school rather than the academic value of mathematics was 
emphasized.  As a result, geometry instruction in schools became less formal and 
more limited in its content which was apparent in the textbooks in the years that 
followed (Sinclair, 2008).  The content outlined in the 1923 document carried 




Kinsella (1965) explains the different geometry courses during the first half 
of the 20th century.  In the middle grades, geometry of everyday life was taught but 
treated informally.  The geometry of form, position, and measurement was learned 
through observing, sketching, and using instruments such as rulers and compasses 
(Kinsella, 1965).  The concepts of equality, congruence, similarity, and symmetry 
were included without the use of deductive proofs (Kinsella, 1965).  Plane geometry 
was the course that was most commonly taught in Grade 10 during the first half of 
the 20th century (Kinsella, 1965).  Solid geometry was seen in Grade 12 but was 
removed from school mathematics in the 1950s and replaced by a course that would 
better prepare students for the calculus (Kinsella, 1965; Usiskin, 1980).  Kinsella 
(1965) lists the major topics included in most textbooks of plane geometry used in 
the 1950s.  The major topics were: 
1. Review of junior high school geometry 
2. Perpendicular and parallel lines 
3. Properties of quadrilaterals 
4. Congruence of triangles 
5. Inequalities in triangles and circles 
6. Properties of line segments and angles in circles 
7. Angles and areas of polygons 
8. Properties of similar polygons 
9. Properties of regular polygons 
10. Measurement of the circle 
(pp. 7-8) 
Sinclair (2008) and MacPherson (1985) explain some of the most important 
projects that directly affected geometry education during this time were the 
University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics (UICSM) and School 
Mathematics Study Group (SMSG).  Both projects published series of textbooks for 




topics such as sets, statistics, probability, etc., some of the traditional topics in 
geometry were deleted, including extensive work on the solution of oblique 
triangles and many proofs in solid geometry (MacPherson, 1985; Sinclair, 2008).  
There was a heightened emphasis on precise definition and the removal of less 
formal styles of proof (MacPherson, 1985).  Teaching based on discovery and 
abstractions was encouraged. 
As a result of the projects by UICSM and SMSG, various approaches to 
geometry were being offered, one of which was a transformational approach to 
geometry.  For example, Usiskin and Coxford proposed distance-preserving 
transformations as an alternative approach in their 1971 text Geometry:  A 
Transformation Approach (Sinclair, 2008).  Sinclair (2008) uses this textbook to 
provide the reader with an explanation for the motivation behind developing 
materials using the transformational approach as provided by Usiskin: (1) they 
were deemed more intuitive; (2) they possessed mathematical elegance; and (3) 
they would be relevant to the later mathematics encountered by the student.  
Sinclair (2008) quotes Schuster who says that this approach has logical and 
aesthetic cleanliness.  Suydam (1985) specifies the research of the results of a 
transformation approach including: 
 No loss on standard Euclidean content 
 Retention of congruence, similarity, and symmetry 
 Attitudes toward mathematics may improve with more students 
continuing in mathematics education 




 Transformations bring a spatial-visual aspect to geometry that is as 
important as logical-deductive aspects 
 Fey and Good (1985) explain that despite the proposals for new approaches, 
the standard experience of most students was still limited to a modest taste of 
informal geometry and measurement in middle school and the formal Euclidean 
style of a deductive course in high school.  Towards the end of the “new math” era, 
there were many proposals to abolish the traditional sequence of teaching geometry 
as a one-year course in the tenth grade (Craine, 1985).  It was during the time of the 
“back to basics” movement of the 1970s where a unified approach was more 
desirable in secondary school mathematics in which algebra, geometry, and analysis 
were taught as an integrated approach over the entire secondary school curriculum 
(Craine, 1985; Manhard, 1985). 
In 1975, the National Advisory Committee on Mathematical Education 
(NACOME), reported on the state of mathematics education in their publication 
Overview and Analysis of School Mathematics Grades K-12.  According to Herrera and 
Owens (2001) and Sinclair (2008), the NACOME report fell in line with the concerns 
against the “back to basics” movement asserting the notion of basic skills should be 
expanded beyond arithmetic and computation and recommended more work with 
technology and applications.  In the same year, the National Institute of Education 
(NIE) sponsored a conference that outlined ten goals of mathematics with problem 
solving being the dominant among them.  Soon after, the National Council of 
Supervisors of Mathematics (NCSM) published a paper that borrowed heavily from 




2001; Sinclair, 2008).  These basic skills formed the basis for the list that eventually 
became adopted by many groups, including the NCTM Standards (Sinclair, 2008). 
 NCTM played a major role in publicizing the importance of problem solving 
in the late 1980s.  Keeping with An Agenda for Action, geometry was used as a 
vehicle for problem solving which was carried through the later Standards 
documents (NCTM, 1989, 2000).  González and Herbst (2006) explain that the 
Standards established new expectations for the teaching and learning of geometry 
across grade levels rather than limiting the study of geometry to a particular course.  
As stated by González and Herbst (2006), according to the Standards, “the study of 
geometry is meant to involve students in the experience of mathematical inquiry as 
well as make apparent to them how a mathematical domain changes over time.”  
Through the guidelines of the 1989 Standards, geometry was introduced at the 
elementary level whereas prior to that time, there was mainly a concentration on 
arithmetic at the lower levels (Herrera & Owens, 2001).  The Standards 
acknowledged the importance of studying geometry in grades K-8 where students 
would begin with hands-on experiences that allowed vocabulary to grow out of their 
experiences and understanding (Sinclair, 2008).  González and Herbst (2006) point 
out that the existence of a geometry standard among the five content standards 
confirms that students’ development of geometric knowledge is valued.  As 
described by Sinclair (2008),  
   Regarding geometry, the Standards stated that all students should (1) 
Analyze characteristics and properties of two-and three- dimensional 
geometric shapes and develop mathematical arguments about geometric 
relationships; (2) specify locations and describe spatial relationships using 
coordinate geometry and other representational systems; (3) apply 




(4) use visualization, spatial reasoning, and geometric modeling to solve 
problems. (p. 86) 
 
As Sinclair (2008) points out, the Standards’ view of geometry can be seen in 
the other content strands, where visual displays of mathematics ideas are widely 
emphasized such as graphs of functions, probability trees, addition and 
multiplication grids, and area models for multiplying, to name a few.  Additionally, 
Sinclair (2008) brings to our attention that part of the vision of the Standards was 
that justification and reasoning were matters for students in all areas of 
mathematics and not only in geometry. 
 
Learning and Teaching Geometry 
 
This section expands on the previous section of geometry education in the 
United States to how students learn geometry.  In his article, Highlights of Research 
on Learning School Geometry, Battista (2009) highlights ideas from research that 
foster insights on the learning and teaching of geometry in grades K–12.  He 
describes several research-based frameworks, along with several important 
research findings, that can be used to understand and promote students’ geometric 
sense making.  In their study, Learning Geometry Problem Solving by Studying 
Worked Examples:  Effects of Learner Guidance and Expertise, Bokosmaty, Kalyuga, 
and Sweller (2015) investigated categories of guidance using geometry worked 
examples in which three conditions were used; theorem and step guidance 
condition, step guidance condition, and problem-solving condition.  Dingman, 




Core Standards involved analyzing the standards relating to geometry using the Van 
Hiele levels.  According to this study, the Common Core State Standards in grades K–
8 include Van Hiele levels 0–2.  Therefore, most students entering the high school 
geometry course will be at level 1, with some topics being at level 2.   
Battista (2009) cites many studies to support his notion that “a great 
majority of students in the United States have inadequate understanding of 
geometric concepts and poorly developed skills in geometric reasoning, problem 
solving, and proof.”  Battista (2009) believes that this is largely due to the fact that 
most geometry curricula in the United States has no systematic support for 
students’ progression to higher levels of geometric thinking.  To support this idea, 
Battista (2009) cites, amongst other studies, a study done by Senk in which it was 
found that more than 70 percent of U.S. students begin high school geometry below 
van Hiele Level 2, which is similar to the results of Dingman, Kasmer, Newton, and 
Teuscher (2013).  In particular, the author focuses on research that helps the reader 
understand students’ geometric sense making and reasoning by examining four 
theories that are important for understanding geometry learning; (1) the van Hiele 
Levels, (2) Abstraction, (3) Concept Learning and the Objects of Geometric Analysis, 
and (4) Diagrams and Representations (Battista, 2009). 
 The Van Hiele model presents a framework for understanding how students 
learn geometry.  The Van Hiele model consists of five levels (adapted from Dingman, 
Kasmer, Newton, & Teuscher, 2013); Level 0 – Visualization, Level 1 – Analysis, 
Level 2 – Abstraction, Level 3 – Deduction, and Level 4 – Rigor.  Understanding these 




provide teachers with a framework to conduct geometric activities with the 
assumptions of a particular level in mind and are able to ask questions that are 
below or above a particular level (Luneta, 2015).   Mayberry (1983) and Usiskin 
(1982) discuss the properties of the Van Hiele model.  Amongst other properties, 
they indicate that it is inherent in the Van Hiele theory that, in understanding 
geometry, a person must go through the levels in order; a student cannot be at Van 
Hiele level n without have gone through level n – 1.   Luneta (2015) states “When the 
teacher operates and communicates at different levels of geometric thought to those 
of the students, concepts are not understood or acquired fully.”   
Battista (2009) explains the van Hiele theory in the following way; 
“According to the van Hiele theory, students progress through discrete, qualitatively 
different levels of geometric thinking.”  According to Battista (2009), the van Hiele 
theory is accurate in describing the development of students’ geometric reasoning.  
He also brings forth the notion that some researchers have argued that due to 
differing experiences and instruction, students may have different van Hiele levels 
for different topic domains in geometry and that the types of thinking may be 
developing simultaneously, but at different rates (Battista, 2009). 
 Abstraction is the process by which the mind registers objects, actions, and 
ideas in consciousness and memory.  As said by Battista (2009), two forms of 
abstraction, spatial structuring and mental models are fundamental to geometry 
learning and reasoning.  Spatial structuring is the mental act of organizing an object 
or set of objects by identifying its components and establishing interrelationships 




capture the structure of the situations they represent.  Individuals reason by 
activating mental models that enable them to imagine possible scenarios and 
solutions to problems while learning occurs as individuals cycle through these 
scenarios and reflect in a way that enables them to develop more sophisticated 
mental models (Battista, 2009).   
 In his third theory, Battista (2009) explains how understanding a student’s 
geometric reasoning requires an analysis of three major types of “objects” students 
reason about; physical objects, concepts (mental representations that individuals 
abstract for objects), and concept definitions (formal, mathematical specifications of 
categories of objects).  Learning geometry involves forming both natural and formal 
concepts.  Natural concepts are formed in everyday activity and formal concepts 
have definitions that explicitly specify a sufficient set of properties to identify 
instances (Battista, 2009). 
 In his final theory, Battista (2009) insists that geometry instruction and 
curricula generally neglect the process of forming concepts from physical objects 
and instead focus on using diagrams and objects to represent formal shape concepts 
which is often confusing for students.  For example, students may not recognize 
right triangles in nonstandard orientations or they may believe that certain 
theorems only apply to acute triangles if a diagram of an acute triangle originally 
illustrated the theorem. 
 Bokosmaty et al. (2015) hypothesized that studying worked examples is 
more effective for less experienced learners compared to instruction emphasizing 




of more experienced learners.  The three aforementioned conditions guided their 
study.  In the theorem and step guidance condition, students were provided with the 
solution steps required to reach the answer and the theorems used to justify the 
steps.  In the step guidance condition, learners were only provided with the 
sequence of steps needed to reach the answer but not with the theorems explaining 
the steps.  The problem-solving condition required learners to solve problems 
without any guidance (Bokosmaty et al., 2015).   
Bokosmaty et al. (2015) discussed two experiments in their study.  The 
purpose of Experiment one was to investigate if the redundancy effect would apply 
to more knowledgeable learners with greater mathematical skills and exposure to 
properties of parallel lines.  Participants were two groups of female students from 
Year 8 and Year 9 attending a private school in North Sydney, Australia.  It was 
hypothesized that Year 8 students would perform better using the theorem and step 
guidance condition and Year 9 students would perform better using the step 
guidance condition (Bokosmaty et al., 2015). Experiment two was designed in a 
similar way but used students of Year 7 and Year 10 and selected problems from the 
topic of circle geometry. 
In Experiment one, each group of students were randomly assigned to one of 
three equivalent groups and assigned one of the conditions as the treatment.  The 
experiment consisted of a learning phase and a test phase.  In the learning phase, 
three pairs of geometrical problems that could be solved on three theorems were 
selected from the parallel lines topic.  Students assigned to the theorem and step 




followed by an identical problem to solve with only a change in the measure of the 
given angle.  The other groups followed the same procedure except for the change in 
treatment.  Students assigned to the step guidance condition had a worked example 
without being told the theorem they had to use.  Students assigned to the problem-
solving condition were just given the figure and were required to find the goal angle 
themselves.  In the test phase, six problems were used; three similar problems 
almost identical to those used in the learning phase and three problems with minor 
changes in the figure (Bokosmaty et al., 2015).  Bokosmaty et al. (2015) concluded 
that the results indicated an overall advantage of the step guidance condition for 
both Year 8 and Year 9 students and did not support their hypothesis.  The results of 
Experiment two supported their hypothesis that when the difference between the 
levels of learner expertise was increased, a crossover interaction would be revealed.  
The Year 10 students demonstrated that the step guidance group outperformed the 
theorem and step guidance group but the Year 7 students demonstrated that the 
theorem and step guidance group outperformed the step guidance group.  In both 
experiments, the step guidance group and the theorem and step guidance group 
outperformed the problem-solving groups (Bokosmaty et al., 2015). 
 
Overview of Mathematics Standards in the United States 
 
This section discusses the history of a standards-based education in the 
United States.  A History of School Mathematics (Kilpatrick & Stanic, 2003) provides 




in the United States.  In particular are the chapters written by James D. Gates 
(Perspective on the Recent History of the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics), Douglas B. McLeod (From Consensus to Controversy:  The Story of the 
NCTM Standards) and Mary Montgomery Lindquist (My Perspective on the NCTM 
Standards).  Latterell’s (2005) volume, Math Wars:  A Guide for Parents and Teachers 
is a book written to help the reader understand the issues between the NCTM-
oriented curricula and traditional curricula where various views are explained.  
Senk and Thompson’s (2003) volume, Standards-Based School Mathematics 
Curricula, attempts to answer the questions “What features characterize Standards-
based curricula?  How well do such curricula work?”  This volume includes a 
historical background of the standards movement in addition to various chapters 
about curriculum development projects that put the ideas of standards to use.  Other 
resources that provide insight into the literature available on mathematics 
standards in the United States is Ravitch (2000), The Great School Wars:  A History of 
the New York City Public Schools. 
As mentioned before, the 1990s was a time that saw the biggest development 
of standards in mathematics in an effort to improve and enrich education (Klein, 
2003).  Ravitch (2000) brings to our attention that the end of the Cold War in 1989 
along with the rapid development of new technologies eliminated many unskilled 
jobs and put a premium on well-educated workers who understood mathematics, 
science, and technology.  International tests consistently showed American students 




resulting in governors, state legislators, and business leaders pushing for higher 
standards in schools (Ravitch, 2000). 
Ravitch (2000) considers the views of Albert Shanker, president of the 
American Federation of Teachers.  Shanker advocated the need for higher academic 
standards referring to other nations that required high school students to pass 
examinations in more than one subject to qualify for college which was not the case 
in America (Ravitch, 2000).  Shanker believed that without higher standards and 
requirements, students were not taking education seriously since they would be 
receiving a diploma regardless of their performance (Ravitch, 2000). 
Armstrong, Henson, and Savage (2005) explain that a standards-based 
education was used as an attempt to develop clear, measurable descriptions on 
what learners should know and be able to do as a result of their education.  Through 
a standards-based education, schools would be held accountable for the education 
provided for their students.  Accountability is facilitated when there are common 
standards that allow schools, classrooms, teachers, and learners to be compared 
(Armstrong, Henson, & Savage, 2005). 
Quoted by Herrera and Owens (2001), Shirley Hills, NCTM president from 
1978 to 1980, stated, “A major obligation of a professional organization such as ours 
is to present our best knowledgeable advice on what goals and objectives of 
mathematics ought to be.”  With the motivation to create a set of guidelines for 
school mathematics, NCTM developed and released standards for mathematics 
education in 1989 (Gates, 2003; Herrera & Owens, 2001; Kellough & Kellough, 




the NCTM could lay out its goals and its hopes for change in a form that would speak 
to the profession about a vision for school mathematics and to the politicians and 
public about improved learning”(p. 13). 
The NCTM standards were created and released in 1989, 1991, and 1995 as 
three separate volumes:  content and pedagogy, teaching, and assessment, 
respectively (Gates, 2003).  These three sets of standards were eventually updated 
and condensed into one volume in 2000.  Throughout all the volumes of standards, 
NCTM explains their vision, which includes mathematical understanding for all 
students (Latterell, 2005).   Gates (2003) brings the reader through a brief history of 
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.  Among many projects for 
curriculum reform that Gates explains was the set of guidelines developed for 
curriculum, evaluation, and professional developments that came to be known as 
the NCTM Standards.  Gates (2003) gives a very concise overview of how and when 
the standards came to be written.  Gates (2003) explains that the process of the 
development of the standards began in 1986 without much success in gaining 
funding.  Eventually, the NSF agreed to partially fund the part of the project dealing 
with the professional standards.  Eventually, Curriculum and Evaluation Standards 
for School Mathematics (NCTM, 1989) was written by working groups during the 
summers of 1987 and 1988 and Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics 
(NCTM, 1991) was written in a similar fashion during the summers of 1989 and 
1990.  Soon after the release of the first two Standards documents, Assessment 




of 1993 and 1994.  In order to successfully write these standards, input was 
obtained through conferences and commissioned reviews (Gates, 2003). 
By the late 1980s, with public opinion in support of a strong focus on basic 
skills and clear high standards (Klein, 2003), as well as the focus of school 
mathematics shifting to critical thinking (Burris, 2005), NCTM established the 
Commission on Standards for School Mathematics and began to work on a grueling 
lengthy, challenging, and demanding process which came to be known as the 1989 
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (Klein, 2003; McLeod, 
2003).  Lindquist (2003) indicated the four fundamental characteristics that 
characterized the initial effort to develop and promote standards:  accepting 
responsibility for standards, establishing and supporting working groups, making a 
draft widely available for review, and focusing the council and standards.  The 
framework of NCTM’s standards centered on themes of mathematics such as 
problem solving, communication, reasoning, and mathematical connections which 
followed the same themes as their previous document, An Agenda for Action 
(McLeod, 2003). 
NCTM’s 1989 standards, Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School 
Mathematics, was intended to produce a consensus broadly acceptable to the 
mathematics community and was written by mathematics educators ranging from 
elementary teachers to college faculty, mathematicians, researchers, as well as other 
experts (Herrera & Owens, 2001).  Senk and Thompson (2003) state the five goals 
for the 1989 standards as follows:  (1) that students learn to value mathematics, (2) 




become mathematical problem solvers, (4) that students learn to communicate 
mathematically, and (5) that students learn to reason mathematically.  The 
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989) include 13 
curriculum standards addressing both content and emphasis (Burris, 2005).  
Lindquist (2003) quotes the document, which defined a standard as “a statement 
that can be used to judge the quality of a mathematics curriculum or methods of 
evaluation.  Thus, standards are statements about what is valued.”   
The 1989 Standards stressed problem solving, communication, critical 
thinking, connections and reasoning (NCTM, 1989).  The 1989 standards keep these 
consistent goals and philosophies across all levels, which are organized into three 
gradebands:  K-4, 5-8, 9-12 (Lindquist, 2003).  Additionally, the 1989 standards 
presented guidelines for general evaluation strategies, for using assessment, in 
instruction, and for gathering evidence about mathematics programs (Lindquist, 
2003).  Intended to encourage critical thinking and problem solving, the NCTM 
standards placed high importance on student activities, mathematical games, 
manipulatives, use of calculators, and group learning, but downgraded the 
importance of correct answers (Ravitch, 2000).  Unfortunately, without field-tests, 
there was no evidence of the effectiveness of the NCTM standards (Latterell, 2005; 
Ravitch, 2000; Walmsley, 2007). 
With the need to educate the public on policy issues related to mathematics 
education, NCTM was at the center of a press conference held in Washington D.C. on 
March 21, 1989 (McLeod, 2003).  Following the press conference, NCTM began 




to various NCTM activities including videos, speakers, and brochures, the NCTM 
continued their effort to bring forth their vision with the NCTM Addenda Project 
(McLeod, 2003).  The NCTM Addenda Project was a major effort to develop 
materials for teachers to use in implementing the vision of the Curriculum and 
Evaluation Standards in classrooms where 22 booklets that covered all of K-12 
mathematics were produced (McLeod, 2003).   
The influence of Curriculum and Evaluation Standards on state educational 
policy during the early 1990s was substantial throughout the nation (Ravitch, 
2000).  Every textbook claimed to have adopted them, and most states incorporated 
these standards into their own state mathematics standards and curricula (Ravitch, 
2000).  In fact, by the late 1990s, most states had developed and adopted 
frameworks that were closely aligned with this NCTM document (Blank & Pechman, 
1995; McLeod 2003; Walmsley, 2007).  
 Although the most noteworthy document published was Curriculum and 
Evaluation Standards, NCTM furthered their reform effort with the development and 
publication of Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics (1991), and 
Assessment Standards for School Mathematics (1995) (Burris, 2005).  Although the 
1991 and 1995 documents were not as well known as the original 1989 document, 
they still played a major role in the reformation of mathematics education (Burris, 
2005). 
 The 1991 Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics included 
standards for teaching, standards for the professional development of teachers, and 




policymakers regarding support for mathematics teachers (Burris, 2005; Lindquist, 
2003).  The document presented the necessary teaching that would support the 
changes in the curriculum discussed in the 1989 NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation 
Standards (Burris, 2005).  According to the document, the teacher is to be a 
facilitator rather than an authority promoting discussions throughout lessons 
(Latterell, 2005).  Students are to learn to construct their own mathematical 
knowledge, through logic, mathematical evidence, and reasoning (Latterell, 2005).  
Rather than memorizing, students should conjecture, invent, problem solve, and 
form connections between mathematics and other disciplines (Latterell, 2005).  The 
1991 NCTM document pinpointed what teachers need to know in order to teach 
towards the new goals for mathematics education and how teaching should be 
evaluated for the purpose of improvement (Burris, 2005). 
 In 1995, NCTM produced Assessment Standards for School Mathematics 
surrounding the belief that the development of new assessment strategies and 
practices were necessary in order to enable teachers to be able to assess a student’s 
performance that reflected NCTM’s vision for school mathematics (Burris, 2005; 
Lindquist, 2003).  The 1995 document stated the various types of assessments, 
besides standardized testing, that teachers and schools should use to assess 
mathematical ability (Walmsley, 2007).  In addition, there was a focus on equity in 
that assessments should avoid cultural bias and deemphasize traditional 
assessments as the main means of assessment (Walmsley, 2007). 
The NCTM Standards (1989, 1991, 1995) evolved as NCTM led the 




in school mathematics throughout the 1980s and 1990s (McLeod, 2003).  
Eventually, however, the success of the NCTM standards came to a standstill 
(Ravitch, 2000).  By the late 1990s, the standards were attacked for deemphasizing 
basic skills and for recommending use of calculators in the elementary grades to aid 
students in these tasks (Ravitch, 2000; Senk and Thompson, 2003).  Skeptics 
criticized that students would not be able to learn higher-order skills if they did not 
possess basic skills and called the vision of NCTM “fuzzy math” (Ravitch, 2000).  
Thus, the movement toward unanimity had come to a halt, and efforts to reform the 
mathematics curriculum became the center of controversy (Kilpatrick, 1997; 
McLeod, 2003). 
NCTM set to revise the standards by the end of the century and published 
Principles and Standards for School Mathematics in April 2000 (McLeod, 2003).  In 
this document, NCTM stressed basic skills and computational skills more than it had 
in the original 1989 document (McLeod, 2003).  However, the focus of the 2000 
document continued to be educating all students to a high standard in mathematics 
involving the use of basic skills in conjunction with problem solving (Walmsley, 
2007).  The 2000 Principles and Standards document describes in detail the 
standards and expectations for each of five content standards as well as five process 
standards as represented below.  The process standards differ from the content 
standards in that the process standards are not subject matter that can be learned 






Content Standards Process Standards 
 
1.  Number and Operations 1.  Problem Solving 
2.  Algebra 2.  Reasoning and Proof 
3.  Geometry 3.  Communication 
4.  Measurement 4.  Connections 
5.  Data Analysis and Probability  5.  Representation 
(Burris, 2005) 
Latterell (2005) explains that these standards are applied across all grade levels 
that are separated into four gradebands:  K-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12.  The emphasis of the 
individual standards varies across the gradebands.  There are also six principles:  
equity, curriculum, learning, teaching, assessment, and technology (Lindquist, 2003; 
Latterell, 2005).  The curriculum principle calls for connections between separate 
courses in mathematics since it is a subject that builds rather than treating courses 
separately as if there are no explicit connections (Latterell, 2005).  Although 
mathematicians believe these connections are obvious, many students do not.  For 
example, many traditional students believe that algebra and geometry are 
completely independent of one another (Latterell, 2005).   
The need for reform in mathematics education also came from legislation.  
Shortly after the release of the 1989 NCTM standards, the National Governers 
Association and the National Council on Education Standards and Testing 
recommended that national standards for subject matter content in K-12 education 
should be developed for all content (Kellough & Kellough, 2007).  During the Bush 
administration in 1990, the federal government concluded that there should be 
standards defining what students need to know in each subject area, standards for 
performance improvement in those areas, and assessments to measure student 




was released by the Bush administration and recommended establishment of 
national curriculum content standards, national student performance standards, 
school delivery standards at the individual State level, and national criteria for 
assessment (Ravitch, 2000). 
The Clinton administration steered clear of federal academic standards and 
created the Goals 2000: Educate America Act in 1994 (Burris, 2005).  The Goals 
2000 Educate America Act includes terms and definitions such as “content 
standards,” “performance standards,” and “state assessments.”  In compliance with 
such laws, nearly all states in the Untied States developed their own set of content 
standards, performance standards, and state assessment measures (Burris, 2005). 
Goals 2000 was later amended in 1996 with an appropriations act that 
encouraged states to set their own curriculum standards (Kellough & Kellough, 
2007).  The Clinton administration’s Goals 2000 program gave the states federal 
grants to urge participation of states to write their own academic standards, but 
most of the states created standards that were inexplicit when it came to any 
curriculum content leaving teachers to rely on their textbooks to determine what to 
teach and test (Ravitch, 2010). 
Today, curriculum standards suggest content to be taught at particular grade 
levels.  Due to the high stakes attached to mandated assessments, including 
assessments for national measures as well as assessments associated with 
standards, they carry considerable influence in determining what topics students 




Currently, new curricular frameworks are being developed and implemented 
that reflect the Common Core State Standards (CCSS).  The state-led effort to 
develop the CCSS was launched in 2009 by state leaders, including governors and 
state commissioners of education, state school chiefs, and governors 
(corestandards.org).  The lack of standardization from state to state was one of the 
main reasons of the development of the CCSS (corestandards.org).  In mathematics, 
research studies in high-performing countries have concluded that mathematics 
education in the United States needs to become more focused and coherent in order 
to improve mathematics achievement (corestandards.org). 
The new standards are built using the best of high-quality math standards 
from states across the country, international models for mathematical practice, as 
well as research in mathematics education (corestandards.org).  The math 
standards provide clarity and specificity rather than general statements by stressing 
conceptual understanding of key ideas with the goal of better preparing America’s 
students to be college and career ready. 
The Common Core State Standards for Mathematics include standards for 
Mathematical Practices and Standards of Mathematical Content.  The Standards for 
Mathematical Practice use processes and proficiencies at all levels for mathematics 
educators to develop in their students, the NCTM process standards, and the strands 
of mathematical proficiency specified in the National Research Council’s report 
Adding It Up (2001).  The Standards for Mathematical Practice describe ways in 
which developing mathematics students gain expertise throughout the elementary, 




Content are a balanced combination of procedure and understanding.  The goal for 
the design of curricula, assessments, and professional development is to connect the 
mathematical practices to mathematical content in mathematics instruction 
(corestandards.org). 
New York is one of the many states that have adopted and implemented the 
Common Core standards.  The main design principles in the New York State 
Common Core Learning Standards for Mathematics standards are focus, coherence, 
and rigor (engageny.org).  These principles require that, at each grade level, 
students and teachers focus their time and energy on fewer topics, in order to form 
deeper understandings, gain greater skill and fluency, and apply what is learned at a 
higher level (engageny.org). 
 
Overview of Testing in the United States 
 
Clarke, Madaus, and O’Leary (2003) provide the reader with the 
development and phenomenal expansion of standardized mathematics tests used in 
elementary and secondary schools from 1900 to the late 1990s in their chapter, A 
Century of Standardized Mathematics Testing that is another work found in A History 
of School Mathematics (Kilpatrick & Stanic, 2003).   
Clarke, Madaus, and O’Leary (2003) explain that the use of assessments in 
the United States transformed slowly over time, along with the changes of the 
mathematics curriculum throughout the 20th century.  The first half of the 20th 




appropriate where assessments were used often as a policy tool for reform (Clarke, 
Madaus, & O’Leary, 2003).  It was thought that assessments could be used to create 
a desirable society.  The second half of the 20th century used testing as the 
foundation for various mathematical reforms and explanations for dissatisfaction 
with mathematics education (Clarke, Madaus, & O’Leary, 2003).  This period 
included federal funding for testing to assess curriculum and school quality.  The 
final two decades of the 20th century were defined by a tendency to link students’ 
performance on state, national, and international mathematics tests with the 
economic well being of the United States (Clarke, Madaus, & O’Leary, 2003).  Today, 
this still remains an important and controversial topic. 
 As early as the 1920s, testing was used regularly to determine future paths 
for students by assessing general knowledge.  Testing gained momentum over time 
and became more popular with the creation of machine grading in the 1950s 
(Walmsley, 2007).  Standardized testing became popular after the passing of Title I 
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (Walmsley, 2007).  Through 
this law, the federal government required school districts that received any funding 
to test students for evaluation purposes (Walmsley, 2007).  Using funding as 
leverage, the government placed emphasis on assessment of students in order prove 
that goals and objectives in a student’s education are being met.  This trend, more 
widely known as “high stakes testing,” was often aligned with the Standards 
movement and together, provided the main influence of education at the beginning 
of the twenty-first century (Walmsley, 2007).  Clarke, Madaus, and O’Leary (2003) 




policymakers began to make a stronger connection between the performance of U.S. 
students on standardized tests and the economic future and security of the nation.  
Standardized test results were used by various reform reports including A Nation at 
Risk, as the main evidence of the crisis in education (Clarke, Madaus, & O’Leary, 
2003).   
In response to such reform reports, curriculum groups were formed in 
different subject areas to develop national content standards on which such 
standardized tests might be ultimately based (Clarke, Madaus, & O’Leary, 2003).  In 
mathematics, many textbook publishers as well as major test publishers adopted the 
NCTM Standards.  Clarke, Madaus, and O’Leary (2003) specify two examples of test 
publishers; the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), which focused 
on reasoning and communication in addition to connecting their learning across 
mathematical strands; and the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) which consulted 
subject-matter standards that have been completed, including the NCTM Standards. 
At the turn of the 21st century, the leading reform ideas in American 
education were accountability and choice (Ravitch, 2010).  At this time, the central 
role of reform was the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) signed into law by George 
W. Bush on January 8, 2002.  NCLB made standardized test scores the primary 
measure of school quality, ensuring that students mastered the basic skills of 
reading and mathematics (Ravitch, 2010).  However, there was some discontinuity 
since the law evaded curriculum and standards, providing no reference to what 
students should learn; individual states were to determine what their students 




unintentional consequence of NCLB was the decreasing of available time to 
adequately teach subjects besides reading and mathematics since those were the 
only subjects that counted in calculating a school’s progress (Ravitch, 2010).  Many 
school districts invested heavily in test-preparation rather than creating a 
meaningful education for students.  Although the intentions of NCLB were an era of 
high standards and high accomplishment, neither of these became a reality.  Instead, 
any gains in test scores at the state level were the result of teaching students test 
taking skills and strategies rather than deepening their knowledge and 
understanding of what they have learned (Ravitch, 2010).  Ravitch (2010) points out 
that during the NCLB era, many states and districts reported test score gains, but the 
gains were usually not accurate. 
 Prior to the NCLB, the United States followed the Clinton administration’s 
Goals 2000 Educate America Act in 1994 as mentioned earlier in the chapter.  The 
Clinton administration’s Goals 2000 program gave the states federal money to write 
their own academic standards, but most of the state standards were inexplicit when 
it came to any curriculum content, leaving teachers to rely on their textbooks to 
determine what to teach and test (Burris, 2005). 
 NCLB requires every state to test students annually in grades three through 
eight in reading and mathematics (Ravitch, 2010).  Technological advances allows 
states and districts to attribute the test scores of specific students to specific 
teachers and use information to hold teachers accountable for their students’ scores, 





 Ravitch (2010) believes that tests can be extremely valuable when used 
properly and can be considered valid and reliable because such results can show 
what students have learned and where they need to improve.  International 
assessments such as NAEP can offer useful information into how students compare 
to their peers in other countries (Ravitch, 2010).  Many colleges and universities use 
admissions tests to find out whether prospective students are prepared to proceed 




 This section addresses studies done on assessments and examinations that 
relate to this study.  Senk and Thompson’s (1993) Assessing Reasoning and Proof in 
High School discusses four broad issues related to the assessment of reasoning 
abilities at the high school level.  Dossey’s Mathematics Examinations (1996) 
provided a comparative study of various mathematics examinations from different 
countries; and focused on topics covered, types of questions used, and performance 
expectations.  Karp’s Mathematics examinations:  Russian experiments (2003) and 
Exams in Algebra in Russia:  Toward a History of High Stakes Testing (2007) analyzed 
mathematics examinations in Russia.   
Senk and Thompson (1993) present six items that are intended to provide 
teachers with several models for assessing multiple aspects of mathematical 
reasoning in high school rather than just require students to simply complete a 




the content about which students are asked to reason, (2) types of items used to 
assess reasoning, (3) how to evaluate a student’s performance on such items, and 
(4) the interaction of assessment and instruction.  For the first issue, Senk and 
Thompson (1993) recommend assessing reasoning in algebra, trigonometry, and 
discrete mathematics, as well as in geometry.  To address the second issue, the 
authors illustrate various items and formats; each designed to evaluate some aspect 
of mathematical reasoning other than just constructing a proof.  The authors 
present a specific system for scoring open-ended items to address the third issue.  
Lastly, Senk and Thompson (1993) believe that items and scoring systems similar to 
those in their article, lead to insights into a student’s thought process and can 
provide teachers with the information necessary to modify their lessons to facilitate 
a better understanding of the content. 
Senk and Thompson (1993) discuss the process of reasoning before 
introducing the six items used in their study.  They argue that certain directions give 
students clues to how they should proceed.  For example, if they are being asked to 
“disprove the following,” they will look for a counterexample.  Similarly, if they are 
prompted to “prove the following statement is true,” they will look for clues to help 
them hold validity to the given statement.  Senk and Thompson (2003) give 
examples in different areas of mathematics, all requiring students to explain their 
reasoning.  For example, a completed proof was given to students and they were 
asked to judge the validity of the solution presented as well as justifying their 
response.  In other areas of mathematics, students were given equations and 




true.  Some students used algebraic techniques, some used counterexamples, and 
others used a graphical approach through the use of technology. 
Dossey’s (1996) analysis of the general structure of the examinations 
consisted of the length of the examination, the total number of scorable events, the 
number of multiple-choice questions, the number of free-response questions, and 
the possibility of choice.  Dossey’s (1996) analysis of item characteristics was based 
on item types:  multiple-choice, and both short- and extended-answer free-response.  
Dossey (1996) pointed out that only three of the examinations analyzed used 
multiple choice questions while in general, most of the examinations relied heavily 
on extended-answer, free-response items. 
 Dossey’s (1996) analysis of the topics in each examination use the 
percentage of the examination score in the different topics to identify the top five 
most emphasized topics in each examination and summarizes his results by 
indicating the number of examinations having the topic.  Additionally, Dossey 
(1996) uses the categories of the TIMSS Mathematics Curriculum Framework to 
show the proportions of each examination devoted to eight broad mathematics 
categories that span the field of mathematics addressed by the examinations in the 
study to allow him to discover similarities and differences among the different 
countries’ examination topics. 
 Dossey’s (1996) analysis of performance expectations illustrates the 
categories emphasized by the various mathematics examinations; mathematical 
reasoning, investigating and problem solving, and using routine procedures.  Dossey 




the different countries.  According to this study, a majority of the examinations used 
routine procedures and very little mathematical reasoning.  Dossey (1996) 
concluded that due to this evidence, little in the mathematics sections of the 
examinations connected them to the richer, problem-solving vision for school 
mathematics described in the NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School 
Mathematics (NCTM, 1989). 
Karp (2003) examines the examinations given in St. Petersburg for high 
school graduation in mathematics.  The examination questions are structured using 
three characteristics:  (1) use of structured questions; (2) oversupply of tasks; and 
(3) principle of multiple levels (p. 336).  This description of the examinations 
provide the reader with a clear idea of how the examination questions are presented 
and the skills needed to answer them correctly. 
 Karp (2003) describes the objectives and methods of graduation 
examinations in high school algebra examinations given in St. Petersburg, Russia.  
Karp (2003) explains three major ideas that have been used to adjust the 
examination over time in order to satisfy modern demands for greater flexibility; 
the use of structured questions, the oversupply of tasks, and the principle of 
multiple levels.  Structured questions are groups of questions about one object.  
Karp (2003) points out that including such problems that are related to one another 
by means of a complex structure encourages teachers to focus on the reasoning of 
their lessons rather than on drills and practice.  The oversupply of tasks is the 
possibility of choice, since students to not need to answer every question on the 




multiple levels offers four different examinations for different levels of the same 
course.  Karp (2003) provides examination questions that relate to these ideas and 
comments on selected questions he perceived to be the most difficult.  The author 
worked out solutions for those questions, providing the reader with insight into 
various mathematical methods used to solve the problem.   
Similarly, Karp (2007) discusses the examinations for graduation in Algebra 
in Russia with a focus on the history of Russian graduation examinations in 
mathematics from the end of the 19th century to the middle of the 20th century.  This 
study examines the historical time period and its influences on the educational 
system directly affecting the algebra examinations discussed in the study.  Karp 
(2007) uses official documents about the examinations, articles, and memoirs of 
former students.  Karp (2007) structures his research first on the need for such a 
historical analysis and then addresses the historical period in which the research is 
being conducted.  Additionally, Karp (2007) follows the historical analysis with the 
discussion on subject matter and the structure of examination problems.  The 
research discusses the topics needed to solve the problem, but also the complexities 
of the structure of the examination. 
On the subject matter and structure of the examination problems, Karp 
(2007) explains that the graduation examination in Algebra on pre-revolutionary 
exams called for only one problem that contained several sub-problems and 
required the knowledge of many topics.  Karp called such problems “composite 
problems.”  These types of problems were highly criticized and eventually, the 




solutions not depending on each other, appeared on the exam.  After World War II, 
the number of topics included in the graduation examinations was reduced to cover 
only the curriculum of the preceding year, but the problems became more difficult 
and thematically more diverse (Karp, 2007).  Karp (2007) concluded that 
mathematics educators, even a century ago, recognized the danger of teaching 
students nothing but skills and assessing only the ability of the students to follow a 
fixed pattern.  Their real goal was to teach students how to think and to be able to 




 This chapter established a general understanding of mathematics education 
including the development of standards and standardized tests.  Additionally, 
literature on geometry education in the United States was examined as well as 
learning and teaching geometry.  As evident throughout this chapter, standards, 
testing, and curricula are intertwined as each affects the other.  Many textbook 
publishers as well as major test publishers adopt national and local standards 









 This study examines geometry education in New York State and how changes 
in the standards have influenced it.  The standards are the guiding force in the 
creation of statewide examinations as well as curricular development.  Since 
curricula are determined at the local level, it is difficult for the researcher to analyze 
a single curriculum since it is not uniform throughout the state.  Rather, the 
researcher used the New York State Standards to analyze the topics that are 
expected to be included in each geometry curriculum.  Additionally, the researcher 
analyzed Regents examination questions to gain insight on how the emphasis of 
select topics has changed between different standards.  Using the analysis of these 
components, along with research on learning and teaching geometry, the researcher 
created a collection of problems to assist teachers in teaching towards the goals of 
the Common Core Geometry standards. 
 
Methodology for Analysis of the New York State Geometry  
Standards and Curriculum 
 
Standards define what students should know, understand, and be able to do.  
In order to identify the differences and similarities between the material expected to 
be covered in a geometry course under the advisement of each set of standards, the 




standards used by New York State within the allotted time frame (1999, 2005, 
2011) in the content area of geometry.  The content of the three documents are seen 
side-by-side and organized according to the Common Core standards; that is, the 
Common Core standards are listed on the left side of the page, the 2005 standards 
are listed in the center of the page and the 1999 standards are listed on the right 
side of the page.  To organize the crosswalk, the Common Core document is used in 
its entirety and the other two standards documents are related to the Common Core 
document by identifying the appropriate standards that correspond to those in the 
Common Core standards.   
To aid in the completion of the crosswalk, the researcher first analyzed each 
set of standards individually to determine the geometry topics included in each set 
of standards.  The crosswalk, which is found in Appendix F, allows the researcher to 
analyze changes in the different documents in terms of how the standards are 
phrased as well as the removal or addition of topics covered throughout each 
document.  The geometry standards were analyzed using the domains in the 
Common Core document: 
1. Congruence 
2. Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry 
3. Circles 
4. Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
5. Geometric Measurement and Dimension 




To complete the crosswalk, the researcher identified each performance 
indicator in the 2005 document as well as in the 1999 document that correspond to 
each standard in the Common Core document.  Focusing on one Common Core 
standard at a time, the description and explanation was used to identify a 
performance indicator from the 2005 document and 1999 document that described 
the same topic or concept.  For example, in the Common Core document, standard G-
SRT.A.3 states “use the properties of similarity transformations to establish the AA 
criterion for two triangles to be similar.”  The corresponding standard is the 
performance indicator that falls under the geometry strand in the 2005 document, 
G.G.44, states “establish similarity of triangles, using the following theorems: AA, 
SAS, and SSS.”  In the 1999 document, the corresponding standard is Math B–1A, the 
performance indicator that falls under key idea 1, mathematical reasoning, and 
states “construct proofs based on deductive reasoning.”  As seen from this example, 
the 1999 document consists of standards that are broader than the most recent 
document so some standards that are repeated in the alignment.  Furthermore, 
many of the Common Core standards include multiple theorems.  In this case, all 
performance indicators that covered the concepts illustrated in the Common Core 
standard was identified.  Additionally, if there were no corresponding performance 
indicators, indicated in the crosswalk is the phrase “not addressed.” 
After the crosswalk was created, the researcher created sub-topics from each 
domain as shown in Table 3-1 to assist in determining the change in topic coverage 

















E. Euclidean Proofs 
F. Theorems about Lines and Angles 
G. Theorems about Triangles 
H. Locus/Points of Concurrencies 
I. Constructions 




Circles A. Circles 
Expressing Geometric Properties 
with Equations 
A. Circles in the Coordinate Plane 
B. Coordinate Geometry 
C. Quadratic-Linear Systems 
 
 
Geometric Measurement & 
Dimensions 
A. Two-Dimensional Geometry 
B. Volume 
C. Surface Area 
D. Relationships Between 2D and 3D 
Objects 
E. Points, Lines, and Planes in 3D 
Modeling with Geometry A. Modeling with Geometry 
 
 
Methodology for Analysis of New York State Regents Examinations and Select 
New York State Regents Examination Questions 
 
 
 The analysis of the Geometry Regents Examinations (2005 Learning 
Standards) and the Common Core Geometry Regents Examinations (2011 Learning 
Standards) included the general structure of the examinations, their topic coverage, 
and their question characteristics.  Dossey (1996) analyzed examinations from 
different countries.  In his analysis, he included the general structure of the 
examinations, the topics covered, and performance expectations.  The structure 




an analysis of the general structure of these examinations identified the total 
number of questions, number of multiple-choice questions, free-response short 
answer, and free-response extended answer.  Each examination question was 
classified as a basic question (foundation/basic concept) or a non-basic question 
(multiple concepts).  The topic coverage analysis followed the Common Core 
Geometry topic breakdown found in Table 3-1. 
 
General Structure 
Each examination was analyzed with respect to its general structure and 
treated as one object of study.  Each question in the examination was considered 
one unit of that object. The general structure of the examinations consisted of the 
following components: 
1. The total number of questions 
2. The number of multiple choice questions 
3. The number of constructed response short answer questions 
4. The number of constructed response extended answer questions 
5. The number of credits of basic problems 
6. The number of credits of non-basic problems 
As previously mentioned, the examination questions constituted the units of the 
analysis; each item was analyzed with respect to its characteristics, identified as 
follows: 
 Multiple Choice, if students were asked to select the best possible answer 




 Constructed Response Short Answer, if the question required a short 
solution (1-2 steps) and consisted of recalling only one mathematical 
concept. 
 Constructed Response Extended Answer, if the question required a longer 
solution and/or consisted of recalling multiple mathematical concepts 
 Basic Problem, if the question required knowledge of a single concept 
clearly indicated in the standards documents 
 Non-Basic Problems, if the question required knowledge of multiple 
concepts, applications of basic knowledge, or questions requiring 
justification and/or explanation of theorems 
 
Topic Coverage 
 The topic coverage was slightly complicated due to the difference in the focus 
of material and different structures in each set of standards.  For the 2005 
standards, the first Geometry Regents Examination was administered in June 2009 
and the New York State Education Department (2008) identified information on 
percent of test by credit for the content bands as shown in Table 3-2.  Similarly, the 
New York State Education Department (2014) identifies the information on percent 
of test by credit for the domains in Geometry for the Common Core Geometry 
Regents Examinations, shown in Table 3-3.  In order to account for these 
differences, the analysis of topic coverage follows the format taken from the 
standards analysis, using the domains as listed in the Common Core Geometry 




Table 3-2:  Percent of Test by Credit (2005 Standards) 
 
 
Table 3-3:  Percent of Test by Credit (Common Core Standards) 
 
 
Analysis of Select New York State Regents Examination Questions 
Karp’s (2003) analysis of high school algebra examinations given in St. 
Petersurg, Russia, utilized a structure to distinguish the questions of the 
examinations into three main ideas:  the use of structured questions, the oversupply 
of tasks, and the principle of multiple levels.   Karp’s (2003) structure in the 
discussion of various examination questions was adapted for the discussion of the 
selected Regents examination questions to establish an understanding of the depth 




The selected Regents examination questions were analyzed by topic and 
knowledge required to answer each examination question.  Performance indicators 
and standards were used to identify the topic or concept that was being assessed in 
each question.  An explanation of how students were expected to answer each 
question in relation to the standard being assessed is provided for each question. 
Along with the release of the Common Core State Standards, New York State 
developed various guides to aid educators and schools in curricular development.  
The “Educator Guide to the Regents Examination in Geometry (Common Core)” 
(NYSED, March 2014) found in Appendix E, provided the necessary information 
regarding the Regents Examination in Geometry (Common Core).  Questions were 
selected from the major clusters in the three largest domains.  As explained in the 
Geometry (Common Core) Educator Guide, educators are expected to focus their 
instruction on the most critical elements of the Geometry course.  The three 
domains most frequently seen on the exam are congruence (27%-34%), similarity, 
right triangles, & trigonometry (29%-37%), and expressing geometric properties 
with equations (12%-18%).  Additionally, the “major” clusters are indicated in bold 
in the chart of the Educator Guide, which would be considered the most critical 
elements of the course.  Questions from Regents examinations were selected that 
were indicative of the aforementioned topics and analyzed to determine how the 








Identifying Principles/Guidelines and the Creation of a  
Collection of Problems 
 
After examining the differences in the different sets of standards through the 
standards crosswalk, the differences in Regents examination questions, as well as 
the research of learning and teaching geometry, a guide was created to assist 
teachers in making the shift from teaching towards the 2005 standards to teaching 
towards the goals of the Common Core standards which can be found in Appendix J. 
The guide contains an outline of an appropriate sequence of topics geared towards 
successfully covering all of the standards in the geometry course, in addition to a 
collection of various problems that teachers can use in their classrooms.  The goal of 
this guide is to provide students with the necessary material and sequence of topics 
for them to succeed in performing optimally on the New York State Common Core 
Geometry Regents at the end of the school year. 
This portion of the study is guided by Senk and Thompson’s (1993) Assessing 
Reasoning and Proof in High School, Bokosmaty, Kalyuga, and Sweller’s (2015) 
Learning Geometry Problem Solving by Studying Worked Examples:  Effects of Learner 
Guidance and Expertise, and Dingman, Kasmer, Newton, and Teuscher’s (2013) A 
comparison of K–8 State and Common Core Standards.  Bokosmaty, Kalyuga, and 
Sweller (2015) investigated categories of guidance using geometry worked 
examples in which three conditions were used; theorem and step guidance 
condition, step guidance condition, and problem-solving condition.  They concluded 




researcher has provided examples within the created problem set that follow this 
format.  Senk and Thompson (1993) provided insight on how to approach proofs 
and questions that ask to provide justification in various ways.  Although Senk and 
Thompson (1993) give examples in different areas of mathematics, their ideas are 
applied to various geometry questions in the problem set.  Dingman, Kasmer, 
Newton, and Teuscher (2013) found that the Common Core standards in grades K–8 
include Van Hiele levels 0–2 so most students enter their high school geometry 
course at level 1, with some topics being at level 2.  The collection of problems that 
was created takes this idea into consideration and begins most topics with problems 
at level 1.  The challenge of this course is to successfully bring students up to level 3 
where students will be able to write and understand proofs in a short amount of 
time. 
The differences in topic coverage between the 2005 standards and the 
Common Core standards aided creation of an appropriate layout of topics in the 
form of an outline for the Common Core Geometry course in its entirety.  The 
analysis of the Regents examinations provided insight on the difficulty level that 
needed to be achieved by students on the Common Core Geometry Regents and is 
reflected in the problems that were created.  The analysis of the Regents 
examination questions aided in creating questions that would allow teachers to 
make the transition from the expectations of the 2005 standards towards the 
expectation of the Common Core standards.  Based on the aforementioned research 
on learning and teaching geometry, a set of 5 principles were created and 




shared with participating teachers to incorporate throughout their lessons in topics 
that were not provided by the researcher. 
Using the same three domains as discussed in the Regents examination 
questions (congruence, similarity, right triangles, & trigonometry, and expressing 
geometric properties with equations), problems were created using topics that fell 
under these domains. 
Topics in the treatment: 
I. Congruence 
a. Transformations 
b. Proving Triangles Congruent 
II. Similarity, Right Triangles, & Trigonometry 
a. Similar Triangle Theorems 
b. Right Triangle Trigonometry 
III. Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
a. Coordinate Geometry Proofs 
 
In order to maintain validity and reliability of the content, questions were adapted 
from: 
 Past Common Core Regents Examinations 
 Common Core Geometry websites such as jmap.org and geometrybits.org 





 The researcher was interested in determining, from the teacher’s 
perspective, if the collection of problems were useful in teaching the particular 
topics in the treatment.  Additionally, the researcher was interested in the teacher’s 
thoughts on the principles used to create the collection of problems.  The researcher 




The primary sources examined include New York State Mathematics 
Learning Standards (1999, 2005, 2011) as well as New York State Regents 
examinations administered from 2009 to 2016.  To gain insight on the differences 
and similarities in the topics of each New York State geometry curriculum, each 
curriculum was analyzed by aligning the geometry topics included in each set of 
standards in the form of a crosswalk.  Additionally, the Regents examination 
questions were analyzed based on two main criteria, the geometry topics covered 
from the standards as well as the knowledge required to answer each question.  Not 
only does this provide an insight on the changes in the exams, but also provided the 
basis on the depth of knowledge expected of students to be successful in each 
geometry curriculum.  Furthermore, the analysis of the standards and Regents 
examinations in conjunction with research on learning and teaching geometry was 







NEW YORK STATE GEOMETRY IN SECONDARY MATHEMATICS 
 
 The geometry content found throughout each set of standards in New York 
State is examined in this chapter.  This chapter first offers the reader with an 
overview of the New York State Mathematics Standards to gain an understanding of 
how to read each set of standards.  An explanation of the format and terminology of 
each set of mathematics standards implemented is included.  The second part of the 
chapter discusses the researcher’s analysis of the different geometry topics covered 
within each set of New York State Mathematics Learning Standards (1999, 2005, 
2011).  Finally, a description of the comparison of topics as a result of the crosswalk 
is provided.  For a historical overview of mathematics education prior to the New 
York State Learning Standards, see Appendix A. 
 
Mathematics Standards in New York State 
 
The New York State Board of Regents presented an overall plan to raise 
expectations for all students, build the capacity of schools to support learning, and 
develop institutional accountability by developing the New York State Learning 
Standards in 1995 (p12.nysed.gov).  The New York State Learning Standards were 
approved in 1996 and phased in beginning 1997.  These learning standards are 




State Learning Standards, in combination with core curricula and other curriculum 
guidance materials, form the foundation of teaching and learning in New York State 
for prekindergarten-grade 12.   
The first set of mathematics learning standards in New York State were 
published in 1996.  The original document was reviewed and revised in 1998 
creating the Mathematics Resource Guide With Core Curriculum, which was 
published in 1999 (p12.nysed.gov).  The 1999 Resource Guide uses the same seven 
“Key Ideas” that were included in the 1996 document, but refines them into grade 
levels for the elementary level and two additional levels for the high school; K-2, 3-4, 
5-6, 7-8, Math A, Math B.  Each key idea is broken down into “performance 
indicators” with an additional column that indicates the details in what topics are to 
be included.  In contrast to the original 1996 document, the 1999 standards uses 
examples and pedagogical material along with the refined key ideas and 
performance indicators to clarify goals and objectives (Finn & Petrilli, 2000).  
The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 requires each state to set student 
expectations in mathematics for grades 3-8 and develop, administer, and report 
student progress in meeting the grade expectation at an annual level 
(p12.nysed.gov).  In response, the NYSED surpassed the federal mandate and 
provided performance indicators for prekindergarten through grade 12 to include 
grade specific learning expectations with the revised New York State Mathematics 
Learning Standards in March 2005. 
Similar to the NCTM Standards, the 2005 New York State Mathematics 




proof, communication, connections, and representation) and five content strands 
(number sense and operations, algebra, geometry, measurement, and statistics and 
probability).  The process strands highlight ways of acquiring and using content 
knowledge while the content strands explicitly describe the content that students 
should learn.  Figure 4–1 demonstrates how the process strands and content 
strands are expected to coincide.  Each content strand is then broken down into 
“bands” which are further broken down into performance indicators.  The 
performance indicators in the 2005 document are more refined than the earlier 
drafts.  Additionally, the performance indicators listed under each band within a 
strand are intended to assist teachers in determining what the outcomes of 




Figure 4–1:  NYS Mathematical Proficiency 
 
New York State has embraced the recommendations put forth by the CCSSM 




Mathematics, which were adopted in January 2011 by the New York State Board of 
Regents (NYSED, 2011).  The Common Core State Standards were created through a 
collaborative effort on behalf of the National Governor’s Association Center for Best 
Practices and the Council of Chief State School Officers (engageny.org).  The 
standards were developed by key contributors in the field, including teachers, 
school administrators, and content experts (engageny.org). 
New York State began implementation of these new standards at the 
beginning of the 2012-2013 school year.  The New York State Common Core 
Geometry course outlined in the new standards was to be implemented during the 
2014-2015 school year.  In contrast to the 2005 NYS standards document that 
contained “bands” within each content strand from year to year, these standards 
consist of eight mathematical practices that are seen at every level. 
In addition to the eight Standards for Mathematical Practice, the Common 
Core State Standards for Mathematics consists of Standards for Mathematical 
Content.  The Standards for Mathematical Practice describe ways in which students 
should develop knowledge of mathematics through their education.  The Standards 
for Mathematical Content are a balanced combination of procedure and 
understanding, which include conceptual categories that students should study in 
order to be college and career ready (NYSED, 2011).  Each of the conceptual 
categories is further broken down into “domains” which are then broken down into 
“clusters”.  Clusters summarize groups of related standards.  Domains are larger 
groups of related standards.  In the previous NYS documents, standards were the 




students should understand and be able to do. On the contrary, in this document, 
standards are what define what students should understand and be able to do, 
whereas clusters are the overarching goals. 
 
Geometry in Math A and Math B  
(1999 New York State Mathematics Learning Standards) 
 
Since there were only two levels addressed for the high school level rather 
than a separate geometry course as in the succeeding standards documents, the 
researcher only identified those performance indicators that relate to geometry 
topics.  The researcher analyzed the performance indicators under each key idea for 
each respective course, Math A and Math B, and identified the geometry topics 
covered. 
 
Geometry in Math A: 
Key Idea 1 – Mathematical Reasoning 
Both of the performance indicators in this section cover topics in geometry, 
specifically in logic, including truth values of simple sentences and compound 
sentences. 
Key Idea 2 – Number and Numeration 
None of the three performance indicators in this section cover any geometry topics. 
Key Idea 3 – Operations 
Of the four performance indicators in this section, one covers topics in geometry, 
specifically, identifying transformations including symmetry, line reflections, 




Key Idea 4 – Modeling/Multiple Representation 
Four of the five performance indicators in this section cover topics in geometry.  
Many of the topics within these performance indicators require students to know 
and understand terminology as well as properties and theorems of angles, triangles, 
quadrilaterals, and solids.  Some other topics found within the performance 
indicators in this section include performing basic geometric constructions, 
performing transformations (line reflections, point reflections, translations, 
dilations) in the coordinate plane, and applying the concepts of basic loci and 
compound loci. 
Key Idea 5 – Measurement 
Six of the nine performance indicators in this section cover topics in geometry.  The 
topics included are applying formulas in two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
geometry, similarity concepts, and topics in coordinate geometry. 
Key Idea 6 – Uncertainty 
None of the four performance indicators in this section cover any geometry topics. 
Key Idea 7 – Patterns/Functions 
One of the five performance indicators in this section covers topics in geometry that 
relate to graphs in the coordinate plane. 
 
Geometry in Math B: 
Key Idea 1 – Mathematical Reasoning 
The two performance indicators in this section cover types of proofs including both 





Key Idea 2 – Number and Numeration 
None of the five performance indicators in this section cover any geometry topics. 
Key Idea 3 – Operations 
Two of the performance indicators cover topics in geometry, specifically 
transformations.  Students are expected to build on the knowledge acquired in 
transformations from Math A to develop an understanding of and use composition 
of functions and transformations within geometric shapes as well as in the 
coordinate plane.  Additionally, identifying transformations as isometries (direct or 
opposite) is found within these performance indicators. 
Key Idea 4 – Modeling/Multiple Representation 
Four of the fourteen performance indicators in this section cover topics in geometry 
including conic sections, trigonometric applications, and modeling compositions of 
transformations. 
Key Idea 5 – Measurement 
Six of the ten performance indicators in this section cover topics in right triangle 
trigonometry, trigonometric applications, angles and segments in a circle, as well as 
formulas for perimeter, area, and volume. 
Key Idea 6 – Uncertainty 
One of the seven performance indicators in this section applies proofs to geometric 
constructions. 
Key Idea 7 – Patterns/Functions 
Three of the seventeen performance indicators in this section cover topics in 





Geometry (2005 New York State Mathematics Learning Standards) 
 
The 2005 Standards consist of seven bands; (1) shapes, (2) geometric 
relationships, (3) informal and formal proofs, (4) transformational geometry, (5) 
coordinate geometry, (6) constructions, and (7) locus (NYSED, 2005).  The 
researcher analyzed the performance indicators under each band and identified the 
geometry topics covered. 
The “shapes” band is seen with specific performance indicators from 
Prekindergarten up through and including grade seven.  In the later grades, students 
are expected to have the basic knowledge of identifying various shapes and build 
upon those ideas in the “geometric relationships” band (NYSED, 2005). 
The “geometric relationships” band consists of sixteen performance 
indicators.  The first nine performance indicators cover theorems relating to points, 
lines, and planes.  The remaining seven performance indicators cover properties of 
three-dimensional objects as well as volumes and lateral/surface areas of three-
dimensional objects including prisms, regular pyramids, cylinders, right circular 
cones, and spheres. 
 The “informal and formal proofs” band consists of thirty performance 
indicators.  The first three performance indicators in this band cover topics in logic.  
Four performance indicators cover topics in writing triangle proofs including 
triangle congruence proofs and triangle similarity proofs.  Six performance 




triangle, theorems relating to isosceles triangles, inequality theorems, relationships 
between angles and sides of a triangle, and theorems about the centroid of a 
triangle.  Many of these theorems are expected to be used to justify relationships as 
well as to be used within a proof (NYSED, 2005).  Three performance indicators 
cover theorems about angles including interior and exterior angles of polygons as 
well as angles formed by parallel lines cut by a transversal.  Three performance 
indicators cover theorems and properties of parallelograms and trapezoids.  Five 
performance indicators cover topics in similarity.  Students are expected to apply 
various similarity theorems such as the midsegment theorem, the Pythagorean 
Theorem, and theorems relating to proportions in right triangles to solve algebraic 
problems (NYSED, 2005).  The remaining five performance indicators cover 
theorems relating to circles including types of segments in a circle as well as angles 
formed and segments created.  These performance indicators cover algebraic 
applications as well as using these theorems within proofs (NYSED, 2005).   
The “transformational geometry” band consists of eight performance 
indicators.  This band covers topics involving transformations including performing 
transformations, recognizing the proper notation for these transformations, as well 
as identifying properties of each transformation.  Students must also be able to 
identify isometries in addition to determining which transformations would be 
considered direct isometries or opposite isometries.   
The “coordinate geometry” band consists of thirteen performance indicators.  
Five of these performance indicators build on topics learned in the previous course 




with more emphasis on point-slope form rather than slope-intercept form.  Students 
are also required to make use of relationships between parallel and perpendicular 
lines in the coordinate plane to find slopes and equations.  This band also requires 
students to use formulas to find the midpoint and distance of a line segment.  One 
performance indicator makes use of the formulas for slope, midpoint, and distance 
to justify properties of triangles and quadrilaterals.  This performance indicator is 
most often seen in the form of a coordinate geometry proof.  Another performance 
indicator requires students to solve a quadratic-linear system graphically.  The 
remaining performance indicators in the “coordinate geometry” band include topics 
relating to circles in the coordinate plane as well as the center-radius form of the 
equation of a circle.   
The “constructions” band consists of four performance indicators that 
include the different constructions students are required to know.   
The “locus” band consists of three performance indicators.  These 
performance indicators include points of concurrencies, the five basic locus 
theorems as well as compound loci including those problems that involve the 
coordinate plane. 
 
Common Core Geometry (Common Core State Standards for Mathematics) 
 
Common Core State Standards for High School Mathematics:  A Quick-Start 
Guide (Dempsey & Schwols, 2012) is a guide that is part of a series intended to 




have reviewed, revised, and developed standards documents for many districts, 
state agencies, and organizations.  Schwols, in particular, was a consulting state 
content expert for mathematics during the development of the Common Core 
standards (Dempsey & Schwols, 2012).  This guide provides a thorough description 
and explanation of each conceptual category of the Common Core standards for high 
school mathematics.  Additionally, the authors provide insight on how the standards 
build upon and extend the skills students have acquired in earlier grades (Dempsey 
& Schwols, 2012).  This is the main component from the guide that is used by the 
researcher to support the analysis of the Common Core Geometry standards and 
also aids in the creation of the collection of problems discussed in Chapter III. 
There are six geometry domains in the Common Core standards; (1) 
Congruence, (2) Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry, (3) Circles,  (4) 
Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations, (5) Geometric Measurement and 
Dimension, and (6) modeling with Geometry.  The researcher analyzed and 
interpreted the standards in each domain to identify the geometric topics and used 
the aforementioned guide to support the analysis. 
The Congruence domain consists of thirteen standards, organized into four 
clusters.  The first five standards are those within the first cluster; experiment with 
transformations in the plane.  The standards within this first cluster are intended to 
allow students to develop the understandings they will need to develop formal 
proofs through the use of transformations.  In 8th grade, students are expected to 
work with geometric shapes and transformations to develop a physical 




transformations (Dempsey & Schwols, 2012).  The first cluster indicates that at the 
high school level, students are required to observe properties, determine a sequence 
of transformations that exemplifies congruence between two figures, and formalize 
definitions. 
The next three standards are those within the second cluster; understand 
congruence in terms of rigid motions.  Building on the fundamental definitions and 
skills addressed in the first cluster, the second cluster focuses on the notion that 
congruence can be understood in terms of rigid motions.  Students are asked in 
these standards to use their understanding of the definition of congruence to 
develop more formal definitions for triangle congruence.  They are expected to use 
descriptions of each rigid motion to predict the effects of a given transformation or 
sequence of transformations. 
The next three standards are those within the third cluster; prove geometric 
theorems.  Once the students possess the knowledge acquired in the first two 
clusters, they will be able to build on the understanding of geometric objects and 
congruence they developed to allow them to prove geometric theorems about lines, 
angles, triangles, and parallelograms.  In eighth grade, students are asked to use 
informal arguments to establish facts about lines and angles.  This cluster indicates 
that at the high school level, students must be able to further their explanations and 
develop their ability to reason and analyze situations in order to develop proofs. 
The final two standards are those within the last cluster; make geometric 
constructions.  The final standards in this domain relate to constructions using a 




knowledge of definitions and theorems in order to understand how the 
constructions are created. 
The Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry domain consists of eleven 
standards, organized into four clusters.  The first three standards are those within 
the first cluster; understand similarity in terms of similarity transformations.  The 
first cluster in the similarity domain extends informal understandings first 
addressed in middle school (Dempsey & Schwols, 2012).  At the high school level, 
the standards ask students to verify fundamental properties of dilations and 
similarity definitions to decide on the similarity of shapes. 
The next two standards are found in the second cluster, prove theorems 
involving similarity.  The standards found in this cluster further a student’s 
understanding of definitions and similarity as well as build on their ability to reason 
and analyze problem situations in their construction of proofs. 
The next three standards are found in the third cluster, define trigonometric 
ratios and solve problems involving right triangles.  The content found in this cluster 
introduces students to trigonometric ratios. These standards also build upon the 
similarity criteria of triangles and develop a student’s understanding on why the 
ratio of two sides in a right triangle is always a constant for a given acute angle.  
Additionally, students are expected to use trigonometric ratios to solve applied 
problems. 
The final three standards in the similarity, right triangles, and trigonometry 
domain are all marked with a (+) indicating that the content covered in these 




them, nor would any assessment items be designed to use the knowledge acquired 
from these standards.  These standards ask students to combine what they know 
about trigonometric ratios with their understanding of the properties of geometric 
objects in conjunction with more advanced algebraic concepts.  Understanding the 
formulas discussed in this cluster allow students to extend their skills in solving 
problems involving non-right triangles. 
The Circles domain consists of five standards, organized into two clusters.  
The first four standards appear in the first cluster, understand and apply theorems 
about circles.  The fourth standard is marked with a (+) so it is an advanced topic 
that not all students are expected to learn.  The standards in the first cluster in the 
circles domain focuses on the geometrical theorems related to circles and extends 
informal understandings first addressed in middle school in relation to the parts of a 
circle as well as the relationship between circumference and area (Dempsey & 
Schwols, 2012). 
The final standard in this domain is in a cluster on its own and relates to 
sectors.  This standard expects students to incorporate their knowledge of similarity 
of circles, parts of a circle, and proportionality along with the relationship between 
the circumference and the area of a circle. 
The Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations domain consists of 
seven standards, organized into two clusters.  From the group of standards in this 
cluster, translate between the geometric description and the equation for a conic 
section, the only standard seen in the Common Core Geometry course is the first 




center and radius as well as completing the square to find the center and radius of a 
circle given by an equation.  This standard incorporates many components that have 
been learned through various courses.  For example, the Pythagorean Theorem is 
introduced in middle school and completing the square is taught in Common Core 
Algebra 1 (Dempsey & Schwols, 2012).  As indicated in the first standard, the tools 
acquired in previous courses provide students the ability to derive the equation of a 
circle within the coordinate system.  The second standard is seen in Common Core 
Algebra 2 and the third standard is an advanced topic that is not expected for all 
students to learn, indicated by the (+). 
The remaining four standards are those within the second cluster, use 
coordinates to prove simple geometric theorems algebraically.  This cluster describes 
how students are expected to interpret relationships using algebraic equations.  The 
first two standards in the second cluster require students to use rectangular 
coordinates to prove geometric theorems, including quadrilateral properties that 
were developed in the Congruence domain.  Additionally, standard seven which 
specifies the use of the distance formula to compute perimeters and areas is an 
extension of the prior knowledge and understanding of the Pythagorean Theorem 
that a student possesses from middle school. 
The Geometric Measurement and Dimension domain consists of four 
standards, organized into two clusters, extending a student’s knowledge from two-
dimensions to three-dimensions.  The standards in the first cluster, explain volume 
formulas and use them to solve problems, build upon concepts and foundations a 




right rectangular prisms an in eighth grade, students work with cones, cylinders, 
and spheres (Dempsey & Schwols, 2012).  The first standard in this cluster 
emphasizes that students not only be able to use the various formulas, but are also 
expected to justify the formulas through mathematical arguments such as Cavalieri’s 
Principle for volume.  The second standard is an advanced topic that is not expected 
for all students to learn, indicated by the (+).  The final standard in this cluster is an 
extension of the skills learned in middle school relating to three-dimensional 
objects. 
The second cluster, visualize relationships between two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional objects, consists of only one standard and builds upon the 
knowledge and understanding of cross-sections, which is first addressed in seventh 
grade (Dempsey & Schwols, 2012). 
The Modeling with Geometry domain consists of three standards all in one 
overall cluster, apply geometric concepts in modeling situations.  The final domain in 
the Geometry course is intended to help students apply their knowledge of 
geometric concepts to solve problems in real-world problems, with problems 
relating to volume being most prominent.  
 
Comparison of Topics in Each Set of Standards 
 
 Summarized in Table 4-1 through Table 4-6 is a condensed version of the 
“crosswalk” as a comparison of the different geometry topics within each set of 




3-1 to gain a better comparison between topic differences.  Overall, the 2005 
Geometry standards contain the most amounts of topics in comparison to the other 
two sets of standards.  The Common Core standards seem to have more emphasis on 
transformational geometry with their use of congruence through rigid motions.   
Lastly, a majority of the geometry topics in the 1999 standards are seen in the first 
course, Math A.   
Table 4-1 shows the topics under the Congruence domain.  The most striking 
difference is that the Common Core Geometry standards do not include topics in 
logic or locus whereas the other two sets of standards do.  Additionally, the Common 
Core Geometry standards require students to use transformations to discuss 
congruence, which shows an increased attention to transformational geometry.  
Therefore, it is important to take the idea of congruence through rigid motions into 
consideration and incorporate this concept into topics such as Euclidean proofs 
when creating the collection of problems.  Within the topics of quadrilaterals, not 
only is the definition of a trapezoid adjusted in the Common Core Geometry 
standards to “a quadrilateral with at least one pair of parallel sides,” but also the 
properties of different trapezoids are no longer identified within the standards to be 
taught to students in the Common Core Geometry course.  Finally, the last difference 
lies with constructions.  Although all three sets of standards contain standards that 
discuss the basic constructions, the Common Core Geometry standards add 




















Essentials of Geometry: 
     Definitions     
     Postulates     
     Triangle Classification     
     Deductive Reasoning     
Logic: 
     Sentences, Statements,  
     Truth Values, Negations 
    
     Conjunctions, Disjunctions     
     Conditionals     
     Biconditionals     
     Inverse, Converse,  
     Contrapositive 
    
Transformations: 
     Rotations     
     Line Reflections     
     Point Reflections     
     Translations     
     Glide Reflections     
     Carrying a Polygon Onto Itself     
     Isometries/Rigid Motions     
     Compositions     
     Congruence Through Rigid       
     Motions 
    
Quadrilaterals:  Classification and Properties: 
     Parallelograms     
     Rectangles     
     Rhombus     
     Squares     
     Trapezoids     
          Median of a Trapezoid     
Euclidean Proofs: 
     Triangle Congruence Proofs  
         (SSS, SAS, ASA, AAS, HL) 
    
     CPCTC (Corresponding Parts    
         of Congruent Triangles are  




        Congruent) 
     Indirect Proofs     
     Inequality Proofs     
     Quadrilateral Proofs  
        (Parallelogram, Rectangle,  
             Rhombus, Square) 
    
     Trapezoid Proofs     
Theorems about Lines and Angles: 
     Parallel Lines Cut by a     
       Transversal 
    
     Vertical Angles are Congruent     
Complementary/Supplementary     
     Sum of the Interior Angles of     
     a Polygon 
    
     Sum of the Exterior Angles of  
     a Polygon 
    
     Each Interior Angle of a  
     Polygon 
    
     Each Exterior Angle of a  
     Polygon 
    
Theorems about Triangles: 
     Measures of Interior Angles   
     of a Triangle sum to 180° 
    
     Isosceles Triangle Theorems     
     Midsegment Theorem     
     Exterior Angle Theorem     
     Triangle Inequality Theorem     
     Side/Angle Relationship     
     Pythagorean Theorem     
Locus/Points of Concurrencies: 
     Simple Locus Theorems     
     Compound Locus     
     Locus in the Coordinate Plane     
     Centroid     
          Centroid Theorems     
     Circumcenter     
     Incenter     
     Orthocenter     
Constructions: 
     Copy a Segment/Angle     
     Segment Bisector     
     Angle Bisector     
     Perpendicular Bisector     




     Parallel Lines     
     Equilateral Triangle Given  
     Length 
    
     Equilateral Triangle Inscribed  
     in a Circle 
    
     Regular Hexagon Inscribed  
     in a Circle 
    
     Square Inscribed in a Circle     
 
Table 4-2 shows the topics under the Similarity, Right Triangles, and 
Trigonometry domain.  The only difference is that the Common Core Geometry 
standards includes dilating equations of lines and uses transformations to discuss 
similarity which falls in line with the extra emphasis on transformational geometry 
as mentioned before.  Consequently, discussing similarity through dilation 
properties is taken into consideration in the collection of problems.  Additionally, 
even though trigonometry topics are not a part of the 2005 Geometry standards, the 
topics are seen within the other two courses in the 2005 standards, Integrated 
Algebra and Algebra II/Trigonometry.  Furthermore, since non-right triangle 
trigonometry are “extra topics” in the Common Core standards, it is possible that 




𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑛𝐶), Law of Sines, and Law of Cosines. 
 Table 4-3 shows the topics under the Circles domain.  As mentioned before, 
constructions relating to circles are only seen in the Common Core Geometry 
standards in addition to proving that all circles are similar.  Additionally, the 2005 
Geometry standards do not discuss arc length or area of a sector unlike the other 
two sets of standards.  It should be noted that arc length is a topic that was seen in 




Table 4-2:  Comparison of Topics in Each Set of Standards for Similarity, Right 
Triangles, and Trigonometry 
 
Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry 
 
Topic 










     Dilations     
     Dilating Equations of Lines     
     Scale Drawings     
     Similarity Through  
     Transformations 
    
     Triangle Similarity  
(all corresponding angles are 
congruent, proportionality of 









     Ratios of Perimeter/Area     
     Triangle Similarity Proofs  
     (AA) 
    
     Triangle Similarity Proofs  
     (SAS, SSS) 
    
     Triangle Proportionality  
     Theorem (Side-Splitter  
     Theorem) 
    
     Right Triangle Proportions     
Trigonometry: 
     Ratios in Right Triangles  
     for Acute Angles (sine,  
     cosine, tangent) 
    
     Cofunctions (sine/cosine)     
     Area of a Triangle 




    
**extra topic 
     Law of Sines     
**extra topic 
























Prove that All Circles are 
Similar 
    
Circle Theorems     
Angle Relationships in a Circle     
Segments in a Circle     
Construct a Tangent Line to 
the Circle 
    
Construct 
Inscribed/Circumscribed 
Circles of a Triangle 
    
Arc Length     
Area of a Sector     
Circle Proofs     
 
 Table 4-4 shows the topics under the Expressing Geometric Properties with 
Equation domain.  The phrasing of the standards that relate to equations of lines 
make it possible in the Common Core Geometry standards to extend their standards 
to expect students to be able to write equations of altitudes and medians and is 
taken into consideration while creating the collection of problems.  However, in the 
1999 standards, students are only required to write equations of parallel and 
perpendicular lines and in the 2005 standards, the specificity of the standards only 
point out equations of parallel lines, perpendicular lines, and equations of 
perpendicular bisectors.  Additionally, the Common Core Geometry standards 
include finding a point to partition a directed segment into a given ratio, which is 




Table 4-4:  Comparison of Topics in Each Set of Standards for Expressing Geometric 
Properties with Equations 
 
Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
 
Topic 









Circles in the Coordinate Plane: 
     Equation of a Circle in  
     Standard Form 
    
     Equation of a Circle in  
     General Form 
    
     Graph Circles Given  
     Equation 
    
Coordinate Geometry: 
     Midpoint     
     Distance     
          Perimeters of Polygons     
          Areas of Polygons     
     Slope     
     Determine  
     Parallel/Perpendicular 
    
     Equations of Perpendicular  
     Bisectors 
    
     Equations of Altitudes     
     Equations of Medians     
     Directed Segment     
     Triangle Proofs  
        (prove right, isosceles,  
             scalene) 
    
     Quadrilateral Proofs 
        (Parallelogram, Rectangle,  
             Rhombus, Square) 
    
     Trapezoid Proofs     
Quadratic-Linear Systems     
 
 Table 4-5 shows the topics under the Geometric Measurement and 
Dimensions domain.  Only the 1999 standards include two-dimensional geometry.  
The other two sets of standards include these topics in earlier grades.  Additionally, 




cylinders.  The 2005 geometry standards include surface area and volume of 
prisms/cubes, cylinders, pyramids, cones, and spheres.  However, the Common Core 
standards only focus on volume and do not include surface area of three-
dimensional objects.  Rather, the two-dimensional aspect that is found in the 
Common Core standards is cross-sections of solids.  Additionally, the 2005 geometry 
standards are the only standards to include relationships between points, lines, and 
planes in three-dimensions. 
Table 4-5:  Comparison of Topics in Each Set of Standards for Geometric Measurement 
and Dimensions 
 
Geometric Measurement and Dimensions 
 
Topic 










     Perimeter/Circumference     
     Area     
     Shaded Area     
Volume: 
     Prism/Cube     
     Cylinder     
     Pyramid     
     Cone     
     Sphere     
     Cavalieri’s Principle     
Surface Area and Properties: 
     Rectangular Prism/Cube     
     Cylinder     
     Pyramid     
     Cone     
     Sphere     
Relationships Between Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional Objects: 
     Cross-Sections of  
     Three-Dimensional Objects 
    
     Rotating Two-Dimensional  
     Objects  
 




Points, Lines, and Planes in Three-Dimensions: 
     Perpendicular Lines and  
     Planes 
    
     Parallel Lines and Planes     
     Points in Three-Dimensions     
 
 Lastly, Table 4-6 shows topics under the modeling with geometry domain, 
which are only found in the Common Core Geometry standards and are often used 
to relate previously mentioned topics, such as volume, to real world situations such 
as density and cost in design problems. 
Table 4-6:  Comparison of Topics in Each Set of Standards for Modeling with Geometry 
 
Modeling with Geometry 
 
Topic 









     Use Shapes to Describe  
     Objects 
    
     Density     





The original standards as well as the 1999 standards were separated into 
two courses that were to be completed over three years.  The first course, Math A, 
contained topics in logic, basic transformations, theorems relating to angles, 
triangles, quadrilaterals, and solid geometry, constructions, locus, coordinate 
geometry, and similarity.  The second course, Math B, contained topics in Euclidean 




compositions, theorems relating to circles, and trigonometry.  These standards were 
found to be vague and did not have much detail relating to how in depth each topic 
was.   The structure of the courses was also difficult in that each course was meant 
to take a year and a half to complete before a student was evaluated unlike the 
structure of the courses that came after these standards. 
The 2005 standards separated the topics from Math A and Math B into 
Integrated Algebra, Geometry, Integrated Algebra II and Trigonometry.  The 
Geometry course consisted of almost all the geometry topics mentioned in Math A 
and Math B.  However, some topics such as basic coordinate geometry, right triangle 
trigonometry, and two-dimensional geometry were found in Integrated Algebra.  
Additionally, trigonometric applications and non-right triangle trigonometry was 
found in Integrated Algebra II and Trigonometry.  These standards were more 
precise than the previous set, having a bulleted description of every topic to be 
covered within each course.  Many of the topics were individualized and did not 
relate to one another unlike the Common Core Standards. 
The Common Core State Standards build on one another as described 
previously.  Every theorem learned is expected to be explained by a student, so a 
thorough understanding of the material is necessary.  Additionally, many topics 
mentioned in the Common Core Standards are intertwined so a student must 
possess knowledge of multiple areas in Geometry to be successful in the course.  
While creating the collection of problems to assist teachers in the teaching of 
Common Core Geometry, these ideas are taken into consideration and used to create 




concepts.  In contrast with the previous set of standards, the Common Core 
Standards removed topics relating to logic, locus, and some topics in three-
dimensional geometry as well as adding those geometry topics originally found in 
Integrated Algebra or Integrated Algebra II and Trigonometry. 
It is interesting to observe the emphasis in transformational geometry under 
the Common Core Geometry standards, which is a more modern approach similar to 
the approach used by Coxford and Usiskin (1971) discussed in Chapter II.  Although 
it is difficult to speculate the reasons for this transition, one possible reason could 
be the constant improvement in technology.  Technology brings new opportunity for 
better visualization making transformational geometry an approach that is more 








NEW YORK STATE REGENTS EXAMINATIONS IN MATHEMATICS 
 
 The analysis of the Regents examinations is provided in this chapter.  This 
chapter first provides the reader with an overview of Regents examinations to gain 
an understanding of how Regents examinations relate to the New York State 
Learning Standards in addition to the role they play in the New York State education 
system.  For a historical overview on testing in New York State, see Appendix G.  The 
analysis is separated into two parts.  The first part consists of the analysis of the 
individual Regents examinations in terms of general structure, topic coverage, and 
depth of knowledge required to answer each question.  The second part of the 
analysis consists of questions in specific topics.  The analysis discusses the topic 
being assessed as well as the skills and knowledge required to answer the question.  
This portion of the analysis was used to determine how the assessment of the 
selected topics has changed between the 2005 standards and the Common Core 
standards. 
 
Overview of Regents Examinations 
 
Johnson (2009) declares that the New York State Education Department 
(NYSED), under the authority of the Board of Regents, is an innovator in the 




the Board of Regents, New York State launched the first statewide system of 
standardized examinations and performance-based credentials in the United States.  
These examinations are statewide curriculum-based external exit examinations that 
came to be known as “Regents examinations” (Isaacs, 2014).  Originally, Regents 
examinations served as an assurance that students were prepared to enter 
university, but have evolved over time in conjunction with curricular changes.  The 
New York State Education Department (1965) states “Regents examinations have 
played a major role in developing and maintaining the high standards of instruction 
and achievement found in our high schools.” 
The curriculum in New York State changed dramatically since the 1980s and 
early 1990s with the creation of the New York State Learning Standards, discussed 
in Chapter IV.  Statewide assessments are developed from the New York State 
Learning Standards, resulting in local districts setting their curricula based on the 
Standards (Isaacs, 2014).  In addition to the curricular changes, the Regents 
examinations also evolved at this time.  Although the primary intention of Regents 
examinations is to measure student achievement and graduation requirements, 
scores on these assessments are also used as an accountability measurement for 
teachers and schools (Isaacs, 2014). 
 
Selection and Analysis of Geometry Regents Examinations 
 
The Regents examinations for Geometry in this study range from 2009 to the 




of a single school year, only the June examinations were analyzed.  The June 
examinations are those intended to be an end of course exam resulting in most 
students taking the exams at this time.  There were seven total June exams given 
under the 2005 standards and there were three total June exams given under the 
Common Core Standards.  
Though all the exams that were analyzed can be found in Appendix I and 
Appendix J, a few questions from the June 2015 exam are discussed to provide an 
explanation as well as an example of the process of analysis.  Additionally, New York 
State has provided the map to the learning standards for each question on a Regents 
exam beginning in June 2000, which aids the researcher in part of the analysis of the 
questions to be able to determine what topic is being assessed.   
The mapping provided by New York State is very general.   For the 2005 
standards, the mapping provided only offering the questions in the exam under each 
band (geometric relationships, constructions, locus, informal and formal proofs, 
transformational geometry, and coordinate geometry).  The researcher further 
analyzes the questions under the 2005 standards and maps them to the related 
performance indicator under the appropriate band. 
Similarly, the mapping provided by New York State for the Common Core 
standards provides a mapping for each question as they relate to a specific domain 
and cluster.  The researcher further analyzes the questions under the Common Core 
standards and maps them to the related standard, when possible. 
The item analysis is given after each question, to provide the reader with an 




non-basic, and the topic coverage of the question.  This process was done for every 
question in the examinations that were analyzed. 
Question 11:  In the diagram of ADC below, , , , and 
 
 
What is the length of , to the nearest tenth? 
1) 5.1 3) 14.3 
2) 5.2 4) 14.4 
 
This question measures the knowledge and skills described by the standards 
within G-SRT.B (NYSED, June 2015 Common Core Geometry Regents) “prove 
theorems involving similarity.”  The researcher did not specifically map this 
question to a standard in this cluster because it requires knowledge of all standards 
in G-SRT.B since it requires the student to apply similarity criteria to solve a 
geometric problem so they must know the theorem as discussed in G-SRT.B.4 and 
then apply it to solve the problem as stated in G-SRT.B.5.  The student must analyze 
the given diagram and reason that  by the AA similarity criterion, 
then use the fact that corresponding sides of similar triangles are in proportion in 
order to find the length of .  The student would be able to use the similar 
triangles to write an equation for the length of  as follows: 





















9𝑥 = 128.8 
 
𝑥 ≈ 14.3 
Students are required to organize, represent and interpret data as well as 
solve a simple problem.  This question does not state that the triangles are similar or 
simply require the student to solve a given proportion, but rather requires the 
student to use the given information as well as the given diagram to determine the 
similarity criterion between the triangles.  Additionally, once deducing that the 
triangles are in fact similar, the student is expected to create a valid proportion in 
order to solve for the missing side.  In order for a student to be able to successfully 
answer a similarity problem such as this, it is necessary for a teacher to provide the 
students with a strong foundation on each similar triangle theorem.  It is 
recommended that basic similarity properties be used to explain why the triangles 
are similar.  Additionally, the students should be exposed to all the similar triangle 
theorems separately with basic examples of each followed by a set of problems that 
blends the various theorems in order for students to be prepared to sufficiently 
identify and justify which theorem they are using to solve the given problem. 
This question was characterized as a multiple-choice question and a basic 
question because students only need to know and understand a concept of 




classified this question under the similarity topic within the domain of Similarity, 
Right Triangles, and Trigonometry. 
 
Question 25:  Use a compass and straightedge to construct an inscribed square in 
circle T shown below.  [Leave all construction marks.] 
 
This question measures the knowledge and skills described by the standards 
within G-CO.D. (NYSED, June 2015 Common Core Geometry Regents) “make 
geometric constructions.”  The researcher specifically maps this question to 
standard G-CO.D.13 “construct an equilateral triangle, a square, and a regular 
hexagon inscribed in a circle.”  To complete this question, the student must show all 





This question was characterized as a constructed response short answer 
question and a basic question because this is a routine procedure distinctly 
indicated in the standards.  Additionally, the researcher classified this question 
under the constructions topic within the domain of Congruence. 
 
Question 34:  In the diagram below, the line of sight from the park ranger station, P, 
to the lifeguard chair, L, on the beach of a lake is perpendicular to the path joining 
the campground, C, and the first aid station, F.  The campground is 0.25 mile from 
the lifeguard chair.  The straight paths from both the campground and first aid 
station to the park ranger station are perpendicular. 
 
 
If the path from the park ranger station to the campground is 0.55 mile, determine 
and state, to the nearest hundredth of a mile, the distance between the park ranger 
station and the lifeguard chair.   
Gerald believes the distance from the first aid station to the campground is at least 
1.5 miles.  Is Gerald correct?  Justify your answer. 
This question measures the knowledge and skills described by the standards 
within G-SRT.C (NYSED, June 2015 Common Core Geometry Regents) “define 
trigonometric ratios and solve problems involving right triangles” because the 




sides in right triangles.  Specifically, the student must use the Pythagorean Theorem 
to determine the distance between the park ranger station and the lifeguard chair.  
The question is also an example of the instructional shift of coherence, as the 
student must draw on understandings from another cluster G-SRT.B “prove 
theorems involving similarity”, in using similarity to respond to Gerald’s claim that 
the distance from the first aid station to the campground is greater than 1.5 miles.  
Since this question applied knowledge of multiple standards in different clusters, 
the researcher did not map it to a specific standard. 
To find the distance between the park ranger station and the lifeguard chair, 
the Pythagorean Theorem will be utilized as follows: 
(0.25)2 + (𝑃𝐿)2 = (0.55)2 
0.0625 + (𝑃𝐿)2 = 0.3025 
(𝑃𝐿)2 = 0.24 
√(𝑃𝐿)2 = √0.24 
𝑃𝐿 ≈ 0.49 miles 
To determine the distance from the first aid station to the campground, the student 
must use the understanding of similar right triangles to solve an appropriate 













0.25𝐹𝐶 = 0.3025 




The total distance of 1.21 miles is less than 1.5 miles.  Therefore, Gerald is not 
correct. 
 Students are required to use reasoning and are asked to justify their answer 
as well as solving a multi-step problem.  This question does not state that the 
triangles are right triangles, but rather provides information that the segments are 
perpendicular in order for the students to deduce that they are working with right 
triangles.  Although the first part of the question requires students to make use of 
the Pythagorean Theorem, the students must then use their answer in conjunction 
with their understanding of similar right triangles in order to solve for the distance 
between F and C.  Additionally, students must then use their answers to justify their 
response, requiring them to draw conclusions from their work. 
 A question such as this can be answered in multiple ways, although only one 
solution is provided.  Additionally, a student is required to justify their answer, 
providing a deeper understanding of the topics at hand.  For a student to be 
prepared to answer such a question, it is recommended that a teacher discuss the 
various ways to solve this problem in order for students to gain comfort in the fact 
that multiple approaches can be used to answer the same question. It is also 
recommended that prior to exposing students to an extensive question such as this, 
it is first necessary for the teacher to demonstrate how and why the different 
triangles in the diagram are similar.  Afterwards, it would be useful to provide 
students with basic questions related to right triangle proportions before 




for students to be accustomed to justifying their answers throughout all different 
types of problems such as the example discussed. 
This question was characterized as a constructed response extended answer 
question and a non-basic question because students need to have knowledge of 
multiple topics within the domain of Similarity, Right Triangles, and Trigonometry.  
Additionally, there are various methods of approaching this question, such as right 
triangle trigonometry.  The researcher classified this question under the similarity 
topic since the intention of the question was for students to make use of right 
triangle proportions rather than trigonometry. 
 
Question 33:  Given: Quadrilateral ABCD is a parallelogram with diagonals 𝐴𝐶̅̅ ̅̅  and 
𝐵𝐷̅̅ ̅̅  intersecting at E 
 
Prove:  ∆𝐴𝐸𝐷 ≅ ∆𝐶𝐸𝐵 
Describe a single rigid motion that maps ∆𝐴𝐸𝐷 onto ∆𝐶𝐸𝐵. 
 
This question measures the knowledge and skills described by the standards 
within G-CO.C “prove geometric theorems.” The researcher specifically mapped this 
question to standard G-CO.C.11 “prove theorems about parallelograms” because the 
student is required to use properties of parallelograms to reason through the proof.  




diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other, parallel lines cut by a transversal 
form congruent alternate interior angles, or vertical angles are congruent) to prove 
the triangles are congruent.  The questions is also an example of the instructional 
shift of coherence, as the student must draw on understandings from another 
cluster, G-CO.A “experiment with transformations in the plane”, in describing the 
rigid motion that will map one triangle onto the other. 
 This question asks students to prove triangles are congruent given a 
parallelogram with both diagonals drawn.  The student must construct a proof using 
facts about parallelograms and parallel lines.  An example is shown below. 
Statements Reasons 
1.  Quadrilateral ABCD is a parallelogram 
with diagonals 𝐴𝐶̅̅ ̅̅  and 𝐵𝐷̅̅ ̅̅  interesting at 
E. 
1.  Given 
2.  𝐴𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ≅ 𝐵𝐶̅̅ ̅̅ ,  𝐴𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ // 𝐵𝐶̅̅ ̅̅  2.  The opposite sides of a parallelogram 
are parallel and congruent. 
3.  ∡𝐴𝐷𝐵 ≅ ∡𝐶𝐵𝐸,  ∡𝐷𝐴𝐶 ≅ ∡𝐵𝐶𝐴 3.  Parallel lines cut by a transversal 
form congruent alternate interior angles. 
4.  Δ𝐴𝐸𝐷 ≅ Δ𝐶𝐸𝐵 4.  𝐴𝑆𝐴 ≅ 𝐴𝑆𝐴 
 
For the second part, the student must describe any valid single transformation that 
would map Δ𝐴𝐸𝐷 onto Δ𝐶𝐸𝐵.  An example of this is a rotation of 180° about point E. 
 The student must use the different properties of a parallelogram in order to 
argue that the triangles are congruent.  Although only one example was provided, 
there are numerous ways of approaching this proof.  The only information given 
about the quadrilateral is that it is a parallelogram with diagonals, but does not lead 
the student towards specific properties to use.  Additionally, the student must not 




methods of proving triangles congruent, but also provide a reason to justify why 
each property can be used.  Furthermore, the student must then find a valid 
transformation to map one triangle onto the other in a descriptive manner such as 
the suggested answer above. 
 This proof is an example of how transformations are expected to be 
incorporated under the Common Core standards.  Additionally, this question is an 
example of a proof that can be answered in multiple ways.  Students should be 
exposed to different solutions of the same question, as previously mentioned, so as 
to bring attention to different properties of parallelograms and knowledge triangle 
proofs.  Additionally, it is beneficial for teachers to expose students to congruence 
through rigid motions when it is applicable throughout all types of proofs in a 
similar manner as the abovementioned question. 
This question was characterized as a constructed response extended answer 
question and a non-basic question due to the complex reasoning and development 
required to answer this question correctly.  Additionally, students need to have 
knowledge of multiple topics within the domain of congruence, relating Euclidean 
proofs to transformations through rigid motions.  The researcher classified this 
question under the Euclidean proofs topic since the main focus of the question was 








General Structure and Question Characteristics of Regents Examinations 
All Geometry Regents Examinations (2005 Standards) consisted of a total of 
38 questions that sum to 86 credits; 28 multiple choice questions, 6 constructed 
response short answer questions, and 4 constructed response extended answer 
questions.  Multiple choice questions are 2 credits each, the constructed response 
questions are identified as either Part II (2 credits each), Part III (4 credits each), or 
Part IV (6 credits each).  The Part II constructed response questions were classified 
as constructed response short answer questions and the Part III and Part IV 
constructed response questions were classified as constructed response extended 
answer questions. 
All Common Core Geometry Regents Examinations consisted of a total of 36 
questions that sum to 86 credits; 24 multiple choice questions, 7 constructed 
response short answer questions, and 5 constructed response extended answer 
questions.  Multiple choice questions are 2 credits each, the constructed response 
questions are identified as either Part II (2 credits each), Part III (4 credits each), or 
Part IV (6 credits each).  The Part II constructed response questions were classified 
as constructed response short answer questions and the Part III and Part IV 
constructed response questions were classified as constructed response extended 
answer questions.   
Table 5-1 summarizes the information about the general structure of the 
examinations.  Questions were identified as basic if knowledge of a single concept, 
as stated in the standards, was required to answer the question.  Questions were 




standards, were required to answer the question.  Although all the exams consisted 
of a total of 86 credits, the Common Core Geometry exams had more constructed 
response questions, which indicate that the students taking this exam need to be 
able to exemplify their knowledge more so than the previous Geometry exam.  
Additionally, as seen in the table, almost the entire Geometry exam (2005 
standards) consists of basic questions whereas the Common Core Geometry exams 
consist of only approximately half of the awarded credits to be deemed as basic.  
The shift in knowledge from an overall general understanding of the material on the 
Geometry exam (2005 standards) towards a deeper understanding of the material 
found on the Common Core Geometry exam was taken into consideration in the 






Table 5-1:  General Structure of Regents Examinations 
 
































Total # of 
Questions 
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 36 36 36 
# of Mult 
Choice 










4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 
# of Credits 
– Basic 
76 76 78 74 70 78 80 46 46 50 
# of Credits 
– Non-Basic 
10 10 8 12 16 8 6 40 40 36 
 
Topic Coverage for Regents Examinations 
 
Table 5-2 summarizes the topic coverage for each individual examination by 
the number of credits found in each examination.  The topic coverage follows the 
topics and sub-topics stated in Table 3-1.  As seen in Table 5-2, the geometry 
examinations (2005 standards) contain questions across all sub-topics while the 
Common Core Geometry examinations focuses on a few sub-topics in each section.  
This provides evidence that for the former geometry exam, a student with general 
knowledge on the various topics would have successfully passed the exam.  On the 




possess more knowledge and understanding to be prepared the questions that could 
appear on the exam. 
 
Table 5-2:  Topic Coverage of Regents Examinations by Credit 
 






























A - - - 2 - 2 - - - - 
B 4 4 2 2 2 4 2 - - - 
C 10 8 6 10 8 8 8 10 8 10 
D - 10 6 4 4 4 8 2 2 2 
E 8 4 2 6 8 2 6 6 10 10 
F 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 6 - - 
G 6 8 6 4 4 10 8 - - 2 
H 6 4 8 4 4 6 8 - - - 
I 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 - 2 





A 10 2 8 6 10 6 6 20 20 14 
B - - - - - - - 6 8 12 
Total Credits 10 2 8 6 10 6 6 26 28 26 
Circles A 8 10 14 8 8 4 2 4 8 6 






A 6 6 4 6 10 6 6 4 4 2 
B 12 12 12 12 8 14 10 10 8 12 
C 2 2 4 6 2 2 4 - - - 





A - - - - - - - - - - 
B 2 2 4 2 4 2 2 - 2 4 
C 2 6 - 2 4 4 2 - - - 
D - - - - - - - 6 2 2 
E 4 2 4 4 2 4 6 - - - 




A - - - - - - - 10 14 8 




Table 5-3 generalizes the information from Table 5-2 and indicates the 
average amount of credits for each topic/sub-topic.  The Geometry Regents exams 
(2005 standards) consisted of approximately half the credits within the sub-topics 
of Congruence with an average of 41.43 credits, while the Common Core Geometry 
Regents exams only consisted of approximately one third of the credits within these 
sub-topics.  The most striking difference between the topics assessed is the major 
shift within the similarity, right triangles, and trigonometry topics.  The largest 
difference occurred with the similarity sub-topic.  The Geometry Regents exams 
(2005 standards) only had an average of 6.86 credits relating to similarity theorems, 
but the Common Core Geometry Regents exams consisted of an average of 26.67 
credits, covering a majority of the actual exam in comparison with the other topics.  
Additionally, the Geometry Regents exams (2005 standards) have more emphasis 
on topics relating to circles (7.71 credits in circle theorems and relationships and 
6.29 credits in circles in the coordinate plane) than the Common Core Geometry 
Regents exams.  Furthermore, the Geometry Regents exams (2005 standards) have 
more credits relating to geometric measurement & dimensions.  However, in this 
topic, as seen in Table 5-3, most of the credits relate to volume and surface area 
calculations whereas in the Common Core Regents exams, most of the credits in this 





Table 5-3:  Average Amount of Credits Per Topic of Regents Examinations 
 













Essentials of Geometry 0.57 0 
Logic 2.86 0 
Transformations 8.29 9.33 
Quadrilaterals 5.14 2 
Euclidean Proofs 5.14 8.67 
Theorems about Lines and Angles 3.14 2 
Theorems about Triangles 6.57 0.67 
Locus/Points of Concurrencies 5.71 0 
Constructions 4 1.33 




Similarity 6.86 18 
Trigonometry 0 8.67 
Average Total Credits 6.86 26.67 
Circles Circles 7.71 6 






Circles in the Coordinate Plane 6.29 3.33 
Coordinate Geometry 11.43 10 
Quadratic-Linear Systems 3.14 0 





Two-Dimensional Geometry 0 0 
Volume 2.57 2 
Surface Area 2.86 0 
Relationships between 2D and 3D 0 3.33 
Points, Lines, and Planes in 3D 3.71 0 
Average Total Credits 9.14 5.33 
Modeling with 
Geometry 
Modeling with Geometry 0 10.67 








Selection and Analysis of Geometry Regents Examination Questions 
 
As explained in Chapter III, questions were selected from the major clusters 
in the three largest domains; congruence, similarity, right triangles, & trigonometry, 
and expressing geometric properties with equations.  From the congruence domain, 
various questions were selected relating to transformations including basic 
transformations in the coordinate plane, properties of rigid motions/isometries, and 
congruence in terms of rigid motions.  From the similarity, right triangles, and 
trigonometry domain, various questions were selected relating to theorems 
involving similarity.  From the expressing geometric properties with equations 
domain, questions were selected relating to coordinate geometry proofs. 
The analysis of the standards in the form of the “crosswalk”, discussed in 
chapter IV, provided the necessary information needed to identify the 
corresponding standards and questions from the Geometry Regents exams (2009-
2015) and the Common Core Geometry Regents exams (2015-2017).  As previously 
discussed, the researcher analyzes the questions under the 2005 standards and 
maps them to the related performance indicator under the appropriate band 
identified by New York State.  Similarly, the researcher further analyzes the 
questions under the Common Core standards and maps them to the related 
standard under the appropriate domain/cluster identified by New York State. 
The researcher provides an analysis of the differences between the different 
standards for the questions selected in each topic.  The analysis of these questions 




possible diffculties that can be encountered while answering such questions, and 
uses the shfit in knowledge to create problems that further support in developing 
the knowledge and understanding of a student in these topics. 
Congruence 
Transformations:  Rotations 
 
Geometry:  August 2012 #30 
The coordinates of the vertices of   are , , and .  State the 
coordinates of , the image of  after a rotation of 90° about the origin.  
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.] 
 
 
My analysis maps this question to performance indicator G.G.54 under the 
Transformational Geometry band, which states “define, investigate, justify, and 
apply isometries in the plane (rotations, reflections, translations, glide reflections).”  
To answer this question, a student would be required to know that a rotation 90° 
about the origin maps any point (𝑥, 𝑦) to (−𝑦, 𝑥).  A student would apply the 





Common Core Geometry: August 2016 #5, August 2016 #33 
5.  Which point shown in the graph below is the image of point P after a 








My analysis maps this question to standard G-CO.A.2, “Represent 
transformations in the plane” which falls under the cluster, Experiment with 
transformations in the plane.  To answer this question, a student would be required 
to visualize a counterclockwise rotation 90° about the origin for a given point.  The 
question provided from the Geometry exam (2005 Standards) merely required 
students to apply the mapping (𝑥, 𝑦) to (−𝑦, 𝑥) to the given points.  The Common 
Core Geometry question provided, forces students to use their reasoning skills to 
correctly answer this question since coordinates are not provided for the given 
point.  A student would first recognize that point P is in the fourth quadrant.  A 
counterclockwise rotation 90° about the origin would result in a point that is in the 
fourth quadrant, narrowing down the answer choices to either point A or point B.  




take to determine the final answer.  One way the student can approach the final 
answer is by connecting point P to the center of rotation, the origin, and then the 
image point to the center of rotation.  The resulting angle should be the angle of 



















Let  be the image of  after a rotation about point A.  Determine and 
state the location of B' if the location of point C' is .  Explain your answer.  Is 
 congruent to ?  Explain your answer. 
 
My analysis maps this question to standard G-CO.B.6, “Use geometric 
descriptions of rigid motions to transform figures and to predict the effect of a given 




terms of rigid motions to decide if they are congruent.” which is a standard that falls 
under the cluster, Understand congruence in terms of rigid motions.  To answer this 
question, a student would be required to identify the rotation that took place 
centered at A from  to  and then use that rotation to locate B’.  After 
stating the location of point B’, the student would have to use properties of rigid 
motions to determine and explain if  is congruent to .  In contrast to 
the question provided from the previous set of standards, this question requires 
students to rotate around points other than the origin in addition to expanding on 
the idea of properties of rigid motions into triangle congruence.  The Common Core 
Geometry question provided, forces students to justify and explain all their work 
using the language of geometry.  A student would first explain that the angle of 
rotation centered at A that brought C to C’ was 90° counterclockwise.  Applying the 
same rotation to point B in the following way would yield B’. 







Yes, Δ𝐴′𝐵′𝐶′ ≅ Δ𝐷𝐸𝐹 because if Δ𝐴′𝐵′𝐶′ is reflected over the line 𝑥 = −1, it will map 
onto Δ𝐷𝐸𝐹.  Since a reflection is a rigid motion, it preserves distance so 
Δ𝐴′𝐵′𝐶′ ≅ Δ𝐷𝐸𝐹 by SSS. 
              B’ 
 
 




Transformations:  Compositions 
 
Geometry:  January 2015 #35 
Quadrilateral HYPE has vertices , , , and .  State and label 
the coordinates of the vertices of H"Y"P"E" after the composition of transformations 
.  [The use of the set of axes below is optional.] 
 
 
My analysis maps this question to performance indicator G.G.54 under the 
Transformational Geometry band, which states “define, investigate, justify, and 
apply isometries in the plane (rotations, reflections, translations, glide reflections).”  
To answer this question, a student would be required to know that a translation 
𝑇5,−3 maps any point (𝑥, 𝑦) to (𝑥 + 5, 𝑦 − 3) and a reflection over the x – axis maps 
any point (𝑥, 𝑦) to (𝑥, −𝑦).  Additionally, a student must understand the notation of 
the composition to correctly apply this composition in the appropriate order, first 
applying the translation resulting in 𝐻′𝑌′𝑃′𝐸′ and then applying the reflection over 
the x – axis on 𝐻′𝑌′𝑃′𝐸′.  The following work would yield the correct answer for 
H"Y"P"E". 
𝐻(2,3) → 𝐻′(7,0) → 𝐻′′(7,0)  𝑌(1,7) → 𝑌′(6,4) → 𝑌′′(6, −4) 




Common Core Geometry: June 2016 #25 




   
 
 
My analysis maps this question to standard G-CO.A.5, “Specify a sequence of 
transformations that will carry a given figure onto another.” which falls under the 
cluster, Experiment with transformations in the plane.  To answer this question, a 
student would be required to identify any sequence of transformations that would 
map  to .  In contrast to the question provided from the previous set of 
standards, this question requires students to reason mathematically to determine a 
valid composition and there are a plethora of valid answers.  Additionally, students 
only need to describe the composition whereas in the previous question, the 
notation played an important role.  An example of a sequence of transformations 
that will map  onto  is a reflection over the x – axis followed by a 






Transformations:  Rigid Motions/Isometries 
 
Geometry:  June 2011 #32 
A pentagon is drawn on the set of axes below.  If the pentagon is reflected over the y-
axis, determine if this transformation is an isometry.  Justify your answer.  [The use 




My analysis maps this question to performance indicator G.G.55 under the 
Transformational Geometry band, which states “investigate, justify, and apply the 
properties that remain invariant under translations, rotations, reflections, and glide 
reflections.”  To answer this question, a student would be required to know that an 
isometry is a transformation that preserves distance.  Specifically with this example, 





Common Core Geometry:  August 2015 #30 




Use the properties of rigid motions to explain why . 
 
My analysis maps this question to standard G-CO.B.6, “Use geometric 
descriptions of rigid motions to transform figures and to predict the effect of a given 
rigid motion on a given figure; given two figures, use the definition of congruence in 
terms of rigid motions to decide if they are congruent.” which is a standard that falls 
under the cluster, Understand congruence in terms of rigid motions.  In contrast to 
the questions provided from the previous set of standards, Common Core Geometry 
does not use the word “isometry” to describe transformations that preserve 
distance, but rather the phrase “rigid motion” is used.  To correctly answer this 
question, a student must correctly identify a correct transformation that is a rigid 
motion, or sequence of transformations which are all rigid motions, that would map 
one triangle onto the other and then explain the properties of these rigid motions to 
justify their answer.  For example,  is the image of  after a rotation 180° 
about the origin.  Since a rotation is a rigid motion, distance is preserved and 




 These transformation questions require the reiteration of the knowledge of 
basic transformations in the coordinate plane acquired in 8th grade prior to building 
upon those concepts into the expectations of transformations under the Common 
Core Geometry course.  Additionally, it can be seen from the analysis of the 
differences between the questions, teachers are familiar with notation and general 
rules for transformations, such as those questions measuring the 2005 standards.  
Under the Common Core standards, descriptions are used, transformations centered 
at a point other than the origin are found, congruence is incorporated, and many 
questions that ask about “mapping a polygon onto itself” can be found.  To make the 
transition from the expectations of transformations under the 2005 standards 
towards mastering the knowledge and understanding of the expectations of 
transformations under the Common Core standards, a sequence of sub-topics, 
beginning with basic transformations, is necessary before incorporating 
transformations centered around a point other than the origin, as well as integrating 
more than one transformation in the form of a sequence of rigid motions 
(compositions).  Additionally, to adapt the comfort level of teachers, problems using 
basic notation and rules can be utilized before extending to descriptive language 
and knowledge of properties, as those seen with the expectations of the Common 
Core standards.  To master the idea of congruence through rigid motions, it is 
necessary to incorporate this idea as often as possible throughout the different 
transformation questions.  The same idea of congruence through rigid motions can 
be used in later topics, such as Euclidean proofs, which will allow a teacher to relate 




Similarity, Right Triangles, & Trigonometry 
 
Similarity:  Basic 
 
Geometry:  August 2011 #37 
In the diagram below, , , , , and .  
Determine the length of .  [Only an algebraic solution can receive full credit.] 
 
 
My analysis maps this question to performance indicator G.G.45 under the 
Informal and Formal Proofs band, which states “investigate, justify, and apply 
theorems about similar triangles.”  This question is very straight forward since 
students are already given that the triangles are similar and the diagram is labeled 
for them.  A student would only need to understand which are the corresponding 
sides and understand how to set up and solve a valid proportion.  After creating the 
proportion below, a student must use their algebra skills acquired in the previous 
course, Integrated Algebra, to successfully solve the obtained quadratic equation 
and reject the negative value of x to eliminate the possibility of acquiring a negative 







Common Core Geometry:  June 2015 #31 
A flagpole casts a shadow 16.60 meters long.  Tim stands at a distance of 12.45 
meters from the base of the flagpole, such that the end of Tim's shadow meets the 
end of the flagpole's shadow.  If Tim is 1.65 meters tall, determine and state the 
height of the flagpole to the nearest tenth of a meter. 
 
 
My analysis maps this question to standard G-SRT.B.5, “Use congruence and 
similarity criteria for triangles to solve problems and to prove relationships in 
geometric figures.” which is a standard that falls under the cluster, Prove Theorems 
Involving Similarity.  This question requires students to use their modeling and 
problem solving skills to solve a “real world problem.”  However, a student must 
first create a valid diagram to model the scenario.  Once a correct diagram is created, 
as illustrated below, a student must recognize the similar triangles and apply their 
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Similarity:  Triangle Proportionality Theorem 
 
Geometry:  August 2010 #27 
In the diagram below of , . 
 
 






My analysis maps this question to performance indicator G.G.46 under the 
Informal and Formal Proofs band, which states “investigate, justify, and apply 
theorems about proportional relationships among the segments of the sides of the 
triangle, given one or more lines parallel to one side of a triangle and intersecting 
the other two sides of the triangle.”   A student can approach this question in a few 
ways.  For example, they can use the triangle proportionality theorem in the 













3𝑥 = 42 




A student can also approach this question by reasoning that , then 
use the fact that corresponding sides of similar triangles are in proportion .  Using 













3𝑥 + 18 = 60 
3𝑥 = 42 
𝑥 = 14 
 
Common Core Geometry:  June 2016 #27 
In  as shown below, points A and B are located on sides  and , 
respectively.  Line segment AB is drawn such that , , , and 
. 
 
Explain why  is parallel to . 
 
My analysis maps this question to standard G-SRT.B.4, “Prove theorems 
about triangles.  Theorems include:  a line parallel to one side of a triangle divides the 
other two proportionally” which is a standard that falls under the cluster, Prove 
Theorems Involving Similarity.  In contrast to the question selected from the 
previous Geometry Regents exam (2005 Standards), this Common Core Geometry 
question requires students to explain and verify the triangle proportionality 
theorem rather than to just apply the theorem to solve a problem.  The following 


















39.75 = 39.75 
 is parallel to  because  divides the sides proportionally. 
The similarity questions under the Common Core standards require a more 
extensive knowledge of the different similarity theorems and concepts than the 
requirements of the knowledge of similarity under the 2005 standards.  As 
previously mentioned, the Common Core geometry course requires students to be 
able to discuss various theorems rather than just apply them to answer questions.  
For students to be able to understand and explain the similarity theorems, in 
addition to being able to use them to solve algebraic problems, it is necessary to 
introduce each theorem individually and justify the theorem through the properties 
of similarity acquired through basic similarity concepts already possessed by the 
students.  Afterwards, algebraic problems related to each individual theorem, such 
as those under the 2005 standards, should be provided for students to understand 




Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations 
 
Quadrilateral Proofs in the Coordinate Plane: Rectangle and Rhombus 
 
Geometry:  August 2010 #38 
Given:  Quadrilateral ABCD has vertices , , , and . 
Prove:  Quadrilateral ABCD is a parallelogram but is neither a rhombus nor a 




My analysis maps this question to performance indicator G.G.69 under the 
Coordinate Geometry band, which states “investigate, justify, and apply the 
properties of triangles and quadrilaterals in the coordinate plane using the distance 
midpoint, and slope formulas.”  Similar to some of the other selected questions from 
the Geometry Regents exams (2005 Standards), this is also a very straightforward 
question that requires students to use their reasoning skills to prove an assertion.  
This can be accomplished several different ways such as using slopes, distances, or 
midpoints.  One such solution would be to prove ABCD is a parallelogram using the 
midpoints of the diagonals to show the diagonals bisect each other.  To show ABCD 
is not a rectangle, the distance of the diagonals can be found to justify that the 




is not a rhombus, the slopes of the diagonals can be found to justify that the 
diagonals are not perpendicular concluding that ABCD is not a rhombus.  Such a 
solution would be written as shown below. 
  
𝐴𝐶̅̅ ̅̅  and 𝐵𝐷̅̅ ̅̅  bisect each other because they have the same midpoint.  Therefore, 
ABCD is a parallelogram because the diagonals bisect each other. 
  
𝐴𝐶̅̅ ̅̅  and 𝐵𝐷̅̅ ̅̅  are not congruent because they have different lengths.  Therefore, ABCD 
is not a rectangle because the diagonals are not congruent. 
  
𝐴𝐶̅̅ ̅̅  and 𝐵𝐷̅̅ ̅̅   are not perpendicular because the slopes are not negative reciprocals.  








































𝑑𝐴𝐶̅̅ ̅̅ = √(−5 − 8)2 + (6 + 3)2 
𝑑𝐴𝐶̅̅ ̅̅ = √250 = 5√10 
𝑑𝐵𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ = √(6 + 3)2 + (6 + 3)2 


















Common Core Geometry:  June 2015 #36 
 
In the coordinate plane, the vertices of  are , , and .  Prove 
that  is a right triangle.  State the coordinates of point P such that quadrilateral 
RSTP is a rectangle.  Prove that your quadrilateral RSTP is a rectangle.  [The use of 




My analysis maps this question to standard G-GPE.B.4, “Use coordinates to 
prove simple geometric theorems algebraically.  For example, prove or disprove that 
a figure defined by four given points in the coordinate plane is a rectangle” which is a 
standard that falls under the cluster, Use Coordinates to Prove Simple Geometric 
Theorems Algebraically.  The student must use the given coordinates to prove a 
triangle is a right triangle and then determine the coordinates of a fourth point such 
that the three vertices of the right triangle and the fourth point are the four points of 
a rectangle.  Finally, the student must explain their reasoning to prove this assertion.  
In contrast to the question selected from the previous Regents exam, this Common 




question is straightforward, the second part requires students to use their reasoning 
skills and knowledge of rectangle properties to determine the fourth point.  Without 
this particular point, the remaining parts of the question cannot be completed.  This 
question can be approached in several ways.  One such method is shown below. 
  
 because the slopes are negative reciprocals.  Since perpendicular lines 
form right angles,  ∡𝑆 is a right angle.  Therefore, Δ𝑅𝑆𝑇 is a right triangle because it 
contains a right angle. 
The coordinates of point P that make RSTP a rectangle are (0,9). 
  
𝑆𝑅̅̅̅̅ //𝑇𝑃̅̅̅̅  , 𝑆𝑇̅̅̅̅ //𝑅𝑃̅̅ ̅̅   because the slopes are the same.  RSTP is a parallelogram because 
both pairs of opposite sides are parallel.  Since RSTP is a parallelogram with a right 
angle at vertex S, then RSTP is a rectangle. 
The questions provided in this section show the differences between 
quadrilateral proofs in the coordinate plane under the 2005 standards and the 
Common Core standards.  To successfully answer the coordinate proof under the 
2005 standards, a student only needs to have the knowledge of one method to be 
able to successfully answer the question.  Under the Common Core standards, 










































order to be able to identify a missing coordinate, such as the question discussed.  
For a student to be able to master the knowledge and understanding of such 
questions, it is necessary for students to acquire the knowledge of all the properties 
of the different parallelograms.  Furthermore, a student must be able to calculate 
slope, midpoint, and distance in the coordinate plane.  The combination of these 
components will allow students to make inferences about different properties 





As discussed in Chapter IV, the three standards documents contain many of 
the same topics.  Analyzing the Regents examinations provided this study with 
insight on how the topic coverage and general structure of the exams have changed 
from the 2005 standards to the Common Core standards.  Analyzing the individual 
Regents exam questions provided this study with insight on how the same topic was 
approached in different ways for each set of standards.  Having this knowledge is 
useful for curriculum educators and mathematics educators to properly present the 
different topics and provides a context for the creation of the collection of problems. 
The Geometry exams reflective of the 2005 standards consisted of many 
straightforward problems that required students to apply their knowledge on the 
different topics to solve the problems.  In contrast to the other exams, the Geometry 




incorporating algebraic skills, such as solving quadratics.  The Common Core 
Geometry exams provide questions that require the most thorough understanding 
of the material over the other Regents exams.  In contrast to the other Regents 
exams, many of the Common Core Geometry Regents questions have multiple 
correct answers and approaches.  Furthermore, topics in Common Core Geometry 
are often intertwined, such as the transformation questions that incorporated 
congruence, which is not seen in previous Regents exams. 
As seen in the topics relating to transformations, notation and rules were 
often seen in the Geometry Regents exams (2005 Standards).  Additionally, these 
exams included words such as “isometry” and “invariant” whereas Common Core 
Geometry uses phrases such as “rigid motions” and “preserved” instead.  The 
Common Core Geometry Regents exam questions also focused more on descriptions 
rather than notation as seen in the questions relating to compositions.  Additionally, 
as mentioned before, Common Core Geometry questions were the only questions 
that related and extended transformations to triangle congruency. 
As seen in the similarity questions, the questions from the Common Core 
Geometry exams can include real world applications, whereas the Geometry exams 
did not.  As seen in the triangle proportionality theorem questions, Common Core 
Geometry is the only exam that requires students to explain more theorems in 
context rather than to just apply the theorems to solve problems. 
The same idea of using theorems or properties to justify or make certain 
conclusions is also seen in the questions relating to coordinate geometry 




further into their understanding of quadrilateral properties to create a polygon with 
the desired properties rather than to just be given the coordinates of a polygon to 
complete the analytic proof. 
As educators and curriculum developers face teaching students Geometry 
content with respect to the Common Core standards, it is evident that although 
many of the same topics are covered as those in the previous standards, they are 
approached in an entirely different way.  Common Core Geometry requires students 
to have a deeper understanding of the material presented to them.  A student must 
be able to use theorems to solve problems, as well as explain a theorem in the 







IDENTIFYING PRINCIPLES AND CREATING A COLLECTION OF PROBLEMS 
 
Using a set of five principles, the researcher created problems from topics within 
the major clusters in the three largest domains; 1) Congruence, 2) Similarity, Right 
Triangles, & Trigonometry, and 3) Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations.  
Chapter III provided the NYS documentation with the percent breakdown of the 
Common Core Geometry course as well as the topics and sub-topics represented in 
the collection of problems. Chapter IV provided explanations on the major changes 
in topic coverage between the different sets standards providing the researcher 
with information on which topics can be disregarded and which topics need to 
incorporate multiple concepts.  Chapter V provided examples and explanations of 
corresponding questions from the Geometry course under the 2005 standards and 
the Common Core Geometry course which supported the researcher in 
incorporating ideas from both courses to create an easier transition for teachers to 
be able to use their knowledge from the former course in addition to the 
expectations of the Common Core Geometry course while using the collection of 
problems.  A group of three teachers who teach different levels of geometry, and 
have past experience with teaching geometry, used the collection of problems 








 Based on the research discussed in Chapter II on learning and teaching 
geometry, as well as the analysis of the Regents examination questions, a set of five 
principles was identified.  The discussion of the Regents examination questions in 
Chapter V shows that in order to have a thorough understanding of the geometry 
content, it is necessary to begin with the basic concepts in order to build a strong 
foundation before incorporating more difficult concepts.  Similarly, the Van Hiele 
model discussed in Chapter II explains the importance of going through the different 
levels of geometric thought sequentially so as to be successful in understanding any 
geometric concept.  In addition, Battista’s (2009) research discusses multiple 
theories and tools that aid in building a student’s understanding of mathematical 
concepts.  As a result, some useful ideas through Battista’s (2009) research is to 
provide multiple questions that visually appear the same, but address different 
concepts, and also to build a student’s knowledge and understanding through 
investigative tasks.  Among other research discussed in Chapter III that is useful in 
building knowledge and understanding of various mathematical concepts, is the 
work of Bokosmaty, Kalyuga, and Sweller (2015), which thoroughly discuss the use 
of worked examples.  Worked examples allow students to enhance their knowledge 
by introducing difficult concepts in a scaffolded manner to address the different 
components of answering a difficult question, prior to asking a single question that 
incorporates all the different components simultaneously.  Many of the Regents 




answers by understanding the various theorems involved to answer the question at 
hand, more prominent in the Common Core Geometry course.   
The Van Hiele model as well as the conclusions by Dingman, Kasmer, 
Newton, and Teuscher (2013) discussed in Chapter II results in the first principle, 
“Build a strong foundation with basic questions before introducing questions with 
multiple concepts.”  To achieve the first principle, it is advisable to use problems 
where a foundation of the separate concepts in a topic is needed before multiple 
concepts are put together.  For example, to prepare students to solve a problem 
relating to identifying a sequence of rigid motions (compositions) that will map one 
figure onto another, as analyzed previously in Chapter V, it is suggested to provide 
students with problems that require the knowledge and understanding of the 
behavior of each single transformation before being given such a problem that 
requires knowledge of all transformations.  The collection of problems created for 
the transformations section is geared towards answering such problems.   
 Another example of the first principle can be seen in the Coordinate 
Geometry Proofs section.  For example, to prepare students to solve a problem in 
coordinate geometry, such as proving a quadrilateral is a rectangle, similar to that of 
the problem analyzed previously in Chapter V, it is suggested to provide students 
with problems that require the knowledge and understanding of the different 
components necessary to answer such a question before posing this problem.  The 
question analyzed in Chapter V is as follows:  “In the coordinate plane, the vertices 
of  are , , and .  Prove that  is a right triangle.  State 




your quadrilateral RSTP is a rectangle.”  Again, the first principle is to build a strong 
foundation so students can answer a problem that encompasses various 
components such as this problem.  To prepare students to answer this problem, 
they must have knowledge and understanding of the slope, midpoint, and distance 
formulas as well as knowledge of the properties of right triangles and properties of 
rectangles.  Problems are provided that require students to determine the midpoint, 
slope, and distance of a segment.  Additionally, there are problems provided that 
discuss relationships in the coordinate plane such as lines with the same slope are 
parallel or lines with negative reciprocal slopes are perpendicular, etc.  Following, 
there are problems that require students to prove a triangle in the coordinate plane 
is a right triangle, as well as identifying a missing coordinate to create a right 
triangle.  Finally, there are various problems on proving a quadrilateral in the 
coordinate plane is a rectangle, including those such as the example stated above 
that asks students to identify a missing coordinate in addition to then following 
through with a coordinate geometry proof. 
 Battista’s (2009) article, Highlights of Research on Learning School Geometry, 
discussed in Chapter II results in the second principle, “Illustrate concepts with 
visuals through diagrams or physical representation.”  Battista discusses the 
importance of providing different examples for the same concept so that students do 
not make a false generalization for particular examples.  To achieve the second 
principle, it is advisable to provide students with multiple examples of physical 
representations that involve the same concept as well as providing students with 




provided in the transformation section about lines of symmetry that included both 
regular polygons as well as non-regular polygons in order to avoid the false notion 
that the number of sides in a polygon dictates how many lines of symmetry the 
polygon may have.  Within the Euclidean triangle proofs section, problems are 
provided that include the same diagram but with different givens so that the 
triangles can be proven congruent using different methods all dependent on the 
given information. 
 Much of the research discussed previously, including Battista (2009), 
Bokosmaty et al. (2015), Senk and Thompson (1993), as well as the Van Hiele Model 
all involve the importance of student reasoning skills all come together to result in 
the third principle, “Provide investigative tasks.” Investigative tasks can be seen 
throughout the collection of problems.  For example, in the similarity section, in the 
problems related to cofunctions, a task is provided that have the students reason 
through the fact that sinA = cosB if A and B are complementary angles.  As seen in 
the standards analysis, the Common Core Standards specifically address this 
relationship between sine and cosine only relating to acute angles in a right triangle.  
In the coordinate geometry section, there are tasks provided that require students 
to make conjectures about the relationship between lines that have the same slope 
or slopes that are negative reciprocal slopes, in addition to problems that require 
the students to complete tasks that lead them to determining appropriate formulas 
for midpoint and distance.  To determine the properties of a parallelogram, an 




midpoints, and angle measures in order to achieve the identification of these 
properties. 
 Through the analysis of the Regents examinations as well as the standards, it 
is indicated numerous times that students must be able to provide proofs for 
different theorems, explanations for different concepts as well as justifications for 
their answers.  As discussed in the analysis of the Regents examination questions, it 
is evident that the Common Core Geometry course constantly requires students to 
justify their answers with theorems and explanations.  As a result, it is important for 
teachers to be aware of this and incorporate justifications and proof throughout 
their teaching.  Thus, the fourth principle is, “Build a reasoned conjecture by having 
students provide justification and explanations for their answers.” It is evident in 
any problems provided related to proofs, that this principle is valid.  Additionally, in 
order to achieve the fourth principle, with questions other than proofs, it is 
advisable to provide follow up questions as often as possible requiring students to 
explain their reasoning.  For example, in the transformations section, problems are 
provided that asks students to determine if the polygons in the question are 
congruent to each other all with the phrase “explain your reasoning.”  In the triangle 
proofs section, problems are provided that ask students to draw conclusions from 
given statements along with their reasoning.  In the trigonometry section, problems 
are provided that require students to explain/justify how they know that 
 for various scenarios. 
 The conclusions made by Bokosmaty, Kalyuga, and Sweller (2015) Learning 





and Expertise as explained in Chapter II and Chapter III result in the fifth principle.  
The results of their study showed that the most effective approach was the use of 
the step guidance condition, where problems are provided with the sequence of 
steps needed to reach the answer but not with the theorems explained in the steps.  
Hence, the fifth principle is to “Provide worked examples for students to determine 
validity of different approaches.”  In order to achieve the fifth principle, it is 
advisable to provide students with problems that are scaffolded, as explained by 
Bokosmaty et al. (2015).  We can see this method in various points in the collection 
of problems, most evident in the coordinate geometry section.  For example, 
problems are provided in the coordinate geometry section that leads students 
through the thought process of proving a triangle is a right triangle.  They are first 
asked to find the slopes of all the sides, then they are asked to determine if there are 
any perpendicular sides, and lastly they are asked to identify the triangle along with 
an explanation of how they know. 
 
Creating a Collection of Problems 
 
 As discussed in Chapter V, there are more non-basic questions appearing on 
the Common Core Geometry Regents in comparison to the Geometry Regents under 
the 2005 standards.  To create an appropriate collection of problems that was 
reflective of the Common Core Geometry standards and would adequately assist 
teachers in the preparation of their students for the Common Core Geometry 




the collection of problems from the topics in the treatment.  The researcher used a 
backwards model by identifying the most difficult questions in the Common Core 
Geometry Regents exams and formulated problems that would lead students to gain 
the necessary knowledge to be able to answer these questions using available 
sources.  To formulate questions that would aid in building the knowledge of 
students to answer these difficult questions, the researcher used more basic Regents 
questions found in the geometry exams (2005 standards) as well as many problems 
found in websites such as jmap.org and geometrybits.org.  The first website, 
jmap.org, created lists of problems adapted from New York State exams categorized 
by standard.  The second website, geometrybits.org, created lists of problems and 
activities categorized by topic.  To fill in any necessary gaps, the researcher used her 
own background knowledge and experience in the field to create problems that 
would be sufficient.  The researcher’s knowledge and experience in teaching 
geometry allowed her to create problems and activities representative of the 
principles that were identified.  The researcher created problems to incorporate 
justifications, investigative tasks, and worked examples.  Furthermore, the 
researcher created a layout throughout the collection of problems that was 
representative of principle one, as explained earlier to aid the students in solidifying 
their knowledge and understanding of each topic. 
 At the conclusion of the use of the collection of problems, the participating 
teachers were asked to fill out a brief survey with their opinions, how they used the 
resources provided by the researcher, as well as any recommendations for 




and principles identified by the researcher.  Each of these teachers has many years 
of experience in teaching geometry and all teach different levels of geometry 
(Honors, Regents, Regents with Lab support).  Teacher A has 15 years of experience 
teaching various levels of geometry, but teaching the highest level of geometry 
(Honors) for the past eight years.  Teacher B has seven years of experience teaching 
the lower levels of geometry (Regents with Lab support).  Teacher C has eight years 
of experience teaching geometry at the Regents level. 
The questions asked on the survey were as follows: 
1) Did you use the five principles provided by the researcher in any 
additional ways besides those seen in the collection of problems?  Please 
comment on at least the use of one principle, if applicable. 
2) Did you use the collection of problems as is, or did you adjust them in any 
way?  If you adjusted the problems, how so? 
3) Please write any further comments or recommendations. 
 
Responses to Survey Question 1: 
Teacher A:  “I used manipulatives and physical representations through video clips 
or geometer’s sketchpad to illustrate concepts in transformations and three 
dimensional geometry.” 
Teacher B:  “I used investigative tasks throughout each topic beyond those provided 
in the problems.  These activities and tasks help my students gain a better 




Teacher C:  “I made sure to incorporate building a foundation with every topic I 
taught, similar to the format used in the collection of problems.  I also created 
activities and investigative tasks for my students throughout multiple units.” 
 
Responses to Survey Question 2: 
Teacher A:  “I incorporated constructions into some of the sections, such as 
transformations.  I also added some more difficult questions for my students and 
removed some of the easier ones.” 
Teacher B:  “I used the problems for the specific topics as is, but I removed any 
questions or topics that were too difficult for my students such as some of the more 
difficult proofs.  I also added some extra practice on basic concepts for my students 
to practice.” 
Teacher C:  “I used the problems as is since it had multiple levels of difficulty which 
were effective for the level of the students in my classes.  I just added more of the 
quadrilaterals to the activity on discovering the properties of parallelograms.” 
 
Responses to Survey Question 3: 
Teacher A:  “I believe the problems provided were very useful and the layout was 
coherent for each topic.  I would use the same format to create more of the higher-
level problems suitable for students in an Honors level class in the future.  Also, I 
have extended the use of the principles that were provided to different courses that 




Teacher B:  “I definitely agree with the layout of the course provided and found the 
problems to be very useful in teaching my students in a way to help them get to the 
point of understanding the more difficult concepts which hasn’t been the case in 
previous years for the lower level geometry students.” 
Teacher C:  “I will definitely adjust my future lessons and apply all the principles 
that were discussed.  I liked the problems that incorporated multiple topics, such as 
proofs with transformations, since that seems to be more closely related to Common 




 Based on the research discussed in chapter II, the goals of the principles for 
preparing a collection of problems presented is to assist teachers in adequate 
preparation of students in Common Core Geometry.  The principles are as follows: 
(1) Build a strong foundation with basic questions before introducing 
questions with multiple concepts. 
(2) Illustrate concepts with visuals through diagrams or physical 
representation. 
(3) Provide investigative tasks. 
(4) Build a reasoned conjecture by having students provide justification and 
explanations for their answers. 





 Creating a collection of problems based on the principles discussed can be 
shown to be beneficial.  Many of the problems provided incorporate one or more of 
the principles discussed.  For example, the investigative tasks (principle 3) are often 
seen with provided justifications and explanations (principle 4) as well as with 
worked examples (principle 5).  Building a strong foundation (principle 1) is seen 
throughout the entire collection of problems as a general format, which has been 
widely researched by many in terms of the Van Hiele model.  Additionally, geometry 
is a course where visualization, graphs, diagrams, and drawings are constantly seen 
which puts to use principle 2.  Although the collection of problems only provides 
those topics listed as “major clusters” in the largest domains, it is suitable for 








CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Summary of the Study 
 
 The purpose of this study was to describe geometry education in secondary 
schools within the state of New York as they are influenced by the New York State 
Learning Standards for Mathematics.  Furthermore, this study used the information 
gathered to create a collection of problems based on certain principles to support 
teachers in adequate preparation of students for the Common Core Geometry 
Course.  The structure of the collection of problems allows teachers to be able to use 
them in their geometry classrooms as either a supplement to their lessons, or use 
the problems as the lessons themselves in their geometry classrooms.  The study 
sought to answer the following research questions: 
1. How did the New York State Mathematics Learning Standards change 
from the initial standards document (1996) with respect to geometry?  
How did the structure of the New York State Regents Program change in 
terms of geometry topics covered as a result of the different standards 
documents? 
2. How did the Geometry Regents Examinations (2005 Learning Standards) 
compare with the Common Core Geometry Regents Examinations in 




3. How did select geometry topics in the New York State Regents 
Examinations change in terms of how the questions are posed between 
the Geometry Regents Examinations (2005 Learning Standards) and the 
Common Core Geometry Regents Examinations? 
4. What are the major objectives and principles in geometry in accordance 
with the Common Core State Standards and how can an appropriate 
collection of problems be created that will help teachers effectively teach 
the Geometry course as an implication of the Common Core Standards? 
The first research question examined the differences in geometry topics 
between the three sets of New York State Learning Standards.  The 1999 
Mathematics Learning Standards resulted in two courses, Math A and Math B, which 
integrated algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.  Math A consisted of geometry 
topics that were more basic than those found in Math B.  Math B used many of the 
topics in Math A and extended the topics into proofs and more difficult theorems.  
The 2005 Mathematics Learning Standards resulted in three courses, Integrated 
Algebra, Geometry, and Integrated Algebra II and Trigonometry, separating the 
different content areas.  The Geometry course through these standards showed to 
include the most geometry topics when comparing the different standards.  
Additionally, the 2005 standards were found to be more precise than the other two 
sets of standards, clearly identifying what students needed to know, understand, 
and be able to do.  The Common Core State Standards resulted in three courses, 
Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II.  These standards build upon prior knowledge 




students.  Although the key findings of the analysis of the three sets of standards 
have been discussed, this research question has been answered in more detail in 
Chapter IV. 
The second and third research questions relate to the Regents examinations.  
The second research question looked at the differences between the Geometry 
Regents examination under the 2005 standards and the Common Core Geometry 
Regents examinations in their entirety in terms of their general structure and 
question characteristics.  The examinations through the 2005 standards as well as 
the Common Core Standards had a similar structure, both totaling to 86 credits and 
both using a specific breakdown of multiple choice, constructed response – short 
answer, and constructed response – extended response.  The key findings in the 
differences between the two examinations were that the examinations under the 
Common Core Standards included more constructed response questions as well as 
more non-basic questions showing that a more thorough understanding of 
geometry material is required for students to be successful under the Common Core 
standards.   The third research question compared various Regents examination 
questions in select topics to address the differences between the goals of the 
geometry course under the 2005 standards and the goals of the Common Core 
standards.  The topics analyzed were various topics in transformations, similarity, 
and coordinate geometry quadrilateral proofs.  It was found that a deeper 
understanding of the material presented to students was required to successfully 
answer many of the Common Core Geometry questions in comparison to the related 




The fourth research question brings all of the previous research questions 
together.  It uses the analysis of the documents and examinations as well as certain 
principles to create a collection of problems that assisted teachers in preparing 
students for Common Core Geometry.  Existing literature on learning and teaching 
geometry was used in the creation of the five principles that were identified.  Many 
of the problems incorporated one or more of these principles and were designed in 
a way for teachers to be able to adapt their own lessons to incorporate the 
problems.  As a whole, the problems were designed for teachers to be able to get 
students to fully understand certain concepts through investigation and 
explanation.  The teachers involved in this study found the Common Core Geometry 
guide, problem set, and the principles very helpful in the teaching and learning of 
geometry to their students.  The principles and how they related to the creation of 
the various problems is explained in detail in Chapter VI.  The Common Core 
Geometry Guide and Problem Set can be found in Appendix J. 
 
Limitations of the Study 
 
 Throughout the writing of this dissertation, the Common Core State 
Standards were continuously revised and clarifications were made providing a 
challenge to parts of the analysis such as topical comparisons between the 
standards.  Additionally, many of the standards included the phrase “theorems 
include but are not limited to” so it was up to the discretion of the researcher in this 




 Also, the methods used for the analysis of the examinations are based on the 
researcher’s analysis.  The analysis on whether a problem was basic or non-basic 
could vary depending on the person conducting the research.  The goal of the 
researcher was to classify questions based on the expectations of the knowledge 
and understanding provided in the standards.  There were also times that some 
questions consisted of multiple topics so the topic designated by New York State 
was used in the analysis. 
 The teachers in the field that used the collection of problems used the 
problems in different ways, many of them due to the different levels the teachers 
taught, as some classes are classified as more advanced than others.  Some teachers 
used the collection of problems in its entirety without adjustments for certain 
topics, some teachers incorporated many of the problems into their own lessons, 
and others kept the general structure the same but added or removed questions.  
Overall, there was positive feedback given about the collection of problems, 
however due to the adaptation of these problems, it is difficult to determine the 
effectiveness of the problems without looking at their overall lesson plans and unit 
packets throughout the year to determine if the principles and problems were used 










Recommendations for Further Study 
 
 This study can be conducted for the other courses that resulted from the 
Common Core Standards in New York State.  Additionally, the standards can be 
compared throughout multiple courses to determine if any additional topics that are 
not identified in the Common Core Standards would be useful for students to learn 
before graduating high school.  A study such as this would allow curriculum 
developers to decide where such topics would be best introduced and better 
prepare students for higher level courses such as calculus.  Additionally, many other 
countries perform much higher than the United States on many international exams.  
Studies can also be done internationally in how Geometry is taught in the United 
States in comparison to other countries. 
 Various tools and techniques that were not included in this study on how to 
effectively teach and learn geometry would be recommended to study using the 
Common Core Geometry course.  For example, many studies have been done in the 
past using software and activities related to Geometry.  Students’ learning 
differences play a big role in their understanding of certain topics, especially those 
within a geometry course.  It would be beneficial to conduct a study that involved 
different strategies, including hands-on activities, software, and other tools, in 
addition to a collection of problems to better determine the most effective ways of 




 Furthermore, curricula and standards are constantly evolving and changing.  
It would be interesting to conduct a study relating curricular changes to social and 
political changes or the impact of beliefs of teachers on curricular changes.  
Furthermore, it would be useful to determine which standards better promote 
student learning or result in better student understanding. 
In addition to theoretical studies, it is recommended to make further use of 
practical results such as those seen in this study that can be used in a secondary 
school classroom.  For example, teachers can make use of the principles, guide, and 
collection of problems provided by the researcher by extending the document to 
develop problems and activities for all of the topics in the Common Core Geometry 
course in its entirety.  Teachers can also take some of the suggestions of the 
participants of this study, such as including more high-level problems as they 
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Overview of Mathematics Education Prior to the NYS Learning Standards 
 
 Preceding the 1980s there was a traditional program that consisted of three 
separate courses in algebra, geometry, and trigonometry throughout the United 
States.  The same curriculum outline followed in New York State.  The social 
pressures in the late 1970s and early 1980s generated a national demand for a 
higher level of mathematical competency in a world with increasing technology 
following the “back to basics” trend from the 1970s.  Paul and Richbart (1985) point 
out two specific reports that exemplify such social pressures at this time; A Nation 
at Risk (NCEE, 1983) and Academic Preparation for College:  What Students Need to 
Know and Be Able to Do (College Board, 1983).  In response to the national uproar at 
this time, the Bureau of the New York State Education Department set out to 
develop an alternative curriculum that eventually became mandated statewide in 
September 1987 (Paul & Richbart, 1985).  The origins of this curriculum began in 
the mid 1970s. 
The Bureau of Mathematics Education called together an ad hoc committee of 
mathematics educators in June 1972 to develop an outline of a secondary 
mathematics program to replace the traditional program (Paul & Richbart, 1985).  
In a proposed revision of content objectives, the traditional mathematics curricula 
for grades nine through eleven were cited for change.  The committee’s product was 




probability/statistics, and logic into a comprehensive three-year program (Course I, 
Course II, Course III).  Howson, Keitel, & Kilpatrick (1981) explains the philosophy 
behind the sequential program originated from the Comprehensive School 
Mathematics Group (CSMP), England’s School Mathematics Project (SMP), and the 
SSMCIS of the United States.  Some ideas from these groups include the spiral 
curriculum approach, in-service training programs, and an active involvement of 
teachers in the development of curriculum (Howson, Keitel, & Kilpatrick, 1981). 
A majority of the traditional content from the previous program was 
maintained, but rearranged along with the inclusion of probability, statistics, logic, 
mathematical systems, and transformation geometry (Paul & Richbart, 1985).  The 
program was designed to be useful and practical to mathematicians and engineers 
while simultaneously laying the needed foundations for advanced mathematics as 
well as other technical areas of study (Paul & Richbart, 1985).  The initial pilot of the 
program occurred in 1974, and went through a constant state of revision through 
the 1970s.  By January 1977, the printed course syllabus for Course I was 
distributed to principals in all of New York State’s junior and senior high schools 
(Paul & Richbart, 1985).  As the program grew, companies published texts based on 
the three-year sequence.  By the 1980s the program evolved and followed the 
philosophy of NCTMs Agenda for Action (1983) and New York State Regents Action 
Plan (1984) by “providing flexibility and motivating students to continue in 




































































































New York State Math Learning Standards 2005 – Geometry 
 
In implementing the Geometry process and content performance indicators, it is 
expected that students will identify and justify geometric relationships, formally and 
informally.   For example, students will begin with a definition of a figure and from 
that definition students will be expected to develop a list of conjectured properties 
of the figure and to justify each conjecture informally or with formal proof.  Students 
will also be expected to list the assumptions that are needed in order to justify each 
conjectured property and present their findings in an organized manner. 
 
The intent of both the process and content performance indicators is to provide a 
variety of ways for students to acquire and demonstrate mathematical reasoning 
ability when solving problems.  The variety of approaches to verification and proof 
is what gives curriculum developers and teachers the flexibility to adapt strategies 
to address these performance indicators in a manner that meets the diverse needs 
of our students.  Local curriculum and local/state assessments must support and 
allow students to use any mathematically correct method when solving a problem.   
 
Throughout this document the performance indicators use the words investigate, 
explore, discover, conjecture, reasoning, argument, justify, explain, proof, and apply.  
Each of these terms is an important component in developing a student’s 
mathematical reasoning ability.  It is therefore important that a clear and common 
definition of these terms be understood.  The order of these terms reflects different 
stages of the reasoning process. 
 
Investigate/Explore - Students will be given situations in which they will be asked 
to look for patterns or relationships between elements within the setting. 
 
Discover - Students will make note of possible relationships of perpendicularity, 
parallelism, congruence, and/or similarity after investigation/exploration. 
 
Conjecture - Students will make an overall statement, thought to be true, about the 
new discovery.   
 
Reasoning - Students will engage in a process that leads to knowing something to 
be true or false. 
 
Argument - Students will communicate, in verbal or written form, the reasoning 






Justify/Explain - Students will provide an argument for a mathematical conjecture.  
It may be an intuitive argument or a set of examples that support the conjecture.  
The argument may include, but is not limited to, a written paragraph, measurement 
using appropriate tools, the use of dynamic software, or a written proof. 
 
Proof - Students will present a valid argument, expressed in written form, justified 
by axioms, definitions, and theorems using properties of perpendicularity, 
parallelism, congruence, and similarity with polygons and circles. 
 
Apply - Students will use a theorem or concept to solve a geometric problem. 
 
 
Problem Solving Strand 
 
Students will build new mathematical knowledge through problem solving. 
 
 G.PS.1   Use a variety of problem solving strategies to 
understand new mathematical content  
 
Students will solve problems that arise in mathematics and in other contexts. 
 
 G.PS.2   Observe and explain patterns to formulate 
generalizations and conjectures 
 
 G.PS.3   Use multiple representations to represent and 
explain problem situations (e.g., spatial, geometric, 
verbal, numeric, algebraic, and graphical 
representations) 
 
Students will apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve 
problems. 
 
 G.PS.4   Construct various types of reasoning, arguments, 
justifications and methods of proof for problems 
 
 G.PS.5   Choose an effective approach to solve a problem 
from a variety of strategies (numeric, graphic, 
algebraic) 
 
 G.PS.6   Use a variety of strategies to extend solution 





 G.PS.7  Work in collaboration with others to propose, 
critique, evaluate, and value alternative approaches 
to problem solving 
 
Students will monitor and reflect on the process of mathematical problem 
solving.  
 
 G.PS.8  Determine information required to solve a problem, 
choose methods for obtaining the information, and 
define parameters for acceptable solutions  
 
  G.PS.9  Interpret solutions within the given constraints of a 
problem 
 
 G.PS.10  Evaluate the relative efficiency of different 
representations and solution methods of a problem 
 
 
Reasoning and Proof Strand 
 
Students will recognize reasoning and proof as fundamental aspects of 
mathematics. 
 
 G.RP.1   Recognize that mathematical ideas can be supported 
by a variety of strategies 
 G.RP.2   Recognize and verify, where appropriate, geometric 
relationships of perpendicularity, parallelism, 
congruence, and similarity, using algebraic 
strategies 
 
Students will make and investigate mathematical conjectures. 
 
 G.RP.3   Investigate and evaluate conjectures in 
mathematical terms, using mathematical strategies 
to reach a conclusion 
 
Students will develop and evaluate mathematical arguments and proofs.  
 
 G.RP.4 Provide correct mathematical arguments in 
response to other students’ conjectures, reasoning, 
and arguments 
 






  G.RP.6 Evaluate written arguments for validity 
 
Students will select and use various types of reasoning and methods of proof. 
 
 G.RP.7  Construct a proof using a variety of methods (e.g., 
deductive, analytic, transformational) 
 
 G.RP.8  Devise ways to verify results or use 
counterexamples to refute incorrect statements    
 
G.RP.9 Apply inductive reasoning in making and supporting 





Students will organize and consolidate their mathematical thinking through 
communication. 
 
 G.CM.1 Communicate verbally and in writing a correct, 
complete, coherent, and clear design (outline) and 
explanation for the steps used in solving a problem 
 
 G.CM.2 Use mathematical representations to communicate 
with appropriate accuracy, including numerical 
tables, formulas, functions, equations, charts, 
graphs, and diagrams 
 
Students will communicate their mathematical thinking coherently and clearly 
to peers, teachers, and others. 
 
 G.CM.3 Present organized mathematical ideas with the use 
of  
  appropriate standard notations, including the use of 
symbols and other representations when sharing an 
idea in verbal and written form 
 
 G.CM.4  Explain relationships among different 
representations of a problem 
 
 G.CM.5   Communicate logical arguments clearly, showing 






 G.CM.6   Support or reject arguments or questions raised by 
others about the correctness of mathematical work 
 
Students will analyze and evaluate the mathematical thinking and strategies of 
others. 
 
 G.CM.7   Read and listen for logical understanding of 
mathematical thinking shared by other students 
 
 G.CM.8  Reflect on strategies of others in relation to one’s 
own strategy 
 
 G.CM.9  Formulate mathematical questions that elicit, 
extend, or challenge strategies, solutions, and/or 
conjectures of others 
 
Students will use the language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas 
precisely.  
 
 G.CM.10  Use correct mathematical language in developing 
mathematical questions that elicit, extend, or 
challenge other students’ conjectures  
 
 G.CM.11  Understand and use appropriate language, 
representations, and terminology when describing 
objects, relationships, mathematical solutions, and 
geometric diagrams 
 
 G.CM.12  Draw conclusions about mathematical ideas through 
decoding, comprehension, and interpretation of 





Students will recognize and use connections among mathematical ideas. 
 
 G.CN.1   Understand and make connections among multiple   
representations of the same mathematical idea 
 
 G.CN.2   Understand the corresponding procedures for 





Students will understand how mathematical ideas interconnect and build on 
one another to produce a coherent whole. 
 
 G.CN.3   Model situations mathematically, using 
representations to draw conclusions and formulate 
new situations 
 
 G.CN.4 Understand how concepts, procedures, and 
mathematical results in one area of mathematics can 
be used to solve problems in other areas of 
mathematics 
 
 G.CN.5   Understand how quantitative models connect to 
various physical models and representations 
 
Students will recognize and apply mathematics in contexts outside of 
mathematics.  
 
 G.CN.6   Recognize and apply mathematics to situations in 
the outside world 
 
 G.CN.7   Recognize and apply mathematical ideas to problem 
situations that develop outside of mathematics 
 
 G.CN.8   Develop an appreciation for the historical 
development of mathematics   




Students will create and use representations to organize, record, and 
communicate mathematical ideas. 
 
 G.R.1   Use physical objects, diagrams, charts, tables, 
graphs, symbols, equations, or objects created using 
technology as representations of mathematical 
concepts  
 
 G.R.2   Recognize, compare, and use an array of 
representational forms 
 
 G.R.3   Use representation as a tool for exploring and 





Students will select, apply, and translate among mathematical representations 
to solve problems. 
 
 G.R.4   Select appropriate representations to solve problem 
situations 
 
 G.R.5   Investigate relationships between different 
representations and their impact on a given problem 
 
Students will use representations to model and interpret physical, social, and 
mathematical phenomena.  
 
 G.R.6   Use mathematics to show and understand physical 
phenomena (e.g., determine the number of gallons of 
water in a fish tank) 
 
 G.R.7  Use mathematics to show and understand social 
phenomena (e.g., determine if conclusions from 
another person’s argument have a logical 
foundation) 
  
 G.R.8  Use mathematics to show and understand 
mathematical phenomena (e.g., use investigation, 
discovery, conjecture, reasoning, arguments, 
justification and proofs to validate that the two base 




Note:  The algebraic skills and concepts within the Algebra process and content 
performance indicators must be maintained and applied as students are asked 





Students will use visualization and spatial reasoning to analyze characteristics 
and properties of geometric shapes.  
 
 
Geometric   Note: Two-dimensional geometric relationships are  





 G.G.1 Know and apply that if a line is perpendicular to 
each of two intersecting lines at their point of 
intersection, then the line is perpendicular to the 
plane determined by them 
 
 G.G.2 Know and apply that through a given point there 
passes one and only one plane perpendicular to a 
given line 
 
 G.G.3  Know and apply that through a given point there 
passes one and only one line perpendicular to a 
given plane 
 
 G.G.4  Know and apply that two lines perpendicular to the 
same plane are coplanar 
 
 G.G.5  Know and apply that two planes are perpendicular 
to each other if and only if one plane contains a line 
perpendicular to the second plane 
 
 G.G.6  Know and apply that if a line is perpendicular to a 
plane, then any line perpendicular to the given line 
at its point of intersection with the given plane is in 
the given plane   
 
 G.G.7  Know and apply that if a line is perpendicular to a 
plane, then every plane containing the line is 
perpendicular to the given plane 
 
 G.G.8  Know and apply that if a plane intersects two 
parallel planes, then the intersection is two parallel 
lines 
 
 G.G.9  Know and apply that if two planes are perpendicular 
to the same line, they are parallel 
 
 G.G.10  Know and apply that the lateral edges of a prism are 
congruent and parallel  
 
 G.G.11  Know and apply that two prisms have equal 
volumes if their bases have equal areas and their 
altitudes are equal 
 
 G.G.12  Know and apply that the volume of a prism is the 





 G.G.13  Apply the properties of a regular pyramid, including:  
o lateral edges are congruent 
o lateral faces are congruent isosceles triangles   
o volume of a pyramid equals one-third the 
product of the area of the base and the 
altitude 
 
 G.G.14  Apply the properties of a cylinder, including:  
o bases are congruent 
o volume equals the product of the area of the 
base and the altitude 
o lateral area of a right circular cylinder equals 
the product of an altitude and the 
circumference of the base 
 
 G.G.15  Apply the properties of a right circular cone, 
including:  
o lateral area equals one-half the product of the 
slant height and the circumference of its base  
o volume is one-third the product of the area of 
its base and its altitude 
 
 G.G.16  Apply the properties of a sphere, including:  
o the intersection of a plane and a sphere is a 
circle  
o a great circle is the largest circle that can be 
drawn on a sphere 
o two planes equidistant from the center of the 
sphere and intersecting the sphere do so in 
congruent circles 
o surface area is   
o volume is  
 
Constructions G.G.17  Construct a bisector of a given angle, using a 
straightedge and compass, and justify the 
construction 
 
 G.G.18  Construct the perpendicular bisector of a given 
segment, using a straightedge and compass, and 









 G.G.19  Construct lines parallel (or perpendicular) to a given 
line through a given point, using a straightedge and 
compass, and justify the construction  
 
 G.G.20  Construct an equilateral triangle, using a 
straightedge and compass, and justify the 
construction 
 
Locus G.G.21  Investigate and apply the concurrence of medians, 
altitudes, angle bisectors, and perpendicular 
bisectors of triangles 
 
 G.G.22  Solve problems using compound loci 
 
 G.G.23  Graph and solve compound loci in the coordinate 
plane 
 
Students will identify and justify geometric relationships formally and 
informally.  
 
Informal and G.G.24 Determine the negation of a statement and establish 
its  
Formal Proofs        truth value 
  
 G.G.25  Know and apply the conditions under which a 
compound statement (conjunction, disjunction, 
conditional, biconditional) is true   
 
 G.G.26  Identify and write the inverse, converse, and 
contrapositive of a given conditional statement and 
note the logical equivalences 
  
 G.G.27  Write a proof arguing from a given hypothesis to a 
given conclusion 
 
 G.G.28  Determine the congruence of two triangles by using 
one of the five congruence techniques (SSS, SAS, 
ASA, AAS, HL), given sufficient information about the 
sides and/or angles of two congruent triangles 
 
 G.G.29  Identify corresponding parts of congruent triangles  
 
G.G.30  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about the 





 G.G.31  Investigate, justify, and apply the isosceles triangle 
theorem and its converse  
   
 G.G.32  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about 
geometric inequalities, using the exterior angle 
theorem 
 
 G.G.33  Investigate, justify, and apply the triangle inequality 
theorem 
   
 G.G.34  Determine either the longest side of a triangle given 
the three angle measures or the largest angle given 
the lengths of three sides of a triangle 
 
 G.G.35  Determine if two lines cut by a transversal are 
parallel, based on the measure of given pairs of 
angles formed by the transversal and the lines 
 
 G.G.36  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about the 
sum of the measures of the interior and exterior 
angles of polygons  
 
 G.G.37  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about each 
interior and exterior angle measure of regular 
polygons 
 
 G.G.38  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about 
parallelograms involving their angles, sides, and 
diagonals 
 
 G.G.39  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about 
special parallelograms (rectangles, rhombuses, 
squares) involving their angles, sides, and diagonals 
 
 G.G.40  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about 
trapezoids (including isosceles trapezoids) involving 
their angles, sides, medians, and diagonals 
 
 G.G.41  Justify that some quadrilaterals are parallelograms, 
rhombuses, rectangles, squares, or trapezoids 
  
 G.G.42  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about 
geometric relationships, based on the properties of 
the line segment joining the midpoints of two sides 





 G.G.43  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about the 
centroid of a triangle, dividing each median into 
segments whose lengths are in the ratio 2:1     
 G.G.44  Establish similarity of triangles, using the following 
theorems: AA, SAS, and SSS 
 
 G.G.45  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about 
similar triangles  
 
 G.G.46  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about 
proportional relationships among the segments of 
the sides of the triangle, given one or more lines 
parallel to one side of a triangle and intersecting the 
other two sides of the triangle 
 
 G.G.47  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about mean 
proportionality:  
o the altitude to the hypotenuse of a right 
triangle is the mean proportional between 
the two segments along the hypotenuse 
o the altitude to the hypotenuse of a right 
triangle divides the hypotenuse so that either 
leg of the right triangle is the mean 
proportional between the hypotenuse and 
segment of the hypotenuse adjacent to that 
leg 
 
 G.G.48  Investigate, justify, and apply the Pythagorean 
theorem and its converse  
 
 G.G.49  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems regarding 
chords of a circle:  
o perpendicular bisectors of chords 
o the relative lengths of chords as compared to 
their distance from the center of the circle 
 
 G.G.50 Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about 
tangent lines to a circle:  
o a perpendicular to the tangent at the point of 
tangency 
o two tangents to a circle from the same 
external point 






 G.G.51  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about the 
arcs determined by the rays of angles formed by two 
lines intersecting a circle when the vertex is:  
o inside the circle (two chords) 
o on the circle (tangent and chord) 
o outside the circle (two tangents, two secants, 
or tangent and secant) 
 
 G.G.52  Investigate, justify, and apply theorems about arcs of 
a circle cut by two parallel lines 
 
 G.G.53 Investigate, justify, and apply theorems regarding 
segments intersected by a circle:  
o along two tangents from the same external 
point 
o along two secants from the same external 
point 
o along a tangent and a secant from the same 
external point 
o along two intersecting chords of a given 
circle 
 
Students will apply transformations and symmetry to analyze problem solving 
situations.  
 
Transformational G.G.54  Define, investigate, justify, and apply isometries in 
the Geometry  plane (rotations, reflections, translations, glide 
reflections)    
 Note: Use proper function notation.  
 
 G.G.55  Investigate, justify, and apply the properties that 
remain invariant under translations, rotations, 
reflections, and glide reflections 
 
 G.G.56  Identify specific isometries by observing orientation, 
numbers of invariant points, and/or parallelism 
 
 G.G.57  Justify geometric relationships (perpendicularity, 
parallelism, congruence) using transformational 
techniques (translations, rotations, reflections) 
 
 G.G.58  Define, investigate, justify, and apply similarities 






 G.G.59  Investigate, justify, and apply the properties that 
remain invariant under similarities  
 
 G.G.60  Identify specific similarities by observing 
orientation, numbers of invariant points, and/or 
parallelism 
 G.G.61  Investigate, justify, and apply the analytical 
representations for translations, rotations about the 
origin of 90º and 180º, reflections over the lines 
, , and , and dilations centered at 
the origin 
 
Students will apply coordinate geometry to analyze problem solving situations. 
 
Coordinate  G.G.62  Find the slope of a perpendicular line, given the  
Geometry  equation of a line 
 
 G.G.63  Determine whether two lines are parallel, 
perpendicular, or neither, given their equations  
 
 G.G.64  Find the equation of a line, given a point on the line 
and the equation of a line perpendicular to the given 
line 
 
 G.G.65  Find the equation of a line, given a point on the line 
and the equation of a line parallel to the desired line 
 
 G.G.66  Find the midpoint of a line segment, given its 
endpoints 
 
 G.G.67  Find the length of a line segment, given its endpoints 
 
 G.G.68  Find the equation of a line that is the perpendicular 
bisector of a line segment, given the endpoints of the 
line segment 
 
 G.G.69  Investigate, justify, and apply the properties of 
triangles and quadrilaterals in the coordinate plane, 
using the distance, midpoint, and slope formulas 
 
 G.G.70  Solve systems of equations involving one linear 
equation and one quadratic equation graphically 
 
 G.G.71  Write the equation of a circle, given its center and 
radius or given the endpoints of a diameter   





 G.G.72  Write the equation of a circle, given its graph   
  Note: The center is an ordered pair of integers and the 
radius is an integer. 
 
 G.G.73  Find the center and radius of a circle, given the 
equation of the circle in center-radius form 
 
 G.G.74  Graph circles of the form 
  
  






New York State Common Core Geometry Standards 2011 
 
Mathematics - High School Geometry: Introduction  
 
An understanding of the attributes and relationships of geometric objects can be applied in 
diverse contexts— interpreting a schematic drawing, estimating the amount of wood 
needed to frame a sloping roof, rendering computer graphics, or designing a sewing pattern 
for the most efficient use of material.  
 
Although there are many types of geometry, school mathematics is devoted primarily to 
plane Euclidean geometry, studied both synthetically (without coordinates) and analytically 
(with coordinates). Euclidean geometry is characterized most importantly by the Parallel 
Postulate, that through a point not on a given line there is exactly one parallel line. 
(Spherical geometry, in contrast, has no parallel lines.)  
 
During high school, students begin to formalize their geometry experiences from 
elementary and middle school, using more precise definitions and developing careful 
proofs. Later in college some students develop Euclidean and other geometries carefully 
from a small set of axioms. 
  
The concepts of congruence, similarity, and symmetry can be understood from the 
perspective of geometric transformation. Fundamental are the rigid motions: translations, 
rotations, reflections, and combinations of these, all of which are here assumed to preserve 
distance and angles (and therefore shapes generally). Reflections and rotations each explain 
a particular type of symmetry, and the symmetries of an object offer insight into its 
attributes—as when the reflective symmetry of an isosceles triangle assures that its base 
angles are congruent.  
 
In the approach taken here, two geometric figures are defined to be congruent if there is a 
sequence of rigid motions that carries one onto the other. This is the principle of 
superposition. For triangles, congruence means the equality of all corresponding pairs of 
sides and all corresponding pairs of angles. During the middle grades, through experiences 
drawing triangles from given conditions, students notice ways to specify enough measures 
in a triangle to ensure that all triangles drawn with those measures are congruent. Once 
these triangle congruence criteria (ASA, SAS, and SSS) are established using rigid motions, 
they can be used to prove theorems about triangles, quadrilaterals, and other geometric 
figures.  
 
Similarity transformations (rigid motions followed by dilations) define similarity in the 
same way that rigid motions define congruence, thereby formalizing the similarity ideas of 
"same shape" and "scale factor" developed in the middle grades. These transformations lead 





The definitions of sine, cosine, and tangent for acute angles are founded on right triangles 
and similarity, and, with the Pythagorean Theorem, are fundamental in many real-world 
and theoretical situations. The Pythagorean Theorem is generalized to non-right triangles 
by the Law of Cosines. Together, the Laws of Sines and Cosines embody the triangle 
congruence criteria for the cases where three pieces of information suffice to completely 
solve a triangle. Furthermore, these laws yield two possible solutions in the ambiguous 
case, illustrating that Side-Side-Angle is not a congruence criterion.  
 
Analytic geometry connects algebra and geometry, resulting in powerful methods of 
analysis and problem solving. Just as the number line associates numbers with locations in 
one dimension, a pair of perpendicular axes associates pairs of numbers with locations in 
two dimensions. This correspondence between numerical coordinates and geometric points 
allows methods from algebra to be applied to geometry and vice versa. The solution set of 
an equation becomes a geometric curve, making visualization a tool for doing and 
understanding algebra. Geometric shapes can be described by equations, making algebraic 
manipulation into a tool for geometric understanding, modeling, and proof. Geometric 
transformations of the graphs of equations correspond to algebraic changes in their 
equations.  
 
Dynamic geometry environments provide students with experimental and modeling tools 
that allow them to investigate geometric phenomena in much the same way as computer 
algebra systems allow them to experiment with algebraic phenomena.  
 
Connections to Equations. 
The correspondence between numerical coordinates and geometric points allows methods 
from algebra to be applied to geometry and vice versa. The solution set of an equation 
becomes a geometric curve, making visualization a tool for doing and understanding 
algebra. Geometric shapes can be described by equations, making algebraic manipulation 
into a tool for geometric understanding, modeling, and proof. 
 
Mathematical Practices  
 
1. Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them. 
2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 
3. Construct viable arguments and 
critique the reasoning of others. 
 
4. Model with mathematics. 
5. Use appropriate tools strategically. 
6. Attend to precision. 
7. Look for and make use of structure. 
8. Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning. 
 
Geometry Overview  
 
Congruence  
• Experiment with transformations in 
the plane 
• Understand congruence in terms of 
rigid motions  
• Prove geometric theorems  
• Make geometric constructions  
 
Expressing Geometric Properties 
with Equations  
• Translate between the geometric 
description and the equation for a conic 
section  
• Use coordinates to prove simple 




Similarity, Right Triangles, and 
Trigonometry  
• Understand similarity in terms of 
similarity transformations  
• Prove theorems involving similarity
  
• Define trigonometric ratios and 
solve problems involving right 
triangles  




• Understand and apply theorems 
about circles  
• Find arc lengths and areas of 
sectors of circles  
Geometric Measurement and 
Dimension  
• Explain volume formulas and use 
them to solve problems  
• Visualize relationships between two 
dimensional and three-dimensional 
objects  
 
Modeling with Geometry  









Experiment with transformations in the plane  
1. Know precise definitions of angle, circle, perpendicular line, parallel line, and 
line segment, based on the undefined notions of point, line, distance along a line, 
and distance around a circular arc. 
2. Represent transformations in the plane using, e.g., transparencies and geometry 
software; describe transformations as functions that take points in the plane as 
inputs and give other points as outputs. Compare transformations that preserve 
distance and angle to those that do not (e.g., translation versus horizontal stretch). 
3. Given a rectangle, parallelogram, trapezoid, or regular polygon, describe the 
rotations and reflections that carry it onto itself.  
4. Develop definitions of rotations, reflections, and translations in terms of angles, 
circles, perpendicular lines, parallel lines, and line segments. 
5. Given a geometric figure and a rotation, reflection, or translation, draw the 
transformed figure using, e.g., graph paper, tracing paper, or geometry software. 
Specify a sequence of transformations that will carry a given figure onto another. 
 
Understand congruence in terms of rigid motions  
6. Use geometric descriptions of rigid motions to transform figures and to predict 
the effect of a given rigid motion on a given figure; given two figures, use the 
definition of congruence in terms of rigid motions to decide if they are congruent. 
7. Use the definition of congruence in terms of rigid motions to show that two 
triangles are congruent if and only if corresponding pairs of sides and 
corresponding pairs of angles are congruent.  
8. Explain how the criteria for triangle congruence (ASA, SAS, and SSS) follow 




Prove geometric theorems  
9. Prove theorems about lines and angles. Theorems include: vertical angles are 
congruent; when a transversal crosses parallel lines, alternate interior angles are 
congruent and corresponding angles are congruent; points on a perpendicular 
bisector of a line segment are exactly those equidistant from the segment’s 
endpoints. 
10. Prove theorems about triangles. Theorems include: measures of interior angles 
of a triangle sum to 180°; base angles of isosceles triangles are congruent; the 
segment joining midpoints of two sides of a triangle is parallel to the third side and 
half the length; the medians of a triangle meet at a point. 
11. Prove theorems about parallelograms. Theorems include: opposite sides are 
congruent, opposite angles are congruent, the diagonals of a parallelogram bisect 
each other, and conversely, rectangles are parallelograms with congruent diagonals.  
 
Make geometric constructions  
12. Make formal geometric constructions with a variety of tools and methods 
(compass and straightedge, string, reflective devices, paper folding, dynamic 
geometric software, etc.). Copying a segment; copying an angle; bisecting a 
segment; bisecting an angle; constructing perpendicular lines, including the 
perpendicular bisector of a line segment; and constructing a line parallel to a given 
line through a point not on the line.  
13. Construct an equilateral triangle, a square, and a regular hexagon inscribed in 
a circle.  
 
Similarity, Right Triangles, & Trigonometry G-SRT 
 
Understand similarity in terms of similarity transformations  
1. Verify experimentally the properties of dilations given by a center and a scale 
factor:  
a. A dilation takes a line not passing through the center of the dilation to a 
parallel line, and leaves a line passing through the center unchanged. 
b. The dilation of a line segment is longer or shorter in the ratio given by 
the scale factor.   
2. Given two figures, use the definition of similarity in terms of similarity 
transformations to decide if they are similar; explain using similarity 
transformations the meaning of similarity for triangles as the equality of all 
corresponding pairs of angles and the proportionality of all corresponding pairs of 
sides. 
3. Use the properties of similarity transformations to establish the AA criterion for 
two triangles to be similar.  
 
Prove theorems involving similarity  
4. Prove theorems about triangles. Theorems include: a line parallel to one side of a 
triangle divides the other two proportionally, and conversely; the Pythagorean 




5. Use congruence and similarity criteria for triangles to solve problems and to 
prove relationships in geometric figures.  
 
Define trigonometric ratios and solve problems involving right triangles  
6. Understand that by similarity, side ratios in right triangles are properties of the 
angles in the triangle, leading to definitions of trigonometric ratios for acute 
angles. 
7. Explain and use the relationship between the sine and cosine of complementary 
angles. 
8. Use trigonometric ratios and the Pythagorean Theorem to solve right triangles 
in applied problems.  
 
Apply trigonometry to general triangles  
9. (+) Derive the formula A = 1/2 ab sin(C) for the area of a triangle by drawing an 
auxiliary line from a vertex perpendicular to the opposite side. 
10. (+) Prove the Laws of Sines and Cosines and use them to solve problems. 
11. (+) Understand and apply the Law of Sines and the Law of Cosines to find 
unknown measurements in right and non-right triangles (e.g., surveying 




Understand and apply theorems about circles  
1. Prove that all circles are similar.  
2. Identify and describe relationships among inscribed angles, radii, and chords. 
Include the relationship between central, inscribed, and circumscribed angles; 
inscribed angles on a diameter are right angles; the radius of a circle is 
perpendicular to the tangent where the radius intersects the circle.  
3. Construct the inscribed and circumscribed circles of a triangle, and prove 
properties of angles for a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle.  
4. (+) Construct a tangent line from a point outside a given circle to the circle.  
Find arc lengths and areas of sectors of circles  
5. Derive using similarity the fact that the length of the arc intercepted by an angle 
is proportional to the radius, and define the radian measure of the angle as the 
constant of proportionality; derive the formula for the area of a sector. 
 
Expressing Geometric Properties with Equations G-GPE 
 
Translate between the geometric description and the equation for a conic section  
1. Derive the equation of a circle of given center and radius using the Pythagorean 
Theorem; complete the square to find the center and radius of a circle given by an 
equation. 
2. Derive the equation of a parabola given a focus and directrix. 
3. (+) Derive the equations of ellipses and hyperbolas given the foci, using the fact 




Use coordinates to prove simple geometric theorems algebraically  
4. Use coordinates to prove simple geometric theorems algebraically. For example, 
prove or disprove that a figure defined by four given points in the coordinate plane is 
a rectangle; prove or disprove that the point (1, 3) lies on the circle centered at the 
origin and containing the point (0, 2). 
5. Prove the slope criteria for parallel and perpendicular lines and use them to 
solve geometric problems (e.g., find the equation of a line parallel or 
perpendicular to a given line that passes through a given point). 
6. Find the point on a directed line segment between two given points that 
partitions the segment in a given ratio.  
7. Use coordinates to compute perimeters of polygons and areas of triangles and 
rectangles, e.g., using the distance formula. 
 
Geometric Measurement & Dimension G-GMD 
 
Explain volume formulas and use them to solve problems  
1. Give an informal argument for the formulas for the circumference of a circle, 
area of a circle, volume of a cylinder, pyramid, and cone. Use dissection arguments, 
Cavalieri’s principle, and informal limit arguments. 
2. (+) Give an informal argument using Cavalieri’s principle for the formulas for 
the volume of a sphere and other solid figures 
3. Use volume formulas for cylinders, pyramids, cones, and spheres to solve 
problems. 
 
Visualize relationships between two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
objects  
4. Identify the shapes of two-dimensional cross-sections of three-dimensional 
objects, and identify three- dimensional objects generated by rotations of two-
dimensional objects. 
 
Modeling with Geometry G-MG 
 
Apply geometric concepts in modeling situations  
1. Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to describe objects 
(e.g., modeling a tree trunk or a human torso as a cylinder). 
2. Apply concepts of density based on area and volume in modeling situations 
(e.g., persons per square mile, BTUs per cubic foot). 
3. Apply geometric methods to solve design problems (e.g., designing an object or 
structure to satisfy physical constraints or minimize cost; working with 




























































































































































Overview of Testing in New York State 
 
 
Established by the New York State Legislature, the Regents of the University 
of the State of New York form the oldest, continuous state education entity in 
America (Folts, 1996).  In 1864, the Regents passed an ordinance and announced 
their intention to develop a system of competitive examinations for students across 
the state, and thus launched the first statewide system of standardized examinations 
and performance-based diplomas in the country (Beadie, 1999).  The purpose for 
Regents examinations has evolved since the first exam was given to students in 
1865.  According to the New York State Education Department (1965), two major 
developments have been of particular significance in the readjustments in the 
Regents examination program.  First, Regents examinations have been transformed 
from college preparatory tests into broad evaluation instruments.  Second, initially 
viewed as a method of state inspection and control of schools, the Regents 
examinations assists as a guide for quality education (NYSED, 1965). 
 The New York State Education Department (1965) states that the intention 
of Regents examinations is to establish a uniform standard of achievement 
throughout the entire state.  In addition, they provide a strong supervisory tool for 
improving instruction so that high academic achievement and quality teaching will 




an effective device for predicting success in further study (NYSED, 1965).  Since all 
schools in the state are expected to make general use of Regents examinations, most 
schools in the state follow the state curricula on which the exams are based (Paul & 
Richbart, 1985). 
The New York State Education Department began giving high school 
entrance exams in 1865 and exit exams in 1878 (Beadie, 1999).  The first Regents 
examinations were “preliminary” examinations given in 1865 that were 
administered to eighth grade pupils with the purpose of providing a basis for the 
distribution of state funds (NYSED, 1988).  In the 1860s, the amount of State aid to 
public high schools was based on the number of students enrolled.  In order to 
determine those students who were prepared to continue their education with high 
school, the Board of Regents awarded State certificates to successful candidates 
through the use of the established admission examinations (NYSED, 1965).  The 
preliminary examinations were eventually discontinued in the 1960s (NYSED, 
1988).   
NYSED (1988) cites that the primary source for the idea of the examinations 
being used for high school graduation and college admission came from John E. 
Bradley, principal of Albany High School, who explained and described the benefits 
of such a system at the Board of Regents’ annual University Convocation in 1876.  
Bradley argued that although the Regents examinations had a positive impact on the 
interest teachers and students had academically at the elementary levels, once 
admitted into high school, there was no interest in the kind of instruction students 




convocation, Bradley brought forth the idea that an advanced examination system 
used for high school graduation as well as college admission would have a positive 
effect on students as “an incitement to effort” in addition to being an incentive to 
complete coherent courses of study (Beadie, 1999).   
The first Regents examinations for high school students were administered 
in 1878 and the purpose for Regents examinations shifted from an entrance exam to 
a high school end of course exam (NYSED, 1965) foreshadowing the modern system 
of “Regents credit” as well as the high school achievement examinations that are 
presently administered.  The first examinations were administered in five studies; 
Algebra, American History, Elementary Latin, Natural Philosophy, and Physical 
Geography (NYSED, 1965; NYSED, 1988).  In 1879, after evaluating the results of the 
first administration, the Board of Regents approved a series of examinations 
(NYSED, 1988) where students took up to fifteen examinations of the available 
twenty-four subjects offered (Beadie, 1999).  Students seeking to earn a Regents 
diploma took exams in seven subject areas; algebra, plane geometry, physiology, 
natural philosophy (physics and astronomy), rhetoric and English composition, 
history (general and American), and chemistry.  In addition to these core subject 
areas, students took exams in eight additional courses.  The requirement for passing 
these advanced Regents examinations was answering a minimum of 75 percent of 
the questions correctly in each subject (Beadie, 1999). 
According to Johnson (2009), “the examination becomes the subject – that 
teachers teach to the test – and that is one goal of the Regents examinations.”  




Regents examinations (Johnson, 2009) further dictating the New York State 
curriculum.  In the early 20th century, Regents examinations began to focus on 
subject matter areas, confirming specific knowledge that students had acquired 
during their high school careers (Johnson, 2009; NYSED, 1988).  At their pinnacle, in 
1925, examinations were offered in sixty-eight different subjects (Johnson, 2009).  
After that, most of the tests were phased out in favor of more comprehensive exams 
(Isaacs, 2014).  Eventually, by 1970, the examinations offered had changed 
significantly.  Only six foreign language examinations were being offered, one in 
social studies (changed in 1988 to two), three in mathematics, four in sciences, and 
six in business (discontinued in 1987) (NYSED, 1988).   
From 1895 into the 1990s, Regents examinations offered students a choice in 
deciding which questions to answer to make the exams more adaptable for 
statewide use by allowing for differences in classroom instruction as well as 
adaptability of an individual student’s skills (NYSED, 1988).  Additionally, in 1978, 
the New York State Education Department also developed less demanding 
examinations called Regents Competency Tests for those students who could 
achieve basic competency for graduation with a Non-Regents Local Diploma ( Isaacs, 
2014; Johnson, 2009).  The Regents Competency Tests were phased out beginning in 
1996, when the state introduced new, more challenging learning standards under 
Commissioner Richard P. Mills (DeBray, 2004; Isaacs, 2014). 
The first official step toward a universal academic curriculum for all students 
began in 1984 with Commissioner Gordon Ambach’s “Action Plan” that made 




(Johnson, 2009).  The purpose of the Action Plan was to provide all students with 
the opportunity to acquire the skills and knowledge they would need for their 21st 
century lifetime (Folts, 1996).  Ambach (1984) states “The Action Plan is part of a 
decade-long effort to improve standards and raise expectations for teachers, 
students, and schools.” Ambach’s Action Plan increased subject requirements for 
students, in addition to taking Regents examinations in all these subjects, in order to 
achieve a Regents diploma (Ambach, 1984).  Additionally, the Action Plan placed 
emphasis on proficiency in reading, writing, and mathematics.  It differed from past 
policy in that, if students failed to meet standards in those areas, they were required 
to take remedial instruction (Ambach, 1984; Johnson, 2009).  The Action Plan was 
accompanied by a requirement for each school to publish a yearly comprehensive 
assessment report (CAR) that listed data on each school building, including student 
performance results on the basic comprehensive tests (Ambach, 1984).  Schools that 
did not meet the basic standards were placed under registration review and warned 
(Johnson, 2009).   
The New Compact for Learning, developed by Commissioner Thomas Sobol, 
adopted in 1991 and implemented in 1994, built on Ambach’s Action Plan (Folts, 
1996).  The New Compact aimed at raising school standards and performance.  Folts 
(1996) indicated that these raised standards included statewide goals for schools; a 
challenging program for all students; mutual responsibility among administrators, 
teachers, parents, and the community; and intervention when schools were in 
danger of failing.  Bauer (1992) brings to our attention that the subtitle of the New 




in the 1990s.”  Additionally, Bauer (1992) points out that the document places a 
continual stress on the ‘results’ of teaching and school practices.  The New Compact 
suggests the creation of the New York State Learning Standards in its strategic 
objectives of achieving its goals.  The strategic plan for the New Compact for 
Learning (1992) states “Standards of proficiency will be developed by appropriate 
parties for approval by the Regents.”  The document continues to explain how 
assessment will be used; “the State’s assessment program will be revised to reflect 
the newly established standards and desired learning outcomes.” 
When Richard P. Mills became Commissioner of Education in 1995, the 
state’s testing policy changed in favor of a challenging, high-stakes testing 
accountability system (DeBray, 2004).  Under Commissioner Mills, Regents 
examinations and the Regents Diploma became required for all of New York State’s 
students (Johnson, 2009).  This decision was part of a long trend towards 
improvement and change.  The plan was that students who entered ninth grade in 
the fall of 1999 would have to pass five Regents examinations and students entering 
in 2001 must pass all seven (Johnson, 2009).  These requirements led to questions 
being raised about the Regents examinations’ purposes and uses (Isaacs, 2014).  For 
example, there was concern that if every student earned a Regents diploma, there 
would be no way to differentiate the high performers.  Furthermore, the 
controversy over the use of tests for determining graduation grew even at the 
national level (DeBray, 2004).  New York State took many of these concerns and 
questions about the Regents examination system under consideration and 




some examples such as the opportunity to achieve an Advanced Regents diploma for 
the academically gifted, a safety-net allowed students to pass with 55 rather than 65 
(only until 2000), and providing examinations translated into different languages 
for immigrants and non-native English speakers. 
Since 2006, students have taken English and mathematics standardized tests 
every year from third to eighth grade and science tests in fourth and eighth grade in 
order to fulfill national NCLB legislative requirements (Isaacs, 2014).  Additionally, 
due to the NCLB, like other states, the state education department in New York 
changed the scoring of the state tests in mathematics to show dramatic gains in test 
scores (Ravitch, 2010).  For example, in algebra, a student would receive a passing 
score of a 65 if they earned only 34.5 percent of the possible points; similarly for 
other subjects.  In this way, state officials were able to increase the graduation rate 
by forcing the Regents diploma to be attainable by almost every student (Ravitch, 
2010). 
Assessment in New York State is a guiding force in education.  At the 
secondary level, Regents examinations play a crucial role in curriculum 
development and accountability, amongst other things.  Isaacs (2014) quotes 
Regents Chancellor Merryl H. Tisch:  “We are relying more than ever on state exams 
– to measure student achievement, to evaluate teacher and principal effectiveness, 
and to hold schools and districts accountable for their performance.” 
Regents Examinations are administered at official centers within New York 
State; which include all registered secondary schools and other educational 




Sate exams.  Each Regents exam takes place on the same day and time across the 



































































































































































































































































































































Common Core Geometry Guide and Problem Set 
 
Common Core Geometry Course Outline: 
I. Essentials of Geometry 
a. Geometry Vocabulary 
b. Triangle Classification 
c. Measures of Interior Angles of a Triangle Sum to 180° 
d. Pythagorean Theorem 
e. Isosceles Triangle Theorem 
f. Exterior Angle Theorem 
g. Parallel Lines Cut by a Transversal 
h. Vertical Angles are Congruent 
i. Complementary/Supplementary Angles 
 
II. Coordinate Geometry 
a. Slope and Equations of lines 
i. Parallel lines 
ii. Perpendicular lines 
iii. Altitude 
iv. Median 
v. Perpendicular bisector 
b. Midpoint 




g. Coordinate triangle proofs 
 
III. Transformational Geometry 
a. Properties of Rigid Motions 
b. Rotations (include rotations around a point other than the origin) 
c. Line Reflections 
d. Point Reflections 
e. Translations 
f. Carrying a Polygon Onto Itself 











IV. Euclidean Triangle Proofs 
a. Triangle Congruence Proofs (SSS, SAS, ASA, AAS, HL) 
i. Isosceles Triangles 
ii. Parallel Line Proofs 
b. CPCTC (Corresponding Parts of Congruent Triangles are Congruent) 
c. Congruence Through Rigid Motions 
 
V. Quadrilaterals 
a. Properties (Parallelograms, Rectangles, Rhombus, Squares) 
b. Coordinate Quadrilateral Proofs (Parallelogram, Rectangle, Rhombus, 
Square) 




a. Ratios and Proportions 
b. Side Splitter Theorem 
c. Midsegment Theorem 
d. Right Triangle Proportions 
e. Similar Triangle Proofs (AA, SAS, SSS) 
f. CSSTP (Corresponding Sides of Similar Triangles are in Proportion) 
g. Similarity through transformations 
 
VII. Trigonometry 
a. Right Triangle Trigonometry 
b. Special Right Triangles 
c. Cofunctions (for sine and cosine only) 
d. Law of Sines 
e. Law of Cosines 
f. Area of a Triangle (K=1/2ab sin C) 
 
VIII. Three-Dimensional Geometry 
a. Volume (prisms, cylinders, cones, pyramids, spheres, hemispheres) 
i. Include applications and modeling 
b. Cross sections of three-dimensional objects 
i. 2D cross sections revolving to form 3D solids 










a. Angles in a circle 
i. Central angles 
ii. Inscribed angles 
iii. Circumscribed angles 
iv. Angles formed by tangents and secants 
v. Angles formed by chords 
vi. Circle Theorems 
vii. Relationships among segments in circles 
b. Euclidean Circle Proofs 
c. Circles in the Coordinate Plane 
d. Arc Length 




a. Copy a segment 
b. Copy an angle 
c. Bisect an angle 
d. Perpendicular bisector 
e. Perpendicular lines through a point on/off the line 
f. Parallel line through a point not on the line 
g. Equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle 
h. Square inscribed in a circle 
i. Hexagon inscribed in a circle 
j. Inscribed circle of a triangle 
k. Circumscribed circle of a triangle 
l. Tangent lines to a circle from a point on/off the circle 








Rotations in the Coordinate Plane Centered Around the Origin: 
1.  Graph  with points A(2,2) B(2,7) C(5,2). 
a) Graph and state the coordinates of , the image of  after . 
 
 
b) Graph and state the coordinates of , the image of  after . 
 
 
c) Graph and state the coordinates of , the image of  after . 
 
 











2.   has vertices L(-2,3), U(4,1), and V(5,5).  On the given set of axes, graph & 
label . 
a) Graph and state the coordinates of , the image of  after . 
 
 
b)  Graph and state the coordinates of , the image of  after . 
 
 
c)  What is the single transformation that takes  
 
 
d) Are all of the triangles congruent to each other?   
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3.  The image of  after a rotation of 90° clockwise about the origin is , as 
shown below. 
 

























6.  Which point shown in the graph below is the image of point P after a 














7.  The coordinates of the vertices of   are , , and .  State 
the coordinates of , the image of  after a rotation of 90° about the 














Rotations in the Coordinate Plane Centered Around a Point Other Than the 
Origin  
 
1. The coordinates of , shown on the graph below, are , , and 
.  Graph, label, and state the coordinates of , the image of  after 





2.  The coordinates of the vertices of  are , , and . Triangle 
 is the image of  after a rotation of 90° about the point (-2,1).  State the 
coordinates of the vertices of .   









3. Line segment connects points S(7, 1) and T(2, 4).  Determine and state the 
location of T’ after being rotated 270° counterclockwise about S? 
 
 
4.  Quadrilateral HYPE has vertices , , , and .  State and label 
the coordinates of the vertices of H’Y’P’E’ after a rotation 270° around the point 
(0,1).  [The use of the set of axes below is optional.] 
 
 
5.  Graph and label  with vertices , , and .  Determine 
and state the location of B’ if the location of point C’ is . 
 
ST





6.  Quadrilateral ABCD is graphed on the set of axes below.  
When ABCD is rotated 90° in a counterclockwise direction about the origin, its 
image is quadrilateral A'B'C'D'.  Is distance preserved under this rotation, and which 
coordinates are correct for the given vertex? 
1) no and  
2) no and  
3) yes and  





1.  The coordinates of the vertices of   are , , and .  On the 
accompanying set of axes, draw .  Then, draw, label, and state the coordinates 
of , the image of  after the transformation .  Based on 
your diagram, identify the type of transformation that was performed. 
 
 
2.   has coordinates T(2,1), R(3,5), and I(6,3).  On the accompanying set of axes, 
graph & label .  On the same set of axes, graph and state the coordinates of 
, the reflection of in the origin. 
 







3.   has coordinates T(2,1), R(3,5), and I(6,3).  On the accompanying set of axes, 
graph & label .  On the same set of axes, graph and state the coordinates of 





4.  has coordinates L(-4,-2), E(-3,1), and G(-7,2).  On the accompanying set of 
axes, graph & label .  On the same set of axes, graph and state the coordinates 
































5. The coordinates of trapezoid ABCD are , , , and .  On the 
same set of axes, graph and state the coordinates of trapezoid A’B’C’D’, the reflection 
























Line Reflections in the Coordinate Plane 
 
1.  For each of the following, draw all the lines of symmetry. 
 










2.  Given  with coordinates , find the image after: 
a) Reflection over the x-axis. 
 
 
b) Reflection over the y-axis 
 
 
c) Reflection over the  
 
 





3.  Triangle XYZ, shown in the diagram below, is reflected over the line .  Graph, 
label, and state the coordinates of , the image of . 
 










4.  The coordinates of , shown on the graph below, are , , and 
.  Graph, label, and state the coordinates of , the image of  after 
a reflection over the line . 
 
5.  Given  with coordinates , graph, label, and state 
the coordinates of  after a reflection over the line .  Then, 
determine the area of the quadrilateral formed. 
 
6.  Determine the line of reflection in each of the following. 
a)       b) 
      
1y 
ABC ( 1,5), (5,5),and (5, 1)A B C 




c)       d)  
    
 
 
e)       **f)  Challenge!  (There are two answers.) 
   
 
7.  The coordinates of the endpoints of  are  and .   
a)  Graph and state the coordinates of  and , the images of A and B after  is 
reflected in the x-axis. 
 
b)  Find the lengths of  and  to show that distance is preserved under a line 
reflection. 















8.  The coordinates of the vertices of ΔABC are . 
a)  Graph and state the coordinates of ΔABC and ΔA'B'C', the image of ΔABC after a 
reflection over the x-axis. 
b)  On the same set of axes, graph and state the coordinates of ΔA”B”C”,  the image of 
ΔA'B'C' after a reflection over the y-axis. 
c)  Name the single transformation that would map  ΔABC onto ΔA”B”C”. 
 
 
9.  Triangle ABC is graphed on the set of axes below.  Graph and label , the 
image of  after a reflection over the line .  Are the triangles congruent to 
each other?  Explain your reasoning. 
 
 
10.  As shown in the diagram below, when right triangle DAB is reflected over the x-
axis, its image is triangle DCB. 
Which statement justifies why ? 
1) Distance is preserved under reflection. 
2) Orientation is preserved under reflection. 
3) Points on the line of reflection remain invariant. 
4) Right angles remain congruent under reflection. 
 




11.  During a reflection, =18 units. What is the distance from point R to the line 
of reflection? 
1) 3 units 
2) 6 units 
3) 9 units 
4) 18 units 
 
12.  As shown in the graph below, the quadrilateral is a rectangle. 
 
Which transformation would not map the rectangle onto itself? 
1) a reflection over the x-axis 3) a rotation of 180° about the origin 
2) a reflection over the line  4) a rotation of 180° about the point  
 
13.  When working with reflections, which of the following statements is TRUE? 
1) The line of reflection is perpendicular to the segment connecting a pre-image 
point to its image 
2) The line of reflection bisects the segment connecting a pre-image point to its 
image 
3) The line of reflection intersects the segment connecting a pre-image point and 
its image at its midpoint 
4) All of the above. 
 
5.  In the diagram below, a square is graphed in the coordinate plane. 
 















1. Translate the image one unit down and three units right and draw the vector that 




2.  The coordinates of SUN are S(2, -1),  U(4, -3)  and N(5, 2). Graph and label SUN. 
Graph and label S’U’N’, the image of SUN under T(-6, 2).  Write the coordinates of 




3.  Under a translation,  A(2, 4)  A’(5, 1).  If the coordinates of B(7, -2) are, what 





4.  a)  The coordinates of quadrilateral CAKE are C (-4, 3), A (2, 3), K (4, 1), E (0,0).  
Plot and label quadrilateral CAKE.   
b)  Plot and state the coordinates of C’A’K’E’, the image of CAKE under the translation 
. 
c)  On the same set of axes, plot and state the coordinates of C”A”K”E”, the image of 
C’A’K’E’ after the translation five units to the right and one unit up. 
 
           
5. Which translation mapping is depicted in the graph at the right?  
 
     (a)  (x, y) → (x + 6, y - 3) 
     (b)  (x, y) → (x - 3, y + 6) 
     (c)  (x, y) → (x - 6, y + 3)          






6.  A graphic design uses two congruent rectangles as 
color blocks to hold the artist's signature. Rectangle 
S'P'A'T' is the translation of rectangle SPAT, as shown 
in the table to the right. 
 
(a) Write the translation that was used in this design. 
 
(b) What are the coordinates of P’ ? 
 






  S (-3,2)   S' (-1,1) 
  P (1, 2)   P' 
  A   A' (3,-2) 




Dilations in the Coordinate Plane 
 
1. Triangle ABC has vertices A(-2,4), B(0,0), and C(2,4).   
a) Graph, state, and label the coordinates of ∆A’B’C’, the image of ∆ABC after a 
dilation of 2 centered about the origin. 
b) Graph, state, and label the coordinates of ∆A”B”C”, the image of ∆ABC after a 
dilation of  centered about the origin. 
 
2.  Triangle ABC has vertices A(6,6), B(9,0), and C(3,-3).  Graph, state, and label the 
coordinates of ∆A’B’C’, the image of ∆ABC after a dilation of  centered about the 










3.  Given segment with  and , what are the coordinates of  and 
 after a dilation centered at  with a scale factor of 3? 
 
4.  Given with , graph, label, and state the 
coordinates of  , the image of  after a dilation of  centered around 
the point . 
 
5.   For each of the following, find the center of dilation and the scale factor.  











AB )3,4(A )1,2(B 'A
'B )4,3(





















8. In the diagram below,  is the image of  after a dilation centered at the 
origin.  The coordinates of the vertices are , , , , and . 
 












9.  The image of point A after a dilation of 3 centered at the origin is .  What was 




















( , ) ( , )x y y x
( , ) ( , )x y y x  
( , ) ( 3, 3)x y x y  




11.  On the accompanying grid, graph and label quadrilateral ABCD, whose 
coordinates are , , , and .  Graph, label, and state the 
coordinates of , the image of ABCD under a dilation of 2, where the center of 
dilation is the origin. 
 
12.  Dilate triangle ABC by a scale factor of  centered at .  State the 










For #13-14, determine the center of dilation and the scale factor. 

















15.  The coordinate of  are A(2, 3) and B(5, -1).  Sketch and label . 
a)  Sketch and label  the image of  after a dilation of a scale factor of 2 
centered at the origin. 
b)  Sketch and label , the image of  after a dilation of a scale factor of  
centered at the origin. 




' 'A B AB
" "A B AB
1
2
AB ' 'A B " "A B




H            T 
M’        A’ 
 




16.  Graph each of the lines and dilate them under the specified scale factor. Graph 
and write the equation of the dilated line. 




































,22, Oy x D  , 32 , Oy x D 




17.  A line segment is dilated by a scale factor of 2 centered at a point not on the line 
segment.  Which statement regarding the relationship between the given line 
segment and its image is true? 
1) The line segments are perpendicular, 
and the image is one-half of the 
length of the given line segment. 
3) The line segments are parallel, and the 
image is twice the length of the given 
line segment. 
2) The line segments are perpendicular, 
and the image is twice the length of 
the given line segment. 
4) The line segments are parallel, and the 
image is one-half of the length of the 
given line segment. 
 
18.  The line is transformed by a dilation centered at the origin.  Which 






19. The line is transformed by a dilation with a scale factor of 2 centered at 






20.  Line segment , whose endpoints are  and , is the image of  
after a dilation of 2 centered at the origin.  What is the length of ? 
 
3 2 8y x  
2 3 5x y 
2 3 5x y 
3 2 5x y 
3 2 5x y 
3 1y x 
3 8y x 
3 4y x 
3 2y x 




Compositions/Sequence of Transformations 
 
1. In the diagram below,  has coordinates , , and .  Graph and 
label , the image of  after the translation five units to the right and two 
units up followed by the reflection over the line . 
 
 






      
 
b) What single transformation accomplishes  











d)  Is orientation preserved under the transformation?   
Explain.  
  




3.  The vertices of  are , , and .  Graph and label , 
the image of  after a reflection over the line  followed by the translation 
two units to the left and three units up.  State the coordinates of .  [The use 
of the set of axes below is optional.] 
 
 
4.  As shown on the set of axes below,  has vertices , , and .  
Graph and state the coordinates of , the image of  after a dilation of 
2 centered around the origin followed by a translation of three units left and one 








5. A sequence of transformations maps rectangle ABCD onto rectangle A"B"C"D", as 
shown in the diagram below. 
 
Which sequence of transformations maps  
ABCD onto A'B'C'D' and then maps  
A'B'C'D' onto A"B"C"D"? 
1) a reflection followed by a rotation 
2) a reflection followed by a translation 
3) a translation followed by a rotation 






6.  Triangle ABC and triangle DEF are graphed on the set of axes below. 
 
Which sequence of transformations maps triangle  
ABC onto triangle DEF? 
1) a reflection over the x-axis followed by a 
reflection over the y-axis 
2) a 180° rotation about the origin followed 
by a reflection over the line  
3) a 90° clockwise rotation about the origin 
followed by a reflection over the y-axis 
4) a translation 8 units to the right and 1 unit 
up followed by a 90° counterclockwise 





7. Identify which sequence of transformations could map pentagon ABCDE onto 
pentagon A”B”C”D”E”, as shown below. 
 
1) dilation followed by a rotation 
2) translation followed by a rotation 
3) line reflection followed by a translation 











8.  The graph below shows  and its image, .  Describe a sequence of 
rigid motions which would map  onto . 
 
 
9.  Triangle ABC and triangle DEF are drawn below.  If , , and 





10. Write a sequence of rigid motions that will map ΔABC onto ΔA'B'C'.  Is  







11.  Quadrilateral MATH and its image M"A"T"H" are graphed on the set of axes 
below. 
 















Proving Triangles Congruent 
Drawing Conclusions: 
Write the conclusions that could be drawn from the following given statement.   
 
EXAMPLES      CONCLUSIONS 































4. Given:         







































6.  Given:   is the median of   1.   
  
       Reason: 
 
        2.  
 






7.  Given:   is the altitude of        
1. 
 
       Reason: 
 
       2. 
          












































6.  State two conclusions using the diagram at the right. 
 
Given:   is the perpendicular bisector of . 
 
 
Conclusions:   1.  
 
 


























Directions:  Determine the method for proving triangles congruent that should be 
used based upon the information given or shown in each problem.  If the triangles 
cannot be proven congruent with the given information, write “Not Possible.” 
 
1. Given: , ,  
    Prove:  
 
 
2. Given: , , ,  
                B is the midpoint of  
    Prove:  
 
3. Given: ,  
    Prove:   
 
 
4. Given: ,  
    Prove:   
 
5. Given: , ,  and  bisect 
each other 
    Prove:   
 
6. Given: , ,  
    Prove:   
 
7. Given:  bisects ,  
    Prove:   
 
8. Given: , ,  













Proving Triangles Congruent: 
 
 
1.  Given:   
               
  


















2.  Given:   
      ,  
        

















 with ABC AC BC 
 bisects CD ACB
ACD BCD  
 bisects BA CD
AC CD BD CD
 intersects  at AB CD E















3.  Given:   
       
       






















4.  Given:  ,  
      ,  

















 is the midpoint of T PQ
 bisects PQ RS
RQ SP
RTQ STP  
ABCD AE DF
A D  AC DB




5. Given: ACD, ,    






















6.  Given:  ,    





















ACBD  CDAD 
ABD CBD  
 is a medianBD AB BC









7.  Given: ACB  FBC,  
        ,  



















8.  Given: , D  A,  
                 ,              




















CDAD  ADFB 
AFCD












9.  If , then  must be congruent to  
 
a)    b)    c)    d)  
 
 
10.  Which triangle congruence theorem can be used to prove that the following 
triangles are congruent? 
 
1)         2)           






11.  Given: ,  is the perpendicular bisector of . 




















13.  In the diagram below, . 
 









PMC VTK   PC
VT PM VK TK
ASA ASA SAS SAS







Corresponding Parts of Congruent Triangles: 
 
Do Now:  Fill in the proofs below with the appropriate information. 
     
1.  Given:  intersect at E, 
    ,  are right angles 
 
    Prove: a)  
     b)  
 
Statements Reasons 
1.   intersect at E 1._____________________________________________ 
2.   2._____________________________________________ 
3.   3._____________________________________________ 
4._____________________________________________ 4._____________________________________________ 
5._____________________________________________ 5._____________________________________________ 
6.   6._____________________________________________ 
7.   7._____________________________________________ 
 
2. Given: , bisects  




1.   1._____________________________________________ 
2.   bisects  2._____________________________________________ 
3._____________________________________________ 3.  An angle bisector divides an angle 
into two congruent angles 
4._____________________________________________ 4._____________________________________________ 
5._____________________________________________ 5.  S.A.S. 
6._____________________________________________ 6._____________________________________________ 
AB and CD
AE EB A and B 





ACE BDE  
C D 















Proofs Using CPCTC: 
1. Given:  E is the midpoint of ,  
                     , , . 



















2.   Given:  is the bisector of . 



































3.   Given:   is the altitude to  
               is the altitude to  
              G E 
             . 


















4. Given:   
          Q S 
          1 2 




































5.  Given: , , and  
      





















6.  Given:  , ,  





















ABC A C  1 2 
 is the midpoint of B AC
D E 























































Triangle Congruence Through Rigid Motions: 
 
1. The vertices of  have coordinates , , and ).  Under which 
transformation is the image  not congruent to ? 
1) a translation of two units to the right and two units down 
2) a counterclockwise rotation of 180 degrees around the origin 
3) a reflection over the x-axis 
4) a dilation with a scale factor of 2 and centered at the origin 
 
2.  On the set of axes below, rectangle ABCD can be proven congruent to rectangle 




3) reflection over the x-axis 






3.  Which transformation would not always produce an image that would be 
congruent to the original figure? 
1) translation  




4.  a)  Describe a sequence of transformations that will map  onto  as 
shown below. 
 










Let  be the image of  after a translation along , such that point D is 
mapped onto point A.  Determine and state the location of F'.  Explain your answer.  
Let  be the image of  after a reflection across line .  Suppose that E" 











6.  In the diagram of  and  shown to the right, , , and 
. 
 






















7.  Given  with B(1,1), A(-3,3), T(-2,4) and  with D(1,-1), E(3,3), F(4,2) 

















8.  Given: bisect each other 

































9.  Given:  is an altitude, bisects  




























10.  The grid below shows  and . 
 
 
Let  be the image of  after a rotation about point A.  Determine and 
state the location of B' if the location of point C' is .  Explain your answer.  Is 













Similar Triangle Theorems:   
 






















4. If , what is the value of x? 
  
10BD  2AD  6EC  BE
15AB  3AD  8BE  EC












Theorem:  If a line is parallel to one side of a triangle and intersects the other two 











2.  In , D is a point on  and E is a point on  such that .  If DE = 







3.  In , D is a point on  and E is a point on  such that .  If AD = 






4.  If , what is the measure of ? 
 
4BD  8AB  12AC  DE
ABC AC BC ABDE //


















5.  A flagpole casts a shadow 16.60 meters long.  Tim stands at a distance of 12.45 
meters from the base of the flagpole, such that the end of Tim’s shadow meets the 
end of the flagpole’s shadow.  If Tim is 1.65 meters tall, determine and state the 









Midsegment Theorem:  If a line segment joins the midpoints of two sides of a 

































2.  In the diagram of  below,   and   Find the perimeter of 
the triangle formed by connecting the midpoints of the sides of  (This is called the 
medial triangle).  What do you notice about the perimeter of this triangle and the perimeter 








3.  In the diagram below of  D is the midpoint of  O is the midpoint of  
and G is the midpoint of  If   and  what is the perimeter 










4. Given right ΔRST with G, N, J as midpoints; ST = 6; RS = 8 
Find perimeter of ΔGNJ.  
 
5.  In the accompanying diagram below,  are midsegments of 
. 
 






ABC AB 10, BC 14, AC 16.
ABC
ACT, AC, AT ,
CT. AC 10, AT 18, CT  22,
, ,  and DE DF EF
ABC









Theorem:  If an altitude is drawn in a right triangle, from the right angle to the 
hypotenuse, then the resulting triangles are all similar to each other, and similar to 
the original triangle. 
 
Examples:  Use proportions to find the missing lengths.  Leave all answers in 
simplest radical form.   
 
1.  In ,  is the altitude to hypotenuse . 
 
 





























3. The accompanying diagram shows a 24-foot ladder leaning against a building.  A 
steel brace extends from the ladder to the point where the building meets the 
ground.  The brace forms a right angle with the ladder.  If the steel brace is 
connected to the ladder at a point that is 10 feet from the foot of the ladder, find the 
length, x, of the steel brace to the nearest tenth? 
 
 
4.  In the diagram below, the length of the legs  and  of right triangle ABC are 6 
cm and 8 cm, respectively. Altitude  is drawn to the hypotenuse of .  What is 






5. The accompanying diagram shows part of the architectural plans for a structural 
support of a building.  PLAN is a rectangle and . 
 














6. In the diagram below of right triangle ABC, an altitude is drawn to the hypotenuse 
. 
 










7.  In the diagram below of right triangle ABC,  is the altitude to hypotenuse , 
, and . 
What is the length of ? 
 
 
8.  Triangle ABC shown below is a right triangle with altitude  drawn to the 




9.  In the diagram below of right triangle ABC, altitude  is drawn to hypotenuse 






10.  In right triangle ABC below,  is the altitude to hypotenuse .  If  and 
the ratio of AD to AB is 1:5, determine and state the length of .  [Only an algebraic 





11.  The drawing for a right triangular roof truss, represented by , is shown in 
the accompanying diagram.  If  is a right angle, altitude  meters, and  




12.  Four streets in a town are illustrated in the accompanying diagram.  If the 
distance on Poplar Street from F to P is 12 miles and the distance on Maple Street 







Recall:  Similar triangles are ones which have the same shape but may be different 
sizes.  All the corresponding angles are congruent and the lengths of the 
corresponding sides are in proportions.  In right triangles, the ratios between the 
various pairs of sides are called trigonometric ratios.  The trigonometric ratios are 
sine, cosine, and tangent. 
 
The definition of these ratios, in terms of the sides of the right triangle are: 
 
    
  
 
Practice: Find the given trig ratio.   
 










































tan A  cos A  sin Z 




7.  In right triangle JKL in the diagram below, , , , and . 









8.  Use the special right triangles to determine the following in simplest radical 
form: 
 







9.  Find  in right triangle ABC. 
 
 
The given triangles are similar.  Identify the given trigonometric ratio in 
simplest form. 
 




























Set up a relationship for the sin , cos  and tan of the following triangles: 
 






1.  Use the diagram to find  as a fraction in simplest form. 
(a)    (b)   (c)   (d)  
 
 
2.  Use the diagram to find  as a fraction in simplest form. 
 
3.  Find  for the right triangle below: 4.  Given  with a 
right angle at E, if  
     , find . 
 
      
5.   is a right triangle with a right angle at Y.  Which of the following is true? 
(a)    (b)   (c)  
 
(d)   (e)  
 
6.  The diagram below shows two similar triangles.  If , what is the value of 













































7.  In the diagram below, . 
 
Which statement is always true? 
(1)    (2)    
(3)    (4)   
 
Cofunctions: 












Examples:  Find the value of x. 


















A  cos A sin B cos B






Practice:  Solve for the value of x. 
 































8.  John and Mary solved for the length of side  in different ways.  John wrote 








9.  Find the value of R that will make the equation  true when 
.  Explain your answer.





























Using Trigonometric Ratios- Finding the missing side 
 





      
 
Exercise 1:  In the right triangle below, find the length of  to the nearest tenth.  
 
 
Exercise 2:  In the right triangle below, find the length of  to the nearest tenth.  
 
 
Practice:  Find the missing side.  Round your answer to the nearest tenth. 
 






































Example 1:  From a point 120 m away from a building, Serena measures the angle of 
elevation to be 41°.  What is the height of the building?  Round to the nearest meter. 
 
 
Example 2: A person measures the angle of depression from the top of a wall to a 
point on the ground.  The point is located on level ground 62 feet from the base of 
the wall and the angle of depression is 52°.  How high is the wall, to the nearest 







Example 3:  Quadrilateral Application     
Find the length of the side of a rhombus whose diagonal measures 6 in. and the 


































5.  A ladder leaning against a building makes an angle of 58° with level ground.  If 
the distance from the foot of the ladder to the building is 6 feet, find, to the nearest 








6.  Which statement can not be used to find the length of x? 
 
(a)    (b)  
 


























7.  For each rectangle below, find the value of x. 
a)       b) 
     
 
 
8.  Sitting at the top of a 57 ft. cliff, a lioness sees an elephant. The angle of 
depression from the lioness to the elephant is 22˚. What is the shortest distance 
from the lioness to the elephant?  Round to the nearest tenth of a foot. 
 
9.  Three city streets form a right triangle.  Main Street and State Street are 
perpendicular.  Laura Street and State Street intersect at a 50° angle.  The distance 
along Laura Street to Main Street is 0.8 mile.  If Laura Street is closed between Main 
Street and State Street for a festival, approximately how far (to the nearest tenth) 
will someone have to travel to get around the festival if they take only Main Street 







 10. A welder needs to connect two pieces of pipe that run parallel to level ground at 
heights of 5 ft. and 2 ft. as shown in the diagram below.  The angle of depression 
from pipe 1 to pipe 2 is 32°.  What, to the nearest tenth of a foot, is the length of pipe 














 Trigonometric Ratios- Finding the missing angle: 
 
Do Now:  Given right triangle ABC with a right angle at C and , find each 
of the following: 
 




      
 
















Exercise #1:  Find  to the nearest degree. 
  
Exercise #2:  Find the value of x in the diagrams below to the nearest degree. 
a)         b)   























1.  A hot air balloon hovers 75 feet above the ground.  The balloon is tethered to the 
ground with a rope that is 125 feet long.  At what angle of elevation is the rope 
attached to the ground?  Round your answer to the nearest degree. 
 










3.  Find the angle formed between the diagonal and side of a rectangle: 
 
 
4.  Harold is hang gliding off a cliff that is 120 feet high.  He needs to travel 350 feet 
horizontally to reach his destination.  To the nearest degree, what is the angle of 












Examples:  Find the slope of the line from each graph below. 
 
1.        2. 
 








Slope of a Line: 
 
 
Example:  Given the points , find the slope of the line that passes 





Slope of a Horizontal Line:   
 





Slope of a Vertical Line:  
 





Find the slope of the line passing through the given points: 
 
1.      2.  
   2,1 6,9and
   3,7 and 5,7
   2,4 and 2,8 
   4, 7 and 5, 10     5,3 and 8, 2






Finding missing coordinates: 
 











Find the missing coordinate for the following: 
 













Put the following equations in slope y-intercept form and graph on the grid 
provided. 
 







What do you notice? 
 
 
   0,6 and 4, y
   6,8 and 0, y
   5, 1 and ,9x 




Put the following equations in slope y-intercept form and graph on the grid 
provided. 
 












Parallel lines have slopes that are the _______________. 
 
Perpendicular lines have slopes that are _____________________________________________. 
 
Vertical lines are of the form __________ where c is a constant, are parallel to the ___ - 
axis and are perpendicular to the  ___ - axis.. 
 
Horizontal lines are of the form __________ where c is a constant, are parallel to the 
___ - axis and are perpendicular to the  ___ - axis. 
 
Example 1:   
a)   On the set of axes below, graph and label with vertices at  
  and    
 
b)  Find G, the midpoint of .  State the coordinates  






c)  Find H, the midpoint of   State the coordinates  






d)  Is  parallel to ?  Explain your answer. 
 
 
1 4y x  4 8y x  
DEF








Use the grid at the right. 
a) Plot points O (0,0), P (3, –1), and Q (–1,3) on the  
    coordinate plane. 
 
b) Determine whether  and  are  





c) Determine whether or not triangle QOP is a right triangle. 






Investigate:  Finding the midpoint of a line segment:      Line segment  has 
coordinates  and . 
  




b) Determine the coordinates , the midpoint  














1.  The endpoints of  are  and .  What are the coordinates of the 











2.  If a line segment has endpoints  and , what are the 






3. In the diagram below, quadrilateral ABCD has vertices , , , and 
. 







Investigate: How can we use Pythagorean theorem to find the length of , or in 
other words, the distance between A(–2,1) and B(3,3)? Find the distance between A 
and B.  
 
 
The Distance Formula: 
 
Practice:  Find the distance between the given points in simplest radical form. 




3.  Use distance formula to decide whether the following vertices form a right 
triangle. 




4.  Classify the triangle with the given vertices as equilateral, isosceles, or scalene.  
A(4,-1), B(5,6), C(1,3) 
AB









 Example 1a: Method 1 
 
Given: has coordinates of 
 


















Example 1b: Method 2 
 
Given: has coordinates of 
 




















( 3, 4) , ( 1,2) (8, 1)C A and R   
CAR
CAR





1.  Given:   has coordinates of  












2.  Triangle ABC has vertices with , , and .  Determine and state 
a value of x that would make triangle  a right triangle.  Using your value, prove 
that  is a right triangle.   
 
 





3. Given:   has coordinates of  












4.  Given:  with A(-4,3), B(1,8), and C(6,3) 
















5. Triangle ABC has vertices with , , and .  Determine and 
state a value of x that would make triangle  a right triangle.  Using your value, 












6. Given:   has coordinates of  




( ,1)A x ( 2, 3)B   (2, 1)C 





Proving a Quadrilateral is a Parallelogram: 
 
Investigative Activity: y 
 
 
















Using the slope formula, find the: 
 
















































Using the distance formula, find the: 
 
















































Using the protractor provided, find the: 
 

















Based on your calculations above, what conclusion can you make about  
 
a)  opposite angles and  
 
























Using the midpoint formula, find the: 
 









































PROPERTIES OF A PARALLELOGRAM 
 











Measure of A =                     B =                       C =                           D = 
                    
 3.   Opposite angles are______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
4.   Consecutive angles are___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Midpoint of diagonal                            Midpoint of diagonal  
 
 
 5. _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Draw Diagonal AC, mark the diagram. What method would you use to prove 




6. Diagonal of a parallelogram______________________________________________________________ 
AB  CD  BC  AD 




Proving a Quadrilateral is a Parallelogram: 
 
**There are 4 methods to prove a Quadrilateral is a Parallelogram using 
Coordinate Geometry** 
1) Use midpoint formula twice to show diagonals bisect each other 
2) Use slope formula four times to show that both pairs of opposite sides are 
parallel 
3) Use distance and slope formulas twice on the same pair of opposite sides 
to show that they’re parallel and equal in length 
4) Use distance formula four times to show that both pairs of opposite sides 
are equal in length 
 
Examples:   
1. The vertices of quadrilateral STAR are S(-3,6), T(6,0), A(9,-9), R(0,-3).  Prove 


























2. Example:  Variable Proof 
Quadrilateral QRST has vertices Q(a,b), R(0,0), S(c,0), and T(a+c, b). Prove that QRST 


























Proving a Quadrilateral is a Rectangle: 
 
**There are 3 methods to prove a Quadrilateral is a Rectangle using 
Coordinate Geometry** 
FIRST PROVE PARALLELOGRAM, then…. 
1) Use distance formula twice to show diagonals are equal in length 
2) Use slope formula twice to show adjacent sides are perpendicular so there is a 
right angle 
3) Use slope formula four times to show there are four right angles (with this 
method you do not need to prove parallelogram first) 
 
1.  If the vertices of a quadrilateral BUGS are B (-4, 1), U (-2, 3), G (1, 0), and S (-1, -2).   















2. a) Given triangle ABC with vertices A(-2,0), B(1,6) and C(5,4), prove that triangle 

























Proving a Quadrilateral is a Rhombus: 
 
**There are 3 methods to prove a Quadrilateral is a Rhombus using 
Coordinate Geometry** 
 
FIRST PROVE PARALLELOGRAM, then…. 
1) Use slope formula twice to show that diagonals are perpendicular 
2) Use distance formula twice to show that two adjacent sides are equal in length 
3) Use distance formula four times to show there are four congruent sides (with 
this method you do not need to prove parallelogram first) 
 
1. If the vertices of a quadrilateral ELMO are E (2, 1), L (6, -2), M (10, 1), and O (6, 4).   


















2.  If the vertices of a quadrilateral DIRT are D (-3, 0), I (2, -3), R (1, 2), and T (-3, 5), 







Proving a Quadrilateral is a Square: 
 
FIRST PROVE RECTANLGE  then…. 
1) Use slope formula twice to show that diagonals are perpendicular 




FIRST PROVE RHOMBUS, then…. 
1) Use distance formula twice to show diagonals are equal in length 
2) Use slope formula twice to show adjacent sides are perpendicular so there is a 
right angle 
 















2. Jim is experimenting with a new design on his computer. He created quadrilateral 
TEAM with coordinates T(-2,3), E(-5,-4), A(2,-1), and M(5,6). Jim believes that he 
has created a rhombus but not a square. Prove that Jim is correct. 
 
 
 
 
